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(57) ABSTRACT 

In a data providing server 1101, whether or not specified 
compressed content data D51 generated by means of a speci 
fied compression coding method corresponding to terminal 
identification information has been stored in a content data 
base 1113 is detected, according to content specifying data 
D53 transmitted from a portable dedicated terminal 1104. If 
the specified compressed content data D51 has been stored, 
the data providing server 1101 reads and transmits this to the 
portable dedicated terminal 1104. And if the specified com 
pressed content data D51 has not been stored, the data pro 
viding server 1101 generates the specified compressed con 
tent data D51 by means of the specified compression coding 
method, and transmits this to the portable dedicated terminal 
1104. Thereby, the specified compressed content data D51 
generated by means of a specified decoding method can be 
properly provided to the portable dedicated terminal 1104, 
and the user can easily view a content based on the content 
data. 
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METHOD FOR PROVIDING AND OBTAINING 
CONTENT 

BENEFIT CLAIM 

0001. This application claims the benefit under 35 U.S.C. 
S120 as a Continuation of application Ser. No. 13/449,640, 
filed Apr. 18, 2012, which is a Continuation of U.S. Pat. No. 
8,175,976 issued May 18, 2012, which claims priority under 
35 U.S.C. S 119 to Japanese Patent Application Serial No. 
2002-020767, filed in the Japanese Patent Office on Jan. 29, 
2002, the entire contents of which is hereby incorporated by 
reference as if fully set forth herein. The applicants hereby 
rescind any disclaimer of claim scope in the parent applica 
tions or the prosecution history thereof, and advise the 
USPTO that the claims in this application may be broader 
than any claim in the parent applications. 

RELATED APPLICATIONS 

0002 This application is a continuation of U.S. patent 
application Ser. No. 10/353,819, filed Jan. 29, 2003, entitled 
“Method For Providing And Obtaining Content,” which 
claims priority under 35 U.S.C. S 119 to Japanese Patent 
Application Serial Number 2002-020767, filed in the Japa 
nese Patent Office on Jan. 29, 2002. Each of the foregoing 
documents is incorporated by reference in its entirety. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0003 1. Field of the Invention 
0004. This invention relates to a content providing and 
obtaining system, and is applicable, for example, to a data 
providing system for providing data on various distribution 
information Such as various content data and the advertise 
ment, of music, motion pictures, etc. (hereinafter, this is 
referred to as distribution data) to a customer by means of the 
Internet. 
0005 2. Description of the Related Art 
0006. In recent years, the Internet being a computer com 
munication network that it had been used in many institutes or 
the like for research and study in the world scale, has been 
quickly popularized also among companies and customers as 
a computer communication tool, by a use in business such as 
sale for merchandise, distribution of content data, and adver 
tisement of a company and merchandise. 
0007. By using the Internet in business, the customer can 
buy desired merchandise and can obtain desired content data 
by a personal computer for instance, while staying at home. 
At the same time, the customer can obtain various distribution 
data such as the advertisement of a company and merchandise 
by the personal computer. 
0008. In the distribution of content data on the Internet, the 
transmission efficiency of the content data can be improved 
by transmitting compressively-coded content data to a cus 
tomer's personal computer. 
0009. In the customer's personal computer, thus obtained 
compressively-coded content data is decoded, and the cus 
tomer can view a content based on the content data. 
0010. However, in recent years, plural kinds of methods 
have been introduced into the market as methods of compres 
sively coding content data. A compression coding method to 
be used is different depending on the manufacturing company 
of the content data or the like. 
0011. On the other hand, in the customer's personal com 
puter, normally, a decoding Software corresponding to a 
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specified compression coding method is installed, or a decod 
ing circuit only corresponding to the above specified com 
pression coding method is provided to restrain increasing the 
circuit scale or the like. 
0012. Therefore, in the customer's personal computer, if 
the decoding Software and the decoding circuit do not cope 
with the compression coding method that was used in the 
compression coding of the obtained content data, the content 
data cannot be decoded until the customer newly obtain a 
decoding Software and a decoding circuit cope with that. 
There has been a problem that the customer cannot easily 
view the content. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0013. In view of the foregoing, an object of this invention 
is to provide a content providing and obtaining system that the 
customer can easily view a content based on content data. 
0014. The foregoing object and other objects of this inven 
tion have been achieved by the provision of a content provid 
ing apparatus for providing compressed content data gener 
ated by compressively coding content data by a specified 
compression coding method, by receiving identification 
information peculiar to a content obtaining apparatus and 
specifying information representing specified content data 
that the customer wants to obtain from the content obtaining 
apparatus applying a specified decoding method correspond 
ing to the specified compression coding method, by detecting 
whether or not specified compressed content data generated 
by compressively coding the specified content data by the 
specified compression coding method corresponding to the 
identification information has been stored in the data storing 
means for storing plural kinds of compressed content data, 
according to the above received identification information 
and the specifying information, and according to the detec 
tion result, if the specified compressed content data has been 
stored in the data storing means, by reading the specified 
compressed content data from the data storing means, or if the 
specified compressed content data has not been stored in the 
above data storing means, by compressively coding the speci 
fied content data being the original data of that specified 
compressed content data by the specified compression coding 
method, and generating the specified compressed content 
data, and by transmitting the specified compressed content 
data read from the data storing means or the generated speci 
fied compressed content data to the content obtaining appa 
ratus. Accordingly, every time when the customer requests to 
obtain specified content data from the above content obtain 
ing apparatus, the content providing apparatus can accurately 
provide specified compressed content data generated by com 
pressively coding that specified content data by a specified 
compression coding method corresponding to a specified 
decoding method, without newly applying another decoding 
method different from a specified decoding method previ 
ously applied to the content obtaining apparatus. Thus, the 
customer can easily view a content based on the content data. 
0015 The nature, principle and utility of this invention 
will become more apparent from the following detailed 
description when read in conjunction with the accompanying 
drawings in which like parts are designated by like reference 
numerals or characters. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0016. In the accompanying drawings: 
0017 FIG. 1 is a conceptual view showing the usage pat 
tern of the Internet by a data providing system; 
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0018 FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram showing the usage 
pattern of a portable dedicated terminal that was rented to the 
customer, 
0019 FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram showing the usage 
pattern of a portable dedicated terminal that was sold to the 
customer, 
0020 FIG. 4 is a block diagram showing the configuration 
of a first embodiment of a data providing system according to 
the present description; 
0021 FIG. 5 is a block diagram showing the configuration 
of a data providing system according to a second embodi 
ment, 
0022 FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram showing the data 
format of header data to be added to content data; 
0023 FIGS. 7A and 7B are flowcharts showing a rental 
reservation processing procedure in a data providing system; 
0024 FIG. 8 is a block diagram showing the configuration 
of a data providing system according to a third embodiment; 
0025 FIG. 9 is a schematic diagram showing the data 
format of content obtaining request data for obtaining content 
data from a content server, 
0026 FIGS. 10A to 10C are flowcharts showing a rental 
reservation processing procedure in a data providing system; 
0027 FIG. 11 is a block diagram showing the configura 
tion of a data providing system according to a fourth embodi 
ment, 
0028 FIGS. 12A and 12B are schematic diagrams show 
ing the configuration of advertiser/company registration 
information; 
0029 FIGS. 13A and 13B are schematic diagrams show 
ing the configuration of customer registration information; 
0030 FIG. 14 is a schematic diagram showing the contract 
terms between the customer and an advertiser/company; 
0031 FIG. 15 is a schematic diagram showing the con 
figuration of customer registration information updated on 
the Internet by the customer; 
0032 FIG. 16 is a block diagram showing the configura 
tion of a matching part; 
0033 FIG. 17 is a schematic diagram showing the con 
figuration of advertiser/company introducing information; 
0034 FIG. 18 is a schematic diagram showing the con 
figuration of customer introducing information; 
0035 FIG. 19 is a schematic diagram showing the con 
figuration of advertiser/company information updated by the 
conclusion of a contract; 
0036 FIG. 20 is a schematic diagram showing the con 
figuration of customer registration information updated by 
the conclusion of a contract; 
0037 FIGS. 21A and 21B are flowcharts showing an 
advertiser/company registration processing procedure in a 
data providing system; 
0038 FIGS. 22A and 22B are flowcharts showing an 
advertiser/company introducing processing procedure in a 
data providing system; 
0039 FIGS. 23A and 23B are flowcharts showing the 
advertiser/company introducing processing procedure in the 
data providing system; 
0040 FIGS. 24A to 24C are flowcharts showing a contract 
processing procedure in the data providing system; 
0041 FIG. 25 is a block diagram showing the configura 
tion of a data providing system according to a fifth embodi 
ment, 
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0042 FIG. 26 is a block diagram showing the configura 
tion of a matching part; 
0043 FIGS. 27A and 27B are flowcharts showing an 
advertiser/company introducing processing procedure in the 
data providing system; 
0044 FIG. 28 is a block diagram showing the configura 
tion of a data providing system according to a sixth embodi 
ment; 
0045 FIG. 29 is a schematic diagram showing the con 
figuration of content selecting screens using three-dimen 
sional virtual reality space pictures representing the inside of 
an agency, 
0046 FIGS. 30A and 30B are schematic diagrams for 
explaining the reproducing of commercial data in a content 
selecting screen; 
0047 FIG. 31 is a schematic diagram showing the con 
figuration of content selecting screens customized according 
to a customer's request; 
0048 FIGS. 32A and 32B are flowcharts showing a con 
tent providing processing procedure using content selecting 
screen data in the data providing system; 
0049 FIGS. 33A and 33B are flowcharts showing the 
Subroutine of the content providing processing procedure in 
the data providing system; 
0050 FIGS. 34A and 34B are flowcharts showing a cus 
tomizing processing procedure in the data providing system; 
0051 FIGS. 35A and 35B are flowcharts showing a con 
tent providing processing procedure using customized screen 
data in the data providing system; 
0.052 FIG. 36 is a conceptual view for explaining the 
customizing of a content selecting screen according to 
another embodiment than the sixth embodiment; 
0053 FIG. 37 is a schematic diagram for explaining a 
method of providing content data from a content server to a 
data providing server; 
0054 FIG. 38 is a block diagram showing the configura 
tion of a data providing system according to a seventh 
embodiment; 
0055 FIG. 39 is a schematic diagram for explaining the 
rental of content data; 
0056 FIG. 40 is a schematic diagram for explaining the 
request of an equivalent exchange; 
0057 FIGS. 41A and 41B are conceptual views for 
explaining equivalent exchanges of the content data of a 
single tune for packaged media of a single CD; 
0.058 FIG. 42 is a conceptual view for explaining the 
delivery of packaged media by an equivalent exchange; 
0059 FIGS. 43A to 43C are flowcharts showing an 
equivalent exchange processing procedure in the data provid 
ing System; 
0060 FIGS. 44A to 44C are flowcharts showing the 
equivalent exchange processing procedure in the data provid 
ing System; 
0061 FIG. 45 is a block diagram showing the configura 
tion of a data providing system according to an eighth 
embodiment; 
0062 FIG. 46 is a schematic diagram for explaining the 
request of an equivalent exchange; 
0063 FIGS. 47A to 47C are schematic diagrams showing 
the configuration of data tables in a packaged media database; 
0064 FIGS. 48A to 48C are conceptual views for explain 
ing equivalent exchanges of plural content data for the pack 
aged media of an album CD; 
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0065 FIGS. 49A to 49C are flowcharts showing an 
equivalent exchange processing procedure in the data provid 
ing System; 
0066 FIGS. 50A to 50C are flowcharts showing the 
equivalent exchange processing procedure in the data provid 
ing System; 
0067 FIG. 51 is a schematic diagram showing the con 
figuration of a data providing system according to a ninth 
embodiment; 
0068 FIG. 52 is a block diagram showing the circuit con 
figuration of a system management server, 
0069 FIG. 53 is a block diagram showing the circuit con 
figuration of a request terminal; 
0070 FIG. 54 is a block diagram showing the circuit con 
figuration of a data providing server, 
0071 FIG.55 is a block diagram showing the circuit con 
figuration of a package providing server; 
0072 FIG. 56 is a block diagram showing the circuit con 
figuration of an advertiser/company server, 
0073 FIG. 57 is a schematic external view showing the 
configuration of a portable dedicated terminal; 
0074 FIG. 58 is a block diagram showing the circuit con 
figuration of the portable dedicated terminal; 
0075 FIG. 59 is a schematic diagram showing the con 
figuration of a data providing system according to a tenth 
embodiment; 
0076 FIG. 60 is a schematic external view showing the 
configuration of a portable dedicated terminal; 
0077 FIG. 61 is a schematic external view showing the 
configuration of the back of the main body of the terminal; 
0078 FIG. 62 is a block diagram showing the circuit con 
figuration of the portable dedicated terminal; 
007.9 FIG. 63 is a schematic diagram showing the con 
figuration of a data providing system according to an eleventh 
embodiment; 
0080 FIG. 64 is a schematic diagram for explaining the 
obtaining of specified compressed content data in the data 
providing server, 
0081 FIG. 65 is a schematic diagram for explaining the 
providing of specified compressed content data in the data 
providing server, 
0082 FIGS. 66A to 66C are flowcharts showing a content 
providing and obtaining processing procedure in the data 
providing system; and 
I0083 FIGS. 67A to 67C are flowcharts showing the con 
tent providing and obtaining processing procedure in the data 
providing system. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
EMBODIMENT 

0084. Preferred embodiments of this invention will be 
described with reference to the accompanying drawings: 

(1) Usage Pattern of Internet by Data Providing 
System 

0085. As shown in FIG. 1, in a data providing system 1, 
communication can be performed on the Internet (not shown) 
between a system management site 2 that integrally manages 
the above data providing system and the customer 3, between 
the system management site 2, plural kinds of shops 4A to 4N 
Such as retail stores and rental shops, to that the customer 3 
comes (hereinafter, these are referred to as agencies), and a 
sales company 5 that sells merchandise described later to 
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these agencies 4A to 4N, and between the system manage 
ment site 2 and a site for providing distribution data 6 estab 
lished by an advertiser/company (hereinafter, this is referred 
to as advertiser/company site), respectively. 
I0086. In this case, as shown in FIGS. 1 and 2, the agencies 
4A to 4N are rental shops that sell and rent the content (com 
posed of audio data, video data, text data, etc.) of music, a 
motion picture, game software, a novel, a photograph, a 
comic, etc., as commercial packaged media Such as a compact 
disc (CD), a digital video disc (DVD), a compact disc read 
only memory (CD-ROM), and a book (hardcovered novel, 
photo book, picture book, comic book). The agencies 4A to 
4N are shops that deal in contents such as preparatory Schools 
for selling and renting the contents (composed of text data, 
etc.) of reference books, question books, literatures for 
entrance examination, etc., as commercial packaged media of 
books. 

I0087. If the agencies 4A to 4N desire to use the Internet in 
the state where they will start new business or already started 
business and are in business, they notify the system manage 
ment site 2 of that by the use of a personal computer or the 
like. 

I0088. If the use of the Internet is requested from the 
agency 4A-4N, the system management site 2 obtains agency 
information Such as a name, a kind of contents that the agency 
will dealin, and an account numberata dealing bank from the 
above agency 4A-4N, and executes agency registrations. 
I0089. Then, the system management site 2 provides plenty 
of content data to each agency 4A to 4N respectively from 
among various content data of music, motion pictures, game 
Software, novels, photographs, comics, reference books, 
question books, literatures, etc. that have been previously 
stored in a content database (not shown), according to the 
kind of contents specified by the agencies 4A to 4.N. The 
above agencies 4A to 4N form a content database for these 
content data peculiar to each agency. 
0090. At this time, the sales company 5 sells portable 
dedicated terminals 7A to 7N only for recording and repro 
ducing content data, and commercial packaged media such as 
CDs, DVDs, CD-ROMs, and books, that the above agencies 
4A to 4N will deal in, to the agencies 4A to 4N according to 
instructions from the system management site 2. 
0091. On the other hand, the customer 3 who wants to use 
the Internet accesses the above system management site 2 and 
notifies it of that he/she wants to use the Internet, for instance, 
by operating a request terminal dedicated to the system man 
agement site installed in a stand Such as KIOSK, a conve 
nience store or the like. 

0092. If to use the Internet is wanted by the customer 3, the 
system management site 2 obtains personal information 
(hereinafter, this is referred to as customer information) such 
as a name, sex, age, and an account number at a dealing bank 
from the above customer 3, and executes a customer registra 
tion. The system management site 2 stores the above cus 
tomer information as customer registration data, and gener 
ates a customer database 8. 

0093. The agencies 4A to 4N will provide plural kinds of 
content data to the registered customer 3 by two types of 
systems: a purchase system and a rental system. If the cus 
tomer 3 notifies an agency 4A-4N of content specifying infor 
mation for specifying desired content data and system speci 
fying data representing the way of obtaining for the above 
content data, purchase or rental, by using the request terminal 
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via the system management site 2, the agency 4A-4N accepts 
the reservation of the purchase or the rental of the content data 
responding to that. 
0094. If the agency 4A-4N accepts the reservation from 
the customer 3 in that manner, the agency 4A-4N executes 
electronic accounting for the purchase (selling price) and the 
rental (rental term) of the content data, by using the customer 
registration information on the customer 3 (the account num 
ber of the customer 3) read from the customer database 8 in 
the system management site 2. Then, the agency 4A-4N reads 
the desired content data according to the request from the 
content database, and records this in a predetermined record 
ing medium provided in a portable dedicated terminal 7A-7N. 
0095. Here, the agency 4A-4N can make the customer 3 
also use the portable dedicated terminal 7A-7N by either 
system of purchase and rental. If content data is requested, the 
agencies 4A to 4N simultaneously executes electronical 
accounting for the purchase (selling price) and the rental 
(rental term) of the above portable dedicated terminal 7A-7N 
by using the customer registration information. 
0096. Therefore, for instance, if the customer 3 requested 

to use the portable dedicated terminal 7A-7N by rental, the 
agency 4A-4N rents the portable dedicated terminal 7A-7N 
storing the content data according to the request of the cus 
tomer 3, according to the way of delivery requested by the 
customer 3: by directly handing it to the customer 3 at the 
shop or by delivering it by a delivery company 9. 
0097. Thereby, the customer 3 who previously reserved to 
purchase/rent the content data and the portable dedicated 
terminal 7A-7N by the request terminal can enjoy the content 
data by reproducing it with the above portable dedicated 
terminal 7A-7N as soon as he/she gets the portable dedicated 
terminal 7A-7N. 

0098. Such portable dedicated terminal 7A-7N can access 
only the agency 4A-4N that recorded the content data via the 
system management site 2 by a communication function pro 
vided inside, and can execute processing for purchasing/rent 
ing content data (including accounting). 
0099. Therefore, when the customer 3 newly requests to 
purchase/rent content data by the portable dedicated terminal 
7A-7N in rental, the agency 4A-4N can transmit the requested 
content data to the portable dedicated terminal 7A-7N in 
rental via the system management site 2, and the content data 
can be recorded therein. Thus, content data can be easily 
distributed on the Internet also to a customer 3 who does not 
own a device connectable to the Internet (hereinafter, this is 
referred to as device for connecting to the Internet) Such as a 
personal computer, similarly to a customer 3 who owns a 
device for connecting to the Internet. 
0100. By the way, the system management site 2 relays the 
request for purchasing/renting the content data sent from the 
portable dedicated terminal 7A-7N and the request terminal, 
to the agency 4A-4N. Thus, the contents of that request are 
added to the customer registration information in the cus 
tomer database 8 as additional customer information, and the 
above customer registration information is updated. Thereby, 
customer's taste (for example, the genre of content data that 
the customer obtained), the state of the using of the Internet or 
the like can be grasped from the customer registration infor 
mation. 
0101. Furthermore, the system management site 2 obtains 
advertiser/company information composed of advertiser 
name information and company name information, business 
contents information that represents the genre of the above 
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providing distribution data or the like, from advertisers and 
companies that will provide various distribution data at an 
advertiser/company site 6, stores this as advertiser/company 
registration information and generates an advertiser/com 
pany database 10. 
0102) If the customer 3 sends release permission informa 
tion representing that he/she permits to release his/her cus 
tomer information to the advertisers and companies from the 
portable dedicated terminal 7A-7N in rental as customer per 
mission data, the system management site 2 retrieves data in 
the advertiser/company database 10 based on his/her cus 
tomer registration information, selects advertisers and com 
panies that can provide distribution data matching his/her 
taste, and introduces the above selected advertisers and com 
panies to the customer 3 via the portable dedicated terminal 
TA-7N. 

(0103 As a result, if the customer 3 selects an advertiser/ 
company wanting to contract from among the advertisers and 
the companies that were introduced to him/her, the system 
management site 2 provides a part of his/her customer regis 
tration information to the selected advertiser/company as 
investment information, and introduces the customer 3 to the 
advertiser/company. 
0104. Thereby, the system management site 2 can make 
the customer 3 using the Internet and the advertiser/company 
selected by the above customer 3 mutually negotiate and 
close contract. If the contract is concluded, various distribu 
tion data such as the advertisement of merchandise desired by 
the above customer 3 is provided from the advertiser/com 
pany site 6 to the portable dedicated terminal 7A-7N rented to 
the customer 3 via the system management site 2. 
0105. In this manner, in the data providing system 1, only 
the advertiser/company that can provides desired distribution 
data can be introduced to the customer 3, and the customer 3 
can easily select desired one. At the same time, even if the 
customer 3 does not own device for connecting to the Internet, 
only desired distribution data can be efficiently provided to 
him/her via the portable dedicated terminal 7A-7N being 
rented to the customer 3. 
0106. In this connection, since if the customer permission 
data is sent from the customer 3, the system management site 
2 introduces the customer 3 who is beneficial for the adver 
tiser/company to the advertiser/company, if the system man 
agement site 2 transmits the investment information to the 
advertiser/company, the system management site 2 receives a 
consideration for that from the above advertiser/company. 
0107 Furthermore, if the system management site 2 intro 
duces the customer 3 to the advertiser/company, it forms a 
customer introduction database 11 based on the investment 
information on the above customer 3 without regard to the 
presence/absence of an advertiser and/or a company to which 
the customer 3 wants to contract. The above customer intro 
duction database 11 will be used when advertisers and/or 
companies to be introduced to the customer 3 will be newly 
selected after that. 

0108. Here, if the customer 3 accessed the agency 4A-4N 
to request content data from the portable dedicated terminal 
7A-7N via the system management site 2, the agency 4A-4N 
returns a content selecting screen to be used to select content 
data to the portable dedicated terminal 7A-7N so that the 
customer 3 selects desired content data on that content select 
ing screen. 
0109 The agency 4A-4N customizes the content selecting 
screen to be displayed at the display part of the portable 
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dedicated terminal 7A-7N according to a request by the cus 
tomer 3. Thus, when the customer 3 requests content data, a 
content selecting screen matching the request by the customer 
3 can be displayed at the display part of the portable dedicated 
terminals 7A to 7.N. 
0110. In this connection, if the customer 3 specifies his/her 
favorite colorona case body at the time of renting the portable 
dedicated terminal 7A-7N, the agency 4A-4N switches the 
above portable dedicated terminal 7A-7N to be rented to 
another portable dedicated terminal 7A-7N painted in his/her 
favorite color. In addition to the customizing software, also 
the hardware of a case body can be customized. 
0111. If the customer 3 requests the agency 4A-4N to 
customize the case body of the portable dedicated terminal 
7A-7N in rental (that is, to change the color of the case body), 
the agency 4A-4N moves all data in the portable dedicated 
terminal 7A-7N rented by the customer 3 (that is, the content 
data, the desired distribution data provided from the adver 
tiser, etc.) into the other portable dedicated terminal 7A-7N in 
the color specified by the customer 3, and changes them. 
0112. By the way, when the agency 4A-4N starts to rent 
content data with the portable dedicated terminal 7A-7N to 
the customer 3, the customer 3 can arbitrary choice the rental 
terms of the above portable dedicated terminal 7A-7N and the 
content data respectively. Moreover, the customer 3 can 
freely extend the rental term once chosen by a request. 
0113. The agency 4A-4N monitors the end of the rental 
term of the content data being rented to the customer 3. If the 
rental term of the content data expires before the expiration of 
the rental term of the portable dedicated terminal 7A-7N, that 
is informed to the portable dedicated terminal 7A-7N being 
rented to the customer. 
0114. If terminating the rental of the content data accord 
ing to the period is replied from the portable dedicated termi 
nal 7A-7N being rented to the customer 3 via the system 
management site 2, the agency 4A-4N prompts the customer 
3 to bring the portable dedicated terminal 7A-7N to the above 
agency 4A-4N. If the customer 3 brings that portable dedi 
cated terminal 7A-7N, the agency 4A-4N erases the content 
data from the internal recording medium and is returns the 
portable dedicated terminal 7A-7N to the customer 3. 
0115. On the other hand, if extending the rental term of the 
content data is replied from the portable dedicated terminal 
7A-7N being rented to the customer 3 via the system man 
agement site 2, the agency 4A-4N monitors the end of that 
extended rental term of the above content data. 
0116. Although the rental term of the content data has 
expired, if the customer 3 does not bring that portable dedi 
cated terminal 7A-7N, for instance, the agency 4A-4N sends 
an erasing command to erase the content data that the rental 
term has expired to the portable dedicated terminal 7A-7N for 
return. Thereby, in the portable dedicated terminal 7A-7N, 
the specified content data is erased from the internal record 
ing medium to prevent its illegal use. 
0117 If the portable dedicated terminal 7A-7N in rental is 
returned from the customer 3, the agency 4A-4N erases the 
content data from the recording medium in the above portable 
dedicated terminal 7A-7N, and that the portable dedicated 
terminal 7A-7N can be rented again. 
0118. If the customer requests to change the content (for 
example, the content data of a single tune) occupying by 
purchasing or renting the portable dedicated terminal 7A-7N 
to packaged media storing the same content data (for 
example, a single CD), the agency 4A-4N transmits equiva 
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lent exchange information composed of a price when the 
customer obtained the occupying content data (that is, the 
purchase price or the rental price), the selling price of the 
packaged media, and a difference between both these prices 
to the portable dedicated terminal 7A-7N via the system 
management site 2. 
0119. As a result, if the customer 3 notifies the agency 
4A-4N of the approval of exchanging them by the portable 
dedicated terminal 7A-7N via the system management site 2, 
the agency 4A-4N performs electronical accounting only for 
the difference between the price to obtain the content data 
being occupied by the customer 3 and the selling price of the 
packaged media read from the customer database 8 at the 
system management site 2. It is because the purchase/rental 
price for the content data being occupied by the customer 3 
being the same as the content data stored in the packaged 
media has been already paid. Then, the agency 4A-4N hands 
the packaged media to the customer 3 at the shop or delivers 
it by the delivery company 9 from the sales company 5. 
I0120 In this manner, the agency 4A-4N makes the 
exchange value of the content data being occupied by the 
customer for the packaged media to be almost equal, and 
exchanges the content data for the above packaged media 
(hereinafter, this exchange is referred to as equivalent 
exchange). Thereby, wasting the content data purchased/ 
rented by the portable dedicated terminal 7A-7N when that 
portable dedicated terminal 7A-7N is returned can be pre 
vented, and the packaged media can be provided by a mini 
mum investment without making the customer 3 wastefully 
invest in both of the content data and the packaged media. 
0121. In this connection, the system management site 2 
collects charges for the use of the Internet from the customer 
3 every time when the customer 3 uses the Internet (that is, 
every time when the customer 3 purchases/rents content data 
and the portable dedicated terminal 7A-7N). The system 
management site 2, however, issues a point to give a privilege 
Such as a discount to the customer 3 according to the using 
state of the above Internet, and stores it in the customer 
database 8. 
I0122. At the agency 4A-4N, the customer 3 can use the 
obtaining point for electronical accounting instead of a part or 
all of the payment, when in purchasing/renting content data 
and a portable dedicated terminal 7A-7N, and when in 
exchanging content data for packaged media, etc. 
I0123. Furthermore, the agency 4A-4N can accept also 
payment by cash and a prepaid card at the shop, instead of 
electronical accounting, when the customer 3 purchases/rents 
a portable dedicated terminal 7A-7N, or exchanges content 
data for packaged media, or the like. 
0.124. Here, if electronical accounting for the purchase of 
the portable dedicated terminal 7A-7N is executed respond 
ing to the purchase request of the portable dedicated terminal 
7A-7N by that the customer 3 notified from the request ter 
minal or the portable dedicated terminal 7A-7N in rental via 
the system management site 2, the agency 4A-4N directly 
hands that portable dedicated terminal 7A-7N to the customer 
3 or delivers it to the customer 3 from the sales company 5 by 
the delivery company 9. 
0.125. In this connection, if the customer 3 requests to 
purchase the portable dedicated terminal 7A-7N, the agency 
4A-4N sells the portable dedicated terminal 7A-7N having a 
case body in a color specified by the above customer 3. 
I0126. As shown in FIG. 3, the customer 3 who purchased 
the portable dedicated terminal 7A-7N can purchase/rent 
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desired content data only from the agency 4A-4N that sold the 
portable dedicated terminal 7A-7N, by the above portable 
dedicated terminal 7A-7N via the Internet, and can obtain 
desired distribution data by contracting to an advertiser and/ 
or a company similarly to the case described above with 
reference to FIG. 2. 
0127. Furthermore, the customer 3 who purchased the por 
table dedicated terminal 7A-7N can customize a content 
selecting screen that will be sent from the agency 4A-4N 
when the customer 3 requests to purchase/rent content data by 
the above portable dedicated terminal 7A-7N. In the case 
where the exchange values of the content data being occupied 
by the customer 3 by the purchase/rental and the packaged 
media storing the same content data are equal, they can be 
exchanged. 
0128. In the above data providing system 1, instead of the 
portable dedicated terminal 7A-7N, the customer 3 can use 
the Internet by using a device for connecting to the Internet 
Such as a personal computer, similarly to the case described 
above with reference to FIGS. 2 and 3. 
0129. In the data providing system 1, both of a business 
system using the Internet, and an existent business system so 
that merchandise is practically sold and/or rented in retailing 
stores or the, like can be compatibly used. Thereby, a new 
business model in which the customer 3 who does not own a 
device for connecting to the Internet and agencies 4A to 4N 
having the feeling of crisis in the popularization of the Inter 
net can freely and easily use the Internet for business can be 
formed. 

(2) First Embodiment 
0130 Referring to FIG. 4, a reference numeral 50 gener 
ally shows a data providing system according to a first 
embodiment. The agencies 4A to 4N and the sales company 5 
described above with reference to FIGS. 1 to 3, a request 
terminal 52 corresponding to the customer 3 described above 
with reference to FIGS. 1 to 3 (that is, the request terminal 
used by the customer 3) and a portable dedicated terminal 53 
only for the agencies 4A to 4N corresponding to the portable 
dedicated terminals 7A to 7N described above with reference 
to FIGS. 1 to 3 are connected to a data providing server 51 
corresponding to the system management site 2. 
0131 The data providing server 51 has a customer data 
base 55 for storing customer registration information and 
customer registering screen data, a content database 56 for 
storing a lot of content data and content selecting screen data 
or the like, a packaged media database 57 for storing a data 
table by listing the selling prices and the rental prices of 
content data, and the selling prices and the titles or the like of 
packaged media that can be exchanged for the above content 
data, and an advertiser/company database 58 for storing 
advertiser/company registration information obtained from 
advertisers and companies establishing an advertiser/com 
pany site. 
0132) If registration request data for requesting the regis 

tration of the customer is sent from the request terminal 52. 
the data providing server 51 receives this by a receiving part 
59, reads customer registering screen data from the customer 
database 55 based on that registration request data by an 
updating part 60, and sends the above read customer register 
ing screen data from a sending part 61 to the request terminal 
52. 
0133. If customer information that was entered on a cus 
tomer registering screen based on the customer registering 
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screen data is sent from the request terminal 52 as customer 
information data, the data providing server 51 receives this by 
the receiving part 59, and stores customer information based 
on that customer information data as customer registration 
information by the updating part 60, and registers the cus 
tomer. Thereby, the above customer becomes possible to use 
the Internet. 
I0134. If obtaining request data for requesting to obtain 
content data is sent from the request terminal 52 by operation 
by the registered customer, the data providing server 51 
receives this by the receiving part 59, reads content selecting 
screen data from the content database 56 based on that obtain 
ing request data by a content retrieving part 62, and transmits 
the above read content selecting screen data from the sending 
part 61 to the request terminal 52. 
I0135. As a result, if desired content data is selectively 
specified on the content selecting screen based on the content 
selecting screen data, either of the systems to obtain the 
content data and the portable dedicated terminal 53, purchase 
or rental is selectively specified respectively, and reservation 
data for representing these specified information (hereinafter, 
this is referred to as customer reservation information) is 
transmitted from the request terminal 52. The data providing 
server 51 receives this by the receiving part 59. 
0.136. At this time, the data providing server 51 reads the 
specified content data from the content database 56 based on 
the reservation data by the content retrieving part 62, and 
transmits the above read content data from the sending part 61 
to the portable dedicated terminal 53 for recording before it is 
delivered to the customer. 
0.137 In this manner, the data providing server 51 can 
prepare the customer the portable dedicated terminal 53 stor 
ing the content data according to the customer's request for 
purchase and rental. Thus, the portable dedicated terminal 53 
can be sold and rented to the customer by directly handing or 
delivery. 
0.138. Then, if obtaining request data for requesting the 
obtaining of content data is sent from the portable dedicated 
terminal 53 sold or rented to the customer, the data providing 
server 51 receives this by the receiving part 59, reads content 
selecting screen data from the content database 56 based on 
that obtaining request data by the content retrieving part 62, 
and transmits the above read content selecting screen data 
from the sending part 61 to the customer. 
0.139. As a result, if desired content data is specified on the 
content selecting screen based on that content selecting 
screen data and the way to obtain the content data, purchase or 
rental, is specified, and content specifying data representing 
these specified information (hereinafter, this is referred to as 
specifying information) is transmitted from the portable dedi 
cated terminal 53 sold or rented to the customer, the data 
providing server 51 receives this by the receiving part 59. 
0140. At this time, the data providing server 51 reads the 
specified content data from the content database 56 based on 
that content specifying data by the content retrieving part 62, 
and transmits the above read content data from the sending 
part 61 to the customer's portable dedicated terminal 53 for 
recording. 
0.141. In this manner, the data providing server 51 enables 
the customer to easily use content distribution on the Internet, 
and freely obtain desired content data by the portable dedi 
cated terminal 53. 
0142. By the way, the data providing server 51 issues 
customer identification information peculiar to each cus 
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tomer (hereinafter, this is referred to as customer ID) in a 
customer registration, adds this to customer information, and 
stores them in the customer database 55 as customer registra 
tion information to manage the above stored customer regis 
tration information by the customer ID. 
0143. The data providing server 51 transmits the customer 
ID issued to the customer in the customer registration from 
the sending part 61 to the request terminal 52 and notifies the 
customer of this. Thereafter, when the customer makes vari 
ous requests of various agencies by means of the request 
terminal 52 and the portable dedicated terminal 53, the data 
providing server 51 makes the customeruse that customer ID 
to identify the customer who made a request of these various 
agencies by the customer ID. 
0144. If the data providing server 51 receives various data 
(e.g. content specifying data) from the request terminal 52 
and the portable dedicated terminal 53 sold/rented to the 
customer by the receiving part 59, the data providing server 
51 sends the contents of that data (information such as the title 
and the rental term of the content data that will be purchased/ 
rented by the customer) to the customer database 55 as addi 
tional customer information to add that additional customer 
information to customer registration information on the cus 
tomer who requested the obtaining of the content data, and 
updates the above customer registration information, by the 
updating part 60. 
0145 The data providing server 51 can grasp customer's 

taste or the like based on the customer registration informa 
tion in the customer database 55. 

0146 Then, if customer permission data meaning that the 
customer permitted the data providing server 51 to release the 
customer information to the advertiser/company is transmit 
ted from the portable dedicated terminal 53 sold/rented to the 
customer, the data providing server 51 receives this by the 
receiving part 59, reads the customer registration information 
on the customer who permitted from the customer database 
55 based on that customer permission data by a matching part 
63, and retrieves advertiser/company registration information 
in the advertiser/company database 58 based on the above 
read customer registration information. 
0147 As a result of the retrieval of advertiser/company 
registration information by the matching part 63, if an adver 
tiser and/or a company that can provide distribution data 
matching to the customer's tastes, the data providing server 
51 generates advertiser/company introducing databased on 
advertiser/company registration information on the above 
selected advertiser/company, and sends this from the sending 
part 61 to the customer's portable dedicated terminal 53. 
Thus, the data providing server 51 can introduce the adver 
tiser and/or company that can provide distribution data 
matching to the customer's tastes to the customer. 
0148. In this manner, the data providing server 51 enables 
the customer to easily select an advertiser and/or a company 
that can provide desired distribution data to the customer 
from among many advertisers and/or companies. Moreover, 
advertisers and companies can efficiently provide distribution 
data to the customeras requested. 
0149. If customizing request data for customizing the por 
table dedicated terminal 53 purchased/rented to the customer 
is transmitted, the data providing server 51 receives this by 
the receiving part 59, reads customizing registering screen 
data previously stored in the content database 56 based on the 
above received customizing request data by the content 
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retrieving part 62, and sends this from the sending part 61 to 
the portable dedicated terminal 53. 
0150. As a result, if screen customizing information for 
the content selecting screen that was entered on a customizing 
registering screen based on the customizing registering 
screen data is sent from the portable dedicated terminal 53 
sold/rented to the customer, the data providing server 51 
receives this by the receiving part 59, and supplies that screen 
customizing information to the customer database 55 to add 
this to the customer registration information on the above 
customer, and updates that customer registration information 
by the updating part 60. 
0151. Thereafter, if obtaining request data is sent from the 
portable dedicated terminal 53 by the customer who 
requested the customizing of the content selecting screen, the 
data providing server 51 receives this by the receiving part 59. 
reads the screen customizing information added to the cus 
tomer registration information from the customer database 55 
by the updating part 60, and Supplies this to the content 
retrieving part 62. 
0152 The data providing server 51 reads content selecting 
screen data from the content database 56 by the content 
retrieving part 62, converts this based on the screen custom 
izing information, and sends thus obtained customized screen 
data from the sending part 61 to the customer's portable 
dedicated terminal 53. 
0153. In this manner, the data providing server 51 custom 
izes the content selecting screen based on the screen custom 
izing data every time when obtaining request data is sent from 
the customer requesting the customizing of the content select 
ing screen by the portable dedicated terminal 53. The cus 
tomer can select content data on thus customized screen. 
0154) In this connection, in the portable dedicated termi 
nal 53 rented to the customer, also sending information for 
customizing the color of the case body of the above portable 
dedicated terminal 53 can be selected on the customizing 
registering screen. If the case body customizing information 
for specifying the color of the case body is sent from the 
portable dedicated terminal 53, the data providing server 51 
receives this by the receiving part 59, supplies this to the 
customer database 55, and adds this to the customer registra 
tion information on the above customer and updates the cus 
tomer registration information by the updating part 60. 
0155 Thus, thereafter, when the customer rents/purchases 
a portable dedicated terminal 53, the portable dedicated ter 
minal 53 in a color specified by the case body customizing 
information can be delivered. 
0156 Furthermore, if equivalent exchange request data 
for requesting the equivalent exchange of the content data 
(e.g. a single tune) purchased/rented for packaged media (e.g. 
a single CD) is sent from the portable dedicated terminal 53 
sold/rented to the customer, the data providing server 51 
receives this by the receiving part 59. 
0157. The data providing server 51 reads the customer 
registration information on the customer who requested the 
equivalent exchange from the customer database 55 based on 
that equivalent exchange request data, and detects the way of 
the obtaining of the content data that the customer requested 
to equivalently exchange (that is, purchase or rental) by the 
updating part 60. Then, the data providing server 51 retrieves 
a data table in the packaged media database 57 based on that 
equivalent exchange request data and the detected result by 
the updating part 60 by a package retrieving part 64. Thereby, 
the obtaining price of the content data occupied by the cus 
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tomer, and the selling price and the title of packaged media 
storing the above content data are detected as the target of the 
equivalent exchange. 
0158. The data providing server 51 computes a balance 
between thus detected obtaining price of the content data 
occupied by the customer and the selling price of the pack 
aged media by the package retrieving part 64, and transmits 
the above computed balance from the sending part 61 to the 
customer's portable dedicated terminal 53 as retrieval result 
information, with these obtaining price of the content data 
and the selling price and the title of the packaged media. 
0159. The customer has already paid the purchase or the 
rental price of the content data stored in the packaged media 
by the purchase or the rental via the portable dedicated ter 
minal 53. Thus, if exchange acceptance data to accept the 
equivalent exchange is sent from the portable dedicated ter 
minal 53 sold/rented to the customer, the data providing 
server 51 electronically performs accounting only for the 
balance between the obtaining price of the content data occu 
pied by the customer and the selling price of the packaged 
media. Then, the packaged media is delivered to the above 
customer directly or by delivery. 
0160. In this manner, in the data providing server 51, the 
exchange value of the content data occupied by the customer 
for the packaged media to be exchanged is equal, and they can 
be equivalently exchanged. Therefore, the data providing 
server 51 can provide the packaged media to the customer by 
exchanging the content data purchased/rented by the portable 
dedicated terminal 53 for the packaged media by a minimum 
investment. 

0161 In this connection, the data providing server 51 
issues a point to give a privilege Such as discount to the 
customer according to the using state by a point issuing part 
not shown, every time when the customeruses the Internet by 
the request terminal 52 and/or the portable dedicated terminal 
53. The above issued point is transmitted to the customer 
database 55, sequentially added to the customer registration 
information, and the above customer registration information 
is updated by the updating part 60. 
0162. If the customer requests to use the point for equiva 
lent exchange or the like instead of money, the data providing 
server 51 balances the difference between the obtaining price 
of the content data occupied by the customer and the selling 
price of the packaged media by using the point issued for the 
above customer. 

0163. Furthermore, if the customer rents content data, the 
data providing server 51 constantly retrieves customer regis 
tration information in the customer database 55 by the updat 
ing part 60 to detect whether or not the rental term of the 
content data in rental expires. If the expiration of the rental 
term of the above content data is near, the data providing 
server 51 sends confirmation screen data to confirm whether 
or not the rental finishes from the sending part 61 to the 
customer's portable dedicated terminal 53. 
0164. If a rental finish notification to finish the rental of the 
content data as the term is sent from the portable dedicated 
terminal 53 sold/rented to the customer, the data providing 
server 51 receives this by the receiving part 59, adds this to 
corresponding customer registration information in the cus 
tomer database 55 and updates the customer registration 
information by the updating part 60. And the data providing 
server 51 sends coming-to-shop request Screen data to prompt 
the customer to return the content data (that is, to erase the 
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content data from the portable dedicated terminal 53) at the 
agency, from the sending part 61 to the above portable dedi 
cated terminal 53. 

0.165. On the contrary, as a result of that the confirmation 
screen data was sent to the portable dedicated terminal 53, if 
a rental extending notification to extend the rental term of the 
content data is transmitted, the data providing server 51 
receives this by the receiving part 59, adds this to the corre 
sponding customer registration information in the customer 
database 55 and updates the customer registration informa 
tion by the updating part 60. 
0166 If although its rental term has expired, the content 
data has not been returned, the data providing server 51 adds 
erasing information to forcibly erase the content data to the 
corresponding customer registration information in the cus 
tomer database 55 and updates the customer registration 
information by the updating part 60. At the same time, the 
data providing server 51 transmits the erasing command of 
the content data of which the rental term expires from the 
sending part 61 to the portable dedicated terminal 53, and 
erases that content data in the above portable dedicated ter 
minal 53. 

0.167 On the other hand, if the customer enters a customer 
registration request via an operating part 70, the request ter 
minal 52 generates registration request data representing that 
registration request by a request data generating part 71, and 
sends this from a sending part 72 to the data providing server 
51. 

(0168 As a result, if the request terminal 52 receives cus 
tomer registering screen data from the data providing server 
51 by a receiving part 73, the request terminal 52 transmits 
this from a display control part 74 to a display part 75, and 
displays a customer registering screen based on the customer 
registering screen data. 
0169. In the request terminal 52, if customer information 

is entered on the customer registering screen according to the 
operation of the operating part 70 by the customer, the request 
terminal 52 sends the customer information from the sending 
part 72 to the data providing server 51 as customer informa 
tion data via the request data generating part 71. 
0170 If a content data obtaining request is entered by the 
customer via the operating part 70, the request terminal 52 
generates obtaining request data representing the obtaining 
request by the request data generating part 71, and sends this 
from the sending part 72 to the data providing server 51. 
0171 As a result, if the request terminal 52 receives con 
tent selecting screen data from the data providing server 51 by 
the receiving part 73, the request terminal 52 transmits this 
from the display control part 74 to the display part 75, and 
displays a content selecting screen based on the content 
selecting screen data. 
0172. If the customer entered reservation information by 
customer on the content selecting screen according to the 
operation of the operating part 70, the request terminal 52 
generates reservation data by the request data generating part 
71, and sends this from the sending part 72 to the data pro 
viding server 51. 
(0173 Thereby, the portable dedicated terminal 53 before it 
is sold/rented to the customer receives the content data sent 
from the data providing server 51 by a receiving part 80, and 
records this in a recording medium 82 by a recording control 
part 81. Then, the portable dedicated terminal 53 will be 
sold/rented to the customer in this state. 
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0.174. In the portable dedicated terminal 53 that was actu 
ally sold/rented to the customer, ifa reproducing command is 
entered by the customer via an operating part 83, the portable 
dedicated terminal 53 reproduces the content data from the 
recording medium 82 based on that reproducing command by 
a reproducing control part 84, and transmits the above repro 
duced content data to a reproducing part 85 composed of a 
display control part, a display part, a speaker or the like. Thus, 
the customer can enjoy the content. 
0.175. If a content data obtaining request is entered by the 
customer via the operating part 83, the portable dedicated 
terminal 53 generates obtaining request data representing that 
obtaining request by a request data generating part 86, and 
sends the above generated obtaining request data from a 
sending part 87 to the data providing server 51. 
(0176). As a result, if the portable dedicated terminal 53 
receives content selecting screen data from the data providing 
server 51 by the receiving part 80, the portable dedicated 
terminal 53 transmits this to the reproducing part 85 to display 
a content selecting screen based on the content selecting 
screen data. 

0177. Then, if content data is selectively specified (includ 
ing the specifying of purchase and/or rental) on the content 
selecting screen according to the operation of the operating 
part 83 by the customer, the portable dedicated terminal 53 
generates content specifying data by the request data gener 
ating part 86, and transmits this from the sending part 87 to the 
data providing server 51. 
(0178 If the portable dedicated terminal 53 receives the 
content data from the data providing server 51 by the receiv 
ing part 80, the portable dedicated terminal 53 records this in 
the recording medium 82 by the recording control part 81. 
Thus, thereafter, that content data can be reproduced from the 
recording medium 82 by a reproducing control part 84 
according to the operation of the operating part 83 by the 
CuStOmer. 

0179. Furthermore, if the customer permits the release of 
the customer information via the operating part 83, the por 
table dedicated terminal 53 generates customer permission 
data representing that permission by the request data gener 
ating part 86, and sends this from the sending part 87 to the 
data providing server 51. 
0180. As a result, if the portable dedicated terminal 53 
receives advertiser/company introducing data from the data 
providing server 51 by the receiving part 80, the portable 
dedicated terminal 53 transmits this to the reproducing part 
85 to displaying it. In this state, the customer selects desired 
advertiser and/or company by operating the operating part 83. 
0181. Then, the portable dedicated terminal 53 sends 
information on the advertiser and/or company selected by the 
customer to the data providing server 51 sequentially via the 
request data generating part 86 and the sending part 87. As a 
result, if the customer concludes a contract to the advertiser 
and/or company that he/she selected, the portable dedicated 
terminal 53 receives desired distribution data such as adver 
tisement sent from the advertiser and company site by the 
receiving part 80, and records this in the recording medium 82 
by the recording control part 81. 
0182. The portable dedicated terminal 53 reproduces that 
distribution data from the recording medium 82 by the repro 
ducing control part 84 according to the operation of the oper 
ating part 83 by the customer, and transmits the above repro 
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duced distribution data to the reproducing part 85. Thus, the 
customer can enjoy the distribution data provided from the 
advertiser and company site. 
0183. In addition to this, if the customer enters a custom 
izing request via the operating part 83, the portable dedicated 
terminal 53 generates customizing request data representing 
that customizing request by the request data generating part 
86, and sends this from the sending part 87 to the data pro 
viding server 51. 
0.184 As a result, if the portable dedicated terminal 53 
receives customizing registering screen data from the data 
providing server 51 by the receiving part 80, the portable 
dedicated terminal 53 transmits this to the reproducing part 
85 to display a customizing registering screen based on that 
customizing registering screen data. 
0185. If screen customizing information for customizing 
the content selecting screen is entered on the customizing 
registering screen according to the operation of the operating 
part 83 by the customer, the portable dedicated terminal 53 
sends this to the data providing server 51 sequentially via the 
request data generating part 86 and the sending part 87. 
0186 The customer can enter also case-body customizing 
information for customizing the color of the case body of the 
portable dedicated terminal 53 on the customizing registering 
screen by operating the operating part 83. If the case-body 
customizing information is entered, the portable dedicated 
terminal 53 sends this from the sending part 87 to the data 
providing server 51 via the request data generating part 86. 
0187. In this manner, the customer can request the data 
providing server 51 to customize the content selecting screen 
and the case body of the portable dedicated terminal 53. 
Therefore, after the customer requested Such customizing, the 
customer can selectively specify content data while viewing 
the display of the customized selecting screen that was 
obtained by processing the content selecting screen based on 
the screen customizing information, and also the customer 
can switch the portable dedicated terminal 53 to a portable 
dedicated terminal 53 in a color that the customer specified. 
0188 Furthermore, in the portable dedicated terminal 53, 
if the customer enters an equivalent exchange request via the 
operating part 83, the portable dedicated terminal 53 gener 
ates equivalent exchange request data representing that 
equivalent exchange request by the request data generating 
part 86, and sends this from the sending part 87 to the data 
providing server 51. 
(0189 As a result, if retrieval result information on the 
equivalent exchange is sent from the data providing server 51, 
the portable dedicated terminal 53 receives this by the receiv 
ing part 80, and transmits this to the reproducing part 85 to 
display the obtaining price of the content data that the cus 
tomer occupies by purchase or rental, the selling price and the 
title of packaged media, and the difference between these 
prices based on that retrieval result information. 
0190. If the customer approves the equivalent exchange 
via the operating part 83, the portable dedicated terminal 53 
generates exchange approval data representing the approval 
by the request data generating part 86, and sends this from the 
sending part 87 to the data providing server 51. Then, elec 
tronical accounting for the difference between the obtaining 
price of the content data that the customer occupies and the 
selling price of the packaged media is performed by a method 
that the customer specified (that is, payment by money or 
points). Therefore, the customer can obtain the packaged 
media by a minimum investment. 
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0191 In this connection, if confirmation screen data for 
content data that the rental term is near expiration is sent from 
the data providing server 51, the portable dedicated terminal 
53 receives this by the receiving part 80, and transmits this to 
the reproducing part 85 to display a confirmation screen 
based on that confirmation screen data, and notifying the 
customer of that the rental term of the content data will expire 
by the above confirmation screen. 
0.192 Then, at this time, if terminating or extending the 
rental term is specified by the customer via the operating part 
83, the portable dedicated terminal 53 notifies the data pro 
viding server 51 of that from the sending part 87 via the 
request data generating part 86. 
0193 Furthermore, if the rental term of the content data 
has expired before the content data is returned, an erasing 
command to erase the content data is sent from the data 
providing server 51 to the portable dedicated terminal 53. The 
portable dedicated terminal 53 receives this by the receiving 
part 80, and erases the content data of which the rental term 
has expired from the recording medium 82 based on that 
erasing command by the recording control part. Thus, illegal 
use (reproducing) of the content data can be prevented. 
0194 According to the above configuration, in this data 
providing system 50, the data providing server 51 records 
content data specified by the customer in a portable dedicated 
terminal 53 only for an agency that the customer specified 
according to reservation data sent from a request terminal 52 
by customer's operation, and they are sold/rented to the cus 
tOmer. 

0.195 Then, if the customer sends content specifying data 
from the portable dedicated terminal 53, the data providing 
server 51 reads content data from the content database 56 
according to the content specifying data, and sends the above 
read content data to that portable dedicated terminal 53 for 
recording. 
0196. Furthermore, in the data providing server 51, cus 
tomer registration information on the customer who pur 
chased or is renting the portable dedicated terminal 53 is 
registered in the customer database 55. The customer regis 
tration information is updated according to the using state of 
the portable dedicated terminal 53 every time when the cus 
tomer uses the portable dedicated terminal 53 for purchasing 
or renting content data. If the release of the customer infor 
mation is permitted from the customer by the portable dedi 
cated terminal 53, the data providing server 51 retrieves 
advertiser/company registration information in the adver 
tiser/company database 58 based on the customer registration 
information, selects an advertiser and/or a company that can 
provide distribution data matching to the customer's tastes, 
and introduces it to the customer. 

0197) If customizing a content selecting screen is 
requested from the customer by the portable dedicated termi 
nal 53, the data providing server 51 customizes the content 
selecting screen according to that request, and provides a 
customized screen obtained by customizing the above con 
tent selecting screen to the customer's portable dedicated 
terminal 53 so that the customer can select content data on the 
customized screen. 

0198 In addition to this, if the equivalent exchange of the 
purchased/rented content data for packaged media is 
requested from the customer by the portable dedicated termi 
nal 53, the data providing server 51 provides the packaged 
media to the customer by the payment of the difference 
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between the obtaining price of the content data occupied by 
the customer and the selling price of the packaged media. 
0199 Accordingly, in this data providing system 50, even 
if the customer does not have a device for accessing the 
Internet, by previously reserving the purchase or the rental of 
a portable dedicated terminal 53 that can record and repro 
duce content data by a request terminal 52 installed in a 
KIOSK or the like, the customer can obtain content data 
distributed to the portable dedicated terminal 53 after the 
customer received the reserved portable dedicated terminal 
53. 
0200. In this data providing system 50, by using the por 
table dedicated terminal 53, the customer can easily select 
content data on a customized screen that was customized by 
a customer's request, and also the customer can exchange the 
content data obtained by distribution for packaged media 
storing the same content data by a minimum investment. 
Furthermore, the customer can easily select an advertiser 
and/or a company that can provide distribution data matching 
to customer's tastes from many advertiser and company sites, 
and can use distribution data. 
0201 As a result, in the data providing system 50, also a 
customer who does not have a device for accessing the Inter 
net can easily use this system while Sufficiently enjoying the 
convenience of the Internet. 
0202 In this data providing system 50, the customer uses 
the portable dedicated terminal 53 only for an agency by 
purchase and/or rental. Therefore, agencies can easily get 
customers who use not only the Internet but also the agencies, 
and also can easily use and can participate in the Internet. 
0203. According to the above configuration, in the data 
providing server 51, the portable dedicated terminal 53 only 
for an agency that can record and reproduce content data is 
sold or rented to the customer according to reservation data 
sent from the request terminal 52. Content data is distributed 
according to content specifying data sent from the sold/rented 
portable dedicated terminal 53, and is recorded in the portable 
dedicated terminal 53. An advertiser and/or a company is 
selected based on customer registration information accord 
ing to customer's permission sent from that portable dedi 
cated terminal 53, and is introduced to the customer. A con 
tent selecting screen is customized according to a 
customizing request sent from the above portable dedicated 
terminal 53, and is provided to the portable dedicated termi 
nal 53. And the exchange values of the content data occupied 
by the customer by distribution and packaged media storing 
the same content data are equal, and they are equivalently 
exchanged according to an equivalent exchange request sent 
from the portable dedicated terminal 53. Thereby, a customer 
who does not have a device for accessing the Internet can 
easily use this system while Sufficiently enjoying the conve 
nience of the Internet. By the portable dedicated terminal 53 
only for an agency that uses the Internet, this system can 
easily get customers. Thus, a data providing system that can 
further popularize the Internet can be accomplished. 
0204. Note that, in the aforementioned first embodiment, 

it has dealt with the case where the customer requests a 
customer registration and the purchase or the rental of the 
portable dedicated terminal 53 by the request terminal 52. 
However, this invention is not only limited to this but also the 
customer may request the customer registration and the pur 
chase or the rental of the portable dedicated terminal 53 by a 
device for accessing the Internet Such as a personal computer. 
Thereby, in addition to a customer who does not have a device 
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for accessing the Internet, a customer who owns the above 
device can enjoy the convenience of the Internet more than 
the present by using the portable dedicated terminal 53. 

(3) Second Embodiment 

0205 FIG.5 shows a data providing system 100 according 
to a second embodiment. A portable dedicated terminal 102 
similar to the portable dedicated terminals 7A to 7N 
described above with reference to FIGS. 1 to 3 is directly 
connected to a data providing server 101 that corresponds to 
the system management site 2 and the agencies 4A to 4N 
described above with reference to FIGS. 1 to 3. A request 
terminal 103 that corresponds to the customer 3 described 
above with reference to FIGS. 1 to 3 (that is, the request 
terminal that the customer 3 had been used) and a settlement 
processing server 104 are connected to the above data pro 
viding server 101 on the Internet 105, respectively. 
0206. The data providing server 101 has a customer data 
base 110 and a content database 111. In the customer database 
110, customer registration information generated by execut 
ing a customer registration similar to the customer registra 
tion described above with reference to FIGS. 1 to 4 (com 
posed of a customer's name, a customer ID, an account 
number in a bank that the customer deals with, etc.) will be 
stored. 

0207. Furthermore, the data providing server 101 stores a 
lot of content data in the content database 111, and also a data 
table generated by listing content additional information 
composed of content identification information peculiar to 
each of the content data (hereinafter, this is referred to as 
content ID), a title (for example, the title of tune), prices 
(selling price and rental price), etc. 
0208 If customer reservation information to reserve con 
tent data by rental (hereinafter, specially this is referred to as 
rental reservation request data) is sent as reservation request 
data, from the request terminal 103 via the Internet 105 by 
operation by the customer who wants to rent the content data, 
the data providing server 101 receives this by a receiving part 
115, converts the above received rental reservation request 
data into recording control data by an accounting part 116. 
and transmits this to a recording control part 117. 
0209 Here, the data providing server 101 generates rental 
reservation acceptance data including dedicated terminal 
identification information (hereinafter, this is referred to as 
dedicated terminal ID) peculiar to the portable dedicated 
terminal 102 for recording the content data that the customer 
requested to rent by the recording control part 117, and trans 
mits this to the request terminal 103 from a sending part 118 
via the Internet 105 to notify the customer of that the rental 
reservation of the desired content data has been accepted. 
0210. The data providing server 101 reads the content data 
that the customer requested to rent from the content database 
111 according to the recording control data by the recording 
control part 117, and sends this to the portable dedicated 
terminal 102 having the dedicated terminal ID that notified to 
the customer, so that the content data is recorded in a record 
ing medium in the portable dedicated terminal 102. 
0211. In this manner, the data providing server 101 makes 
the portable dedicated terminal 102 having a content data 
recording and reproducing function record the content data 
requested from the customer. Then, when the customer came 
to, for example, an agency installing the above data providing 
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server 101, the content data that the customer requested to 
rent is handed to the customer with the portable dedicated 
terminal 102. 
0212. By the data providing server 101, content data can 
be rented to the customer with the portable dedicated terminal 
102 according to a rental term. The customer can enjoy the 
content data by reproducing this by the portable dedicated 
terminal 102. 
0213. By the way, as shown in FIGS. 5 and 6, rental res 
ervation request data D2 sent from the request terminal 103 
has information Such as a customer's name, a customer ID, a 
password, the title of content data D1 of which the rental is 
requested, a rental term, a paying method of rental charges 
(payment by cash or prepaid card at shop, payment by prepaid 
card by request terminal, payment by credit). 
0214. If the data providing server 101 receives the rental 
reservation request data D2 from the request terminal 103 by 
the receiving part 115, the data providing server 101 extracts 
information on the paying method of the rental charge (here 
inafter, this is referred to as payment data) from the rental 
reservation request data D2 by the accounting part 116. 
0215. If payment specified by the payment information is 
credit, the data providing server 101 reads the customer reg 
istration information on the customer who requested to rent 
the content data D1 from the content database 111 based on 
the customer ID included in the rental reservation request data 
D2 by the accounting part 116, retrieves a data table in the 
content database 111 based on the title of the content data D1 
included in the above rental reservation request data D2, and 
reads the additional information on the content data D1 that 
the customer is requesting to rent. 
0216. The data providing server 101 executes accounting 
by the accounting part 116, based on the rental charge for the 
portable dedicated terminal 102 and an account number in the 
dealing bank of the agency previously stored in the contents 
database 111, the rental reservation request data D2, the cus 
tomer registration information, and the additional informa 
tion on the content data D1. Thereby, the data providing 
server 101 generates accounting information representing the 
amount of charge according to the rental term of the content 
data D1 to the customer, the account numbers of the agency 
and the customer, etc., and sends this from the sending part 
118 to the settlement processing server 104 via the Internet 
105. 

0217. If the electronical settlement processing based on 
the accounting information is completed and a settlement 
completion notification is sent from the settlement processing 
server 104, the data providing server 101 receives this by the 
receiving part 115, recognizes this and adds the agency ID to 
the rental reservation request data D2 and generates recording 
control data D3 by the accounting part 116, and sends this to 
the recording control part 117. 
0218. In this connection, when in generating the recording 
control data D3 by the accounting part 116, the data providing 
server 101 changes the customer's name included in the rental 
reservation request data D2 to a coded customer's name reg 
istered as the customer registration information, changes the 
title of the content data D1 to the content ID, encodes the 
number of days of the rental term, and adds the customer's 
account number to the recording control data D3. 
0219. If the data providing server 101 transmits the record 
ing control data D3 from the accounting part 116 to the 
recording control part 117, the data providing server 101 
generates rental reservation acceptance data by the above 
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recording control part 117, and sends this from the sending 
part 118 to the request terminal 103. 
0220. Then, the data providing server 101 generates 
header data D4 based on the recording control data D3 by 
adding the dedicated terminal ID of the portable dedicated 
terminal 102 storing the content data D1 that the customer 
requested to rent, and copy history information showing a 
copy history when the above content data D1 had illegally 
copied, to the above recording control data D3 as the content 
by the recording control part 117. The data providing server 
101 adds this to the content data D1 that the customer 
requested to rent, and they are recorded in the portable dedi 
cated terminal 102. 
0221) Thereby, in the data providing server 101, that the 
portable dedicated terminal 102 rented to the customer and 
the content data D1 were rented at the shop installing the data 
providing server 101 can be easily recognized by the header 
data D4. 
0222 Furthermore, the portable dedicated terminal 102 
rented to the customer monitors whether or not the rental term 
of the content data D1 has expired according to information 
on the rental term stored in the header data D4. In the case 
where although the rental term has passed, the above content 
data D1 has not been returned (that is, in the case where the 
content data D1 was not returned with the portable dedicated 
terminal 102), the portable dedicated terminal 102 forbids 
reproducing the content data D1. Thus, the illegal use of the 
rented content data D1 can be prevented after the expiration of 
the rental term. 

0223 Furthermore, if the content data D1 in rental is ille 
gally copied while it has been rented to the customer, the 
portable dedicated terminal 102 records the number of the 
times of copy as copy history information in the header data 
D4. Thereby, when the portable dedicated terminal 102 is 
returned to the agency, the agency can know that the customer 
illegally copied the content data D1 from the copy history 
information in the header data D4. 
0224. On the other hand, if payment by a prepaid card by 
the request terminal 103 is specified by the rental reservation 
request data D2 from the request terminal 103, the data pro 
viding server 101 executes accounting according to the rental 
charges for the portable dedicated terminal 102, the rental 
reservation request data D2, and the additional information 
on the content data D1, by the accounting part 116. The data 
providing server 101 computes the amount of charges to the 
customer according to the rental term of the content data D1, 
and sends information on the above computed amount of 
charges as accounting data from the sending part 118 to the 
request terminal 103 via the Internet 105. 
0225. If the data providing server 101 receives payment 
by-prepaid completion data from the request terminal 103 by 
the receiving part 115 by that the payment by a prepaid card 
has completed based on the accounting data, the data provid 
ing server 101 generates recording control data D3 by adding 
the agency ID to the rental reservation request data D2 storing 
information representing that the payment by the prepaid card 
has completed by the request terminal 103, instead of the 
customer's account number by an accounting part 116, and 
transmits this to the recording control part 117. 
0226. Then, if the data providing server 101 transmits the 
recording control data D3 from the accounting part 116 to the 
recording control part 117, the data providing server 101 
sends rental reservation acceptance data from the sending part 
118 to the request terminal 103 by the recording control part 
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117 similarly to the above. At the same time, the data provid 
ing server 101 generates header data D4 based on that record 
ing control data D3, and records this in the portable dedicated 
terminal 102 with the content data D1. 

0227 Furthermore, if payment by cash or a prepaid card at 
the shop is specified by the rental reservation request data D2 
sent from the request terminal 103, the data providing server 
101 generates recording control data D3 by adding the agency 
ID to the rental reservation request data D2 storing informa 
tion representing that the payment by cash or a prepaid card at 
the shop has completed instead of the customer's account 
number by the accounting part 116, and sends this to the 
recording control part 117. 
0228. Also in this case, the data providing server 101 
transmits the recording control data D3 from the accounting 
part 116 to the recording control part 117 similarly to the 
above, and sends rental reservation acceptance data from the 
sending part 118 to the request terminal 103 by the above 
recording control part 117. At the same time, the data provid 
ing server 101 generates header data D4 based on the record 
ing control data D3, and records this in the portable dedicated 
terminal 102 with the content data D1. 

0229. In this connection, in the data providing server 101, 
a slot for a prepaid card is provided on the accounting part 
116. When the payment by a prepaid card at the shop is 
specified, an amount of charge to the customer according to 
the rental term of the content data D1 is computed by the 
accounting part 116. And if the customer inserts his/her pre 
paid card into the slot when the customer came to receive the 
portable dedicated terminal 102, the rental charges is settled 
by the prepaid card. 
0230 Note that, the above data providing server 101 also 
can be used in the case where the customer came to the shop 
and requested to rent content data D1. In this case, a clerk in 
the shop inputs rental information having the same contents 
as the rental reservation request data D2 described above with 
reference to FIG. 6 via an operational information input part. 
The above entered rental information is transmitted to the 
accounting part 116. Thereby, the content data D1 is recorded 
in the portable dedicated terminal 102 similarly to the afore 
mentioned rental reservation by the request terminal 103. 
0231. On the other hand, if the customer inputs rental 
reservation information having the same contents as the 
aforementioned rental reservation request data D2 via an 
operational information input part 120, the request terminal 
103 (FIG. 5) generates the aforementioned rental reservation 
request data D2 based on that rental reservation data by a 
request data generating part 122 via an operational informa 
tion discriminating part 121, and sends this from a sending 
part 123 to the data providing server 101 on the Internet 105. 
0232. If rental reservation acceptance data is sent from the 
data providing server 101 via the Internet 105, the request 
terminal 103 receives this by a receiving part 124, and trans 
mits this from a discriminating part 125 to a display part 126. 
Thus, completion of the acceptance of the rental reservation 
of the desired content data requested by the customer is noti 
fied to the customer, with the dedicated terminal ID of the 
portable dedicated terminal 102 that will be rented with the 
above content data D1. 

0233. In this connection, in the request terminal 103, an 
accounting part 127 having a slot for a prepaid card is pro 
vided. If payment by a prepaid card by the request terminal 
103 is specified by the customer via the operational informa 
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tion input part 120, the operational information discriminat 
ing part 121 discriminates this and notifies the accounting 
part 127 of this. 
0234. The request terminal 103 receives account data 
transmitted by sending the rental reservation request data D2 
to the data providing server 101 by the receiving part 124, 
discriminates this by the discriminating part 125, and trans 
mits this to the accounting part 127. 
0235 If a customer's prepaid card is inserted into the slot 
of the accounting part 127, the request terminal 103 settles the 
rental charges to the customer by the prepaid card based on 
the account data by the accounting part 127. And then, the 
request terminal 103 generates payment-by-prepaid comple 
tion data, and sends this from the sending part 123 to the data 
providing server 101 via the Internet 105. 
0236. Here, a rental reservation processing procedure by 
the data providing server 101 and the request terminal 103 in 
the data providing system 100 will be described except for 
payment for rental charges (that is, accounting). As shown in 
FIG. 7A, the request terminal 103 enters routine RT1 from the 
start step and proceeds to step SP1. 
0237. In step SP1, the request terminal 103 awaits that the 
customer inputs rental reservation information via the opera 
tional information input part 120. If rental reservation infor 
mation is inputted, the request terminal 103 proceeds to the 
next step SP2 to generate rental reservation request data D2 
by the request data generating part 122, sends this from the 
sending part 123 to the data providing server 101 via the 
Internet 105, and proceeds to step SP3. 
0238. At this time, as shown in FIG.7B, the data providing 
server 101 enters routine RT2 from the start step and proceeds 
to the next step SP11. In step SP11, the data providing server 
101 awaits that the rental reservation request data D2 is trans 
mitted from the request terminal 103. If the data providing 
server 101 receives the rental reservation request data D2 
from the request terminal 103 by a receiving part 119, it 
proceeds to step SP12. 
0239. In step SP12, the data providing server 101 gener 
ates recording control data D3 by the accounting part 116 by 
means of the rental reservation request data D2, and proceeds 
to the next step SP13. 
0240. In step SP13, the data providing server 101 gener 
ates rental reservation acceptance data and sends this from the 
sending part 118 to the request terminal 103, on the Internet 
105, and it proceeds to step SP14. 
0241. At this time, in step SP3, the request terminal 103 
awaits that the rental reservation acceptance data is transmit 
ted from the data providing server 101. If the request terminal 
103 receives the rental reservation acceptance data from the 
data providing server 101 in step SP3, the request terminal 
103 proceeds to the next step SP4. 
0242. In step SP4, the request terminal 103 transmits that 
rental reservation acceptance data to the display part 126 to 
display it thereon, and notifies the customer of completion of 
the acceptance of the rental reservation of the content data D1 
with the dedicated terminal ID of the portable dedicated ter 
minal 102 that will be rented with the above content data D1, 
and it proceeds to the next step SP5 to finish the processing in 
the above request terminal 103. 
0243. On the other hand, in step SP14, the data providing 
server 101 generates header data D4 based on the recording 
control data D3, and proceeds to step SP15. In step SP15, the 
data providing server 101 adds the header data D4 to the 
content data D1 requested by the customer, and records this in 
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a recording medium in the portable dedicated terminal 102 by 
the recording control part 117. Then, the data providing 
server 101 proceeds to step SP16 to finish the processing in 
the above data providing server 101. In this manner, the data 
providing system 100 finishes the rental reservation process 
ing for the content data D1. 
0244. According to the above configuration, in this data 
providing system 100, a lot of content data D1 have been 
stored in the content database 111 in the data providing server 
101 installed at an agency. If the customer requests the rental 
reservation of desired content data D1 with the request ter 
minal 103, the above data providing server 101 records that 
content data D1 in the portable dedicated terminal 102. And 
then, when the customer came to the agency, the reserved 
content data D1 is rented to the customer with the portable 
dedicated terminal 102. 
0245 Accordingly, even if the customer does not own a 
device that has functions to record and reproduce content data 
D1 and can obtain the content data D1 by connecting to the 
Internet, Such as a personal computer (hereinafter, this is 
referred to as content obtaining apparatus), this data provid 
ing system 100 can easily provide a content to the customeras 
data by the portable dedicated terminal 102 rented at the 
agency. 
0246. Furthermore, in the data providing system 100, 
when the customer rents content data D1, the customer can 
previously reserve the rental of the desired content data D1 
for the data providing server 101 by the request terminal 103. 
Therefore, when the customer came to the agency without 
making the customer wait during the recording of the content 
data D1 in the portable dedicated terminal 102, the agency can 
smoothly hand the portable dedicated terminal 102 storing 
the content data D1 to the customer. 
0247 Moreover, in this data providing system 100, also 
when the customer reserves the rental of the content data D1 
by operating the request terminal 103, the above customer is 
notified of the acceptance of the rental reservation at a time 
point that the recording control data D3 to record the content 
data D1 in the portable dedicated terminal 102 has been 
generated. Therefore, the customer can make a reservation for 
the rental of the content data D1 without waiting in front of 
the portable dedicated terminal 102 while the content data D1 
is being recorded in the portable dedicated terminal 102. 
0248. In this connection, that when in using the distribu 
tion of content data D1 on the Internet 105, it has been already 
described. However, also knowledge of the Internet 105 is 
necessary. Therefore, sometimes, a person who does not have 
knowledge of the Internet 105 is hard to easily receive the 
distribution of the content data D1. 

0249. To obviate this, if the customer uses the data provid 
ing system 100 according to the second embodiment, 
although the customeruses the Internet 105 when in reserving 
the rental of the content data D1, the customer can reserve the 
rental of the content data D1 only by directly accessing to a 
data providing server 101 by the request terminal 103 by a 
simple operation. Therefore, in addition to the customer who 
does not own a content obtaining device, the customer who 
does not have knowledge of the Internet 105 can easily obtain 
content data. 
0250. According to the above configuration, the customer 
reserves the rental of desired content data D1 for the data 
providing server 101 having the content database 111 storing 
a lot of content data D1 by means of the request terminal 103. 
That requested content data D1 is recorded in the portable 
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dedicated terminal 102 by the above data providing server 
101, and the portable dedicated terminal 102 is rented to the 
customer with the above content data D1. Thereby, the con 
tent data can be further easily provided to the customer who 
does not own a content obtaining device. Thus, a data provid 
ing system in that the usability can be remarkably improved 
can be realized. 

0251. Note that, in the aforementioned second embodi 
ment, it has dealt with the case where the portable dedicated 
terminal 102 dedicated to the agency is rented with content 
data D1. However, this invention is not only limited to this but 
also the portable dedicated terminal 102 may be sold to the 
customer and the content data D1 may be recorded in the 
above portable dedicated terminal 102 for purchase or rental. 
Thereby, even if the customer requests further purchase of 
content data D1, the content data D1 similarly purchased can 
be recorded and stored in the portable dedicated terminal 102 
that the customer purchased. Thus, the usability of the data 
providing system 100 can be further improved. 
0252. In the aforementioned second embodiment, it has 
dealt with the case where content data D1 that the customer 
requested to rent is recorded in the portable dedicated termi 
nal 102 dedicated to the agency. However, this invention is not 
only limited to this but also content data D1 that the customer 
requested to rent or purchase may be recorded in a portable 
recording and reproducing device such as a portable tele 
phone, and a portable MiniDisc (MD) trademark by Sony 
Corp.) player, that the customer brought into an agency. 
Thereby, also a customer who owns a content obtaining appa 
ratus can easily use the data providing system, and the versa 
tility of the above data providing system can be improved. 
0253. Furthermore, in the aforementioned second 
embodiment, it has dealt with the case where content data is 
recorded in the portable dedicated terminal 102 at an agency 
according to reservation data by customer from the request 
terminal 103. However, this invention is not only limited to 
this but also for instance content data may be recorded using 
the Internet or the like, in the state where the portable dedi 
cated terminal 102 is in a manufacture company or a sales 
company or the like. Thereby, even if the portable dedicated 
terminal 102 is directly handed to the customer from a factory 
or the like, the content data can be accurately rented. 

(4) Third Embodiment 

0254 FIG. 8 in which the same reference numerals are 
added to corresponding parts in FIG.5 shows a data providing 
system 150 according to a third embodiment. The data pro 
viding system 150 is formed similarly to the data providing 
system 100 according to the second embodiment except for 
the configuration of a data providing server 151 correspond 
ing to the system management site 2 and the agencies 4A to 
4N described above with reference to FIGS. 1 to 3 and the 
configuration that a content server 152 corresponding to the 
system management site 2 described above with reference to 
FIGS. 1 to 3 is connected to the above data providing server 
151 via the Internet 105. 

0255. In this case, in the content server 152, a content 
database 154 storing many content data D1 more than the 
content data D1 stored in a content database 153 in the data 
providing server 151, and a data table generated by listing the 
additional information on the above content data D1 (com 
posed of content ID, title, selling price, rental price, etc.) is 
provided. 
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0256 In the content database 153 stored in the data pro 
viding server 151, a part of many content data D1 stored in the 
content database 154 in the content server 152, and a new data 
table generated by making a correspondence, information 
representing the content data D1 stored in the data providing 
server 151 with the data table stored in the above content 
database 154 in the content server 152, are stored. 
0257. Furthermore, in the data providing server 151, a 
receiving data judging part 155 for judging the type of data 
received by the receiving part 115 is provided. If the receiving 
part 115 receives rental reservation request data D2 from the 
request terminal 103 on the Internet 105, the data providing 
server 151 transmits this from the receiving data judging part 
155 to an accounting part 156. 
0258. The data providing server 151 retrieves a data table 
in the content database 153 based on that rental reservation 
request data D2 by the accounting part 156, and judges 
whether or not content data D1 requested to rent by the 
customer has been stored in the content database 153. 
0259. If that the content data D1 has been stored in the 
content database 153 is confirmed by the accounting part 156, 
the data providing server 151 successively transmits record 
ing control data D3 to a recording control part 157 from the 
accounting part 156. 
0260 Thereby, the data providing server 151 sends rental 
reservation acceptance data from the sending part 118 to the 
request terminal 103 by the recording control part 157. At the 
same time, the data providing server 151 generates header 
data D4 based on that recording control data D3 and records 
this in the portable dedicated terminal 102 with the content 
data D1. 
0261) On the contrary, as shown in FIGS. 8 and 9, if that 
the content data D1 requested by the customer has not been 
stored in the content database 153 is confirmed by the 
accounting part 156, the data providing server 151 generates 
recording control data D3 by using the rental reservation 
request data D2 similarly to the accounting part 116 of the 
data providing server 101 (FIG. 5) according to the second 
embodiment described above with reference to FIGS. 5 and 6 
(it also executes accounting) by the accounting part 156. 
Although, the data providing server 151 transmits the record 
ing control data D3 from the sending part 118 to the content 
server 152 via the Internet 105 as content obtaining request 
data. 
0262. As a result, if the requested content data D1 is sent 
from the content server 152 via the Internet 105 with the 
content obtaining request data, the data providing server 151 
receives them by the receiving part 115, takes them in the 
receiving data judging part 155, and transmits them to the 
recording control part 157. 
0263. The data providing server 151 generates header data 
D4 by adding the information on the dedicated terminal ID 
and copy history to the content obtaining request data (i.e., 
recording control data D3) by the recording control part 157, 
and records the above generated header data D4 in the por 
table dedicated terminal 102 with the content data D1 
obtained from the content server 152. 

0264. In this manner, even if the rental of the content data 
D1 that has not been stored in the content database 153 is 
requested, the data providing server 151 can rent the content 
data D1 to the customer by obtaining this from the content 
Server 152. 

0265. In this connection, when the data providing server 
151 obtains the content data D1 from the content server 152, 
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it takes a time for processing for accepting the rental reserva 
tion comparing to the case where the content data D1 
requested by the customer has been stored in the content 
database 153 of the data providing server 151. 
0266 To obviate this, the data providing server 151 gen 
erates rental reservation acceptance data by the receiving data 
judging part 155 and sends this to the portable dedicated 
terminal 102, and informs the customer of the acceptance of 
the rental reservation to at the time point that the content data 
D1 had obtained from the content server 152. 
0267 Furthermore, when the customer came to an agency 
and requested to rent content data D1, a clerk of the agency 
inputs rental information having the same contents as the 
entered rental reservation request data D2 via an operational 
information input part 119. The data providing server 151 
transmits this from the operational information judging part 
158 to the accounting part 156. Thus, the content data D1 is 
recorded in the portable dedicated terminal 102 similarly to 
the aforementioned rental reservation by means of the request 
terminal 103. 
0268 If content information including a content ID to 
newly store the content data D1 is entered to the content 
database 153 via the operational information input part 119, 
the data providing server 151 transmits this from the opera 
tional information judging part 158 to a request data gener 
ating part 159 to generate content request data according to 
the content information, and sends this from the sending part 
118 to the content server 152 via the Internet 105. 
0269. If the desired content data D1 and its additional 
information are sent from the content server 152, the data 
providing server 151 receives this by the receiving part 115, 
and transmits them from the receiving data judging part 155 
to the recording control part 157 to store them in the content 
database 153 by the above recording control part 157. 
0270. Thereby, though it comparatively takes a time to 
obtain the content data D1 from the content server 152, if 
content data for example of which the rental request is com 
paratively many among the content data D1 not stored in the 
content database 153, it is previously obtained from the con 
tent server 152 and has been stored in the content database 
153. Thus, the data providing server 151 can rapidly respond 
to the rental request by the customer. 
0271. On the other hand, if the content obtaining request 
data is sent from the data providing server 151 via the Internet 
105, the content server 152 (FIG. 8) receives this by a receiv 
ing part 160, extracts the content ID from that content obtain 
ing request data by a content ID extracting part 161, and 
transmits this to a content retrieving part 162 as well as 
transmitting the above content obtaining request data to a 
sending data generating part 164. 
0272. The content server 152 retrieves data in the content 
database 154 based on that content ID by the content retrieval 
part 162, reads the corresponding content data D1, and trans 
mits this to the sending data generating part 164. At the same 
time, the content server 152 adds the content obtaining 
request data to that content data D1 by the above sending data 
generating part 164, and sends them from a sending part 165 
to the data providing server 151 via the Internet 105. 
0273. Furthermore, if the content request data is sent from 
the data providing server via the Internet 105, the content 
server 152 receives this by the receiving part 160, extracts the 
content ID from that content request data by the content ID 
extracting part 161, and transmits this to the content retrieval 
part 162. 
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0274 The content server 152 retrieves data in the content 
database 154 based on that content ID by the content retrieval 
part 162, reads corresponding content data D1 and additional 
information, and sends them from the sending part 165 via the 
sending data generating part 164 to the data providing server 
151 on the Internet 105. 
0275. In this manner, the content server 152 can provide 
the content data D1 to the data providing server 151. 
0276. Here, rental reservation processing procedures by 
the data providing server 151, the request terminal 103 and 
the content server 152 in the data providing system 150 will 
be described except for the payment of rental charges (i.e. 
accounting). As shown in FIG. 10A, first, the request terminal 
103 enters routine RT1 from the start step, and executes 
similar processing to the case described above with reference 
to FIG 7A. 

(0277. On the other hand, as shown in FIG. 10B in that the 
same reference numerals are added to corresponding parts in 
FIG. 7B, the data providing server 151 enters routine RT3 
from the start step and sequentially executes the processing at 
steps SP11 and SP12. And then, the data providing server 151 
proceeds to step SP21 to retrieve a data table in the content 
database 153 by the accounting part 156 and judging whether 
or not it is necessary to obtain the content data D1 that the 
customer requested to rent from the content server 152. 
0278. Obtaining an affirmative result in this step SP21 
means that the content data D1 has not been stored in the 
content database 153 in the data providing server 151. At this 
time, the data providing server 151 proceeds to step SP22 to 
send the recording control data D3 generated by the account 
ing part 156 as content obtaining request data from the send 
ing part 118 to the content server 152 via the Internet 105, and 
it proceeds to step SP23. 
0279 Here, as shown in FIG. 10C, the content server 152 
enters routing RT4 from the start step, and proceeds to the 
next step SP31. In step SP31, the content server 152 awaits 
that the content obtaining request data is sent from the data 
providing server 151. If the content server 152 receives the 
content obtaining request data from the data providing server 
151 by the receiving part 160, the content server 152 proceeds 
to step SP32. 
(0280. In step SP32, the content server 152 retrieves the 
content data D1 in the content database 154 by the content 
retrieval part 162 based on the content ID extracted from the 
content obtaining request data by the content ID extracting 
part 161, and reads the content data D1 having that content ID 
from the above content database 154. Then, the content server 
152 proceeds to step SP33. 
(0281. In step SP33, the content server 152 adds the content 
obtaining request data to the content data D1 read from the 
content database 154 by the sending data generating part 164, 
sends them from the sending part 165 to the data providing 
server 151 via the Internet 105, and proceeds to the next step 
SP34 to finish the above processing by the content server 152. 
0282. On the other hand, in step SP23, the data providing 
server 151 which sent the content obtaining request data to the 
content server 152 awaits that the content data D1 is sent from 
the above content server 152. If the data providing server 151 
receives the content data D1 (with the content obtaining 
request data) from the above content server 152 by the receiv 
ing part 115, the data providing server 151 proceeds to step 
SP24. 

0283. In step SP24, the data providing server 151 trans 
mits the received content data D1 and content obtaining 
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request data from the receiving data judging part 155 to the 
recording control part 157, and generates rental reservation 
acceptance data by the receiving data judging part 155, and 
sends this from the sending part 118 to the request terminal 
103 via the Internet 105. Successively, the data providing 
server 151 sequentially executes the processing at steps SP14 
and SP15. And then, the data providing server 151 proceeds to 
step SP16 to finish the processing by the above data providing 
server 151. In this manner, the data providing server 151 
finishes the rental reservation processing for the content data 
D1. 
0284. In this connection, obtaining a negative result in the 
aforementioned step SP21 means that the content data D1 that 
the customer requested to rent has been stored in the content 
database 153 in the data providing server 151. At this time, the 
data providing server 151 proceeds to step SP24 to generate 
rental reservation acceptance data by the recording control 
part 157 that received the recording control data D3 from the 
accounting part 156, and sends this from the sending part 118 
to the request terminal 103 via the Internet 105, and then, the 
data providing server 151 proceeds to step SP14. 
0285 According to the above configuration, in this data 
providing system 150, the data providing server 151 having 
the content database 153 storing many content data D1 is 
connected to the content server 152 having the content data 
base 154 storing further more content data D1 than the above 
content database 153 on the Internet 105. 
0286. In this data providing system 150, if the data pro 
viding server 151 receives the rental reservation request data 
D2 from the request terminal 103 by the customer's opera 
tion, the data providing server 151 judges whether or not the 
content data D1 that the customer requested to rent has been 
stored in the content database 153 in the data providing server 
151. If the content data D1 has not been stored, the data 
providing server 151 obtains the content data D1 from the 
content server 152, and records this in the portable dedicated 
terminal 102 that will be rented to the customer. 
0287. Accordingly, in this data providing system 150, the 
scale of the content database 153 in the data providing server 
151 can be comparatively small. And even if the scale of the 
content database 153 is reduced, various content data D1 
requested by the customer can be accurately rented. 
0288. In this connection, in this data providing system 
150, since the scale of the content database 153 in the data 
providing server 151 can be reduced, the agency that installs 
it can largely reduce investment in equipment. 
0289. According to the above configuration, the data pro 
viding server 151 having the content database 153 storing 
many content data D1 is connected to the content server 152 
having the content database 154 storing further more content 
data D1 than the above content database 153. In the data 
providing server 151 for receiving a rental request from the 
customer, in the case where content data D1 that the customer 
requested to rent has not been stored in the content database 
153, the data providing server 151 obtains the content data D1 
from the content server 152 and rents this to the customer. 
Thereby, in addition to the effects obtained by the aforemen 
tioned second embodiment, the scale of the content database 
153 in the data providing server 151 can be largely reduced. 
And even if the scale of the content database 153 is reduced, 
a data providing system that can accurately rent various con 
tent data D1 requested to the customer can be realized. 
0290. Note that, in the aforementioned third embodiment, 

it has dealt with the case where apart of many content data D1 
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stored in the content database 154 of the content server 152 is 
stored in the content database 153 of the data providing server 
151. However, this invention is not only limited this but also 
different content data D1 may be stored in the content data 
base 154 of the content server 152 and the content database 
153 of the data providing server 151, respectively. Further 
more, different content data D1 may be separatively stored in 
the content databases of many data providing servers 151 and 
content servers 152, respectively. Thereby, the scale of the 
content databases in the data providing servers 151 and the 
content servers 152 as a whole can be further reduced. 
0291. In the aforementioned third embodiment, it has 
dealt with the case where the data providing server 151 
obtains content data D1 from the content server 152. How 
ever, this invention is not only limited this but also a changer 
for automatically selecting and reproducing content data D1 
from packaged media that was purchased by the agency for 
sale or rental may be installed in the agency, and the data 
providing server 151 may obtain the content data D1 from the 
changer, or the content server 152 may be used together with 
the changer. 
0292. In the aforementioned third embodiment, it has 
dealt with the case where the portable dedicated terminal 102 
dedicated to the agency is rented to the customer together 
with content data D1. However, this invention is not only 
limited this but also the portable dedicated terminal 102 may 
be sold to the customer, and the content data D1 may be 
recorded in the above portable dedicated terminal 102 for sale 
and/or rental. 
0293. Furthermore, in the aforementioned third embodi 
ment, it has dealt with the case where content data D1 that the 
customer requested to rent is recorded in the portable dedi 
cated terminal 102 dedicated to the agency. However, this 
invention is not only limited this but also the content data D1 
that the customer requested to purchase/rent may be recorded 
in a portable recording and/or reproducing device or the like 
such as a portable telephone, a portable MD player carried 
into the agency by the customer. 

(5) Fourth Embodiment 
0294 FIG. 11 shows a data providing system 200 accord 
ing to a fourth embodiment. The data providing system 200 is 
formed by that a portable dedicated terminal 202 correspond 
ing to the portable dedicated terminals 7A to 7N described 
above with reference to FIGS. 1 to 3 and an advertiser/com 
pany server 203 corresponding to the advertiser and company 
site 6 described above with reference to FIGS. 1 and 3 are 
connected to an intermediate server 201 corresponding to the 
system management site 2 described above with reference to 
FIGS. 1 to 3, respectively, on the Internet 204. 
0295 The intermediate server 201 has a customer data 
base 210 for registering a customer using the Internet 204 via 
the intermediate server 201, and an advertiser and company 
database 211 for registering advertisers and companies that 
want to provide distribution data such as advertisement to the 
customer via the Internet 204. 
0296. In the advertiser and company database 211, adver 
tiser/company registering screen data has been previously 
stored. If registration request data for requesting registration 
is sent from the advertiser/company server 203 of an adver 
tiser/company that wants an advertiser/company registration, 
the intermediate server 201 receives this by a receiving part 
212, reads the advertiser/company registering screen data 
from the advertiser/company database 211 according to the 
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registration request data by an advertiser/company informa 
tion updating part 213, and sends this from a sending part 214 
to the advertiser/company server 203 on the Internet 204. 
0297 As a result, if advertiser/company information 
shown in FIG. 12A, that was entered by an operator on an 
advertiser/company registering screen based on the adver 
tiser/company registering screen data, is sent from the adver 
tiser/company server 203 as advertiser/company registration 
information data, the intermediate server 201 receives this by 
the receiving part 212. 
0298. Here, as shown in FIG. 12A, the advertiser/com 
pany information sent from the advertiser/company server 
203 to the intermediate server 201 is composed of various 
information peculiar to each advertiser or company, such as a 
company's name (that is, advertiser's name information or 
company's name information), a telephone number and an 
e-mail address, business contents information including dis 
tribution genre information representing the genre of distri 
bution data that the advertiser/company provides (e.g., Japa 
nese cars and/or imported cars, rock music and/or classic 
music, Hollywood motion pictures or Japanese motion pic 
tures), a comment such as the catchphrase of the advertiser/ 
company, and a term number representing a term when the 
advertise/company concludes a contract to the customer. 
They are generated by that the operator in the advertiser/ 
company directly inputs or selects from among various items 
shown by the intermediate server 201. 
0299. If the intermediate server 201 obtains such adver 
tiser/company information, the intermediate server 201 
issues peculiar advertiser/company identification informa 
tion to each advertiser/company requesting the registration 
(hereinafter, this is referred to as advertiser/company ID) by 
the advertiser/company information updating part 213, and 
sends this from the sending part 214 to the advertiser/com 
pany server 203 of the advertiser/company requesting the 
registration, via the Internet 204. 
0300. In addition to this, as shown in FIG. 12B, the inter 
mediate server 201 adds the advertiser/company ID to the 
advertiser/company information obtained from the above 
advertiser/company by the advertiser/company information 
updating part 213, and stores them as advertiser/company 
registration information in the advertiser and company data 
base 211 to register the advertiser/company. In this manner, 
the intermediate server 201 accepts a registration request 
from an advertiser or a company at any time, and executes 
advertiser/company registering processing. 
0301 On the other hand, in the customer database 210, 
customer registering screen data has been previously stored. 
If registration request data for requesting registration is sent 
from the portable dedicated terminal 202 by that the customer 
who requests a registration operates an operating part 240, the 
intermediate server 201 receives this by the receiving part 
212, reads the customer registering screen data from the cus 
tomer database 210 according to the registration request data 
by a customer information updating part 215, and sends this 
from the sending part 214 to the portable dedicated terminal 
202 on the Internet 204. 

0302 As a result, if customer information that the cus 
tomer entered on a customer registering screen based on the 
customer registering screen data, as shown in FIG. 13A, is 
sent from the portable dedicated terminal 202 as customer 
registration information data, the intermediate server 201 
receives this by the receiving part 212. 
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0303. Here, as shown in FIG. 13A, the customer informa 
tion sent from the customer to the intermediate server 201 is 
composed of various personal information Such as a custom 
er's name, sex and age, information about a genre that the 
customer has interest (e.g., Japanese cars and/or imported 
cars, rock music and/or classic music, Hollywood motion 
pictures and/or Japanese motion pictures, etc.) (hereinafter, 
this is referred to as customer's favorite genre information), 
and taste information for representing a customer's taste or 
the like by a comment, a term number representing a term 
when the customer contracts to an advertiser/company, and 
an e-mail address that has been previously allotted to the 
portable dedicated terminal 202 used by the customer. They 
are generated by that the customer directly inputs or selects 
from among various items shown by the intermediate server 
201. 

0304. In this connection, the terms in the case where the 
customer contracts with an advertiser/company are as FIG. 
14: “The advertiser/company pays a part of customer's com 
munication charges.”. “The advertiser/company discounts 
the purchase of merchandise etc. by the customer.”, “The 
customer can use the point of Internet mileage that the cus 
tomer got in payment for the purchase of merchandise etc.”. 
“The advertiser/company gives a present to the customer 
according to the point of the Internet mileage that the cus 
tomer got”, “The customer accesses the site of the advertiser/ 
company for a predetermined time or over every month.”. 
“The customer purchases merchandise etc. from the adver 
tiser/customer for a predetermined amount or over every 
month, etc. 
0305 If the aforementioned customer information is 
obtained, the intermediate server 201 issues a customer ID to 
the customer by the customer information updating part 215. 
and sends this from the sending part 214 to the customer's 
portable dedicated terminal 202 via the Internet 204 for stor 
ing. 
0306. At this time, as shown in FIG. 13B, the intermediate 
server 201 adds the customer ID to the customer information 
by the customer information updating part 215, and stores 
them in the customer database 210 as customer registration 
information to register the customer. In this manner, the inter 
mediate server 201 accepts a registration request from a cus 
tomer at any time, and executes the customer registration 
processing. 
0307 Thereafter, if content specifying data including the 
customer ID is sent from the portable dedicated terminal 202 
to request the distribution of content data to various agencies 
by an operation by that the registered customer operates the 
operating part 240, the intermediate server 201 temporarily 
receives this by the receiving part 212. 
0308. The intermediate server 201 retrieves the customer 
registration information in the customer database 210 based 
on the customer ID included in the content specifying data. 
And if it detects the customer's registration information, it 
adds this to the contents of the content specifying data as 
additional customer information, and updates them. Then, the 
intermediate server 201 sends the content specifying data 
from the sending part 214 to the agency via the Internet 204. 
0309. In this manner, the intermediate server 201 relays 
content data from the portable dedicated terminal 202 to the 
agency every time when the customer uses the agency on the 
Internet 204, so that as shown in FIG. 15, the intermediate 
server 201 adds accessed genre information representing the 
genre of the content data that the customer obtained from the 
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agency, access counter information representing the number 
of times that the customer obtained content data of that genre, 
and information about the amount of money that the customer 
paid to obtain the above content data, to the customer regis 
tration information, and sequentially updates the contents of 
that customer registration by the customer information updat 
ing part 215. 
0310. In this connection, the intermediate server 201 
issues a point to give the customer a privilege Such as a 
discount (Internet mileage) every time when the customer 
uses the agency by the portable dedicated terminal 202 by the 
customer information updating part 215, according, to the 
using state (purchase of content data, rental price, using time 
of the Internet, etc.). Also that point will be added to the 
customer registration information every issue. 
0311. Therefore, the intermediate server 201 can grasp the 
customer's taste or the like based on the customer registration 
information in the customer database 210. 
0312. By the way, if approval-by-customer data (including 
the customer ID) to approve the release of the customer 
information to an advertiser/company, in order to contract to 
the advertiserf customer to obtain distribution data, is sent 
from the portable dedicated terminal 202 by a customer's 
operation, the intermediate server 201 (FIG. 11) receives this 
by the receiving part 212, and takes this in a matching part 
216. 

0313. In this case, as shown in FIG. 16, the matching part 
216 takes the approval-by-customer data in a monitoring part 
220. In the monitor part 220, the customer registration infor 
mation on the customer who approved the release is read from 
the customer database 210 based on the customer ID included 
in the approval-by-customer data, and is transmitted to a 
judging part 221, and to an advertiser/company information 
extracting part 223 via a delay part 222. 
0314. The matching part 216 judges whether or not there is 
a genre showing the number of times that the customer 
obtained the content data more than a threshold value previ 
ously set (for example, 100 times) as the genre of the content 
data that the customer obtained, from the accessed genre 
information and the access counter information in the cus 
tomer registration information, by the judging part 221. 
0315. If there is a genre showing the number of the times 
of obtaining more than the threshold value in the customer 
registration information, the matching part 216 detects the 
genre as a genre matching to the current customer's taste, and 
judges that the intermediate server 201 can introduce the 
customer to an advertiser and/or a company, by the judging 
part 221. The matching part 216 notifies the advertiser/com 
pany information extracting part 223 of that genre as custom 
er's taste information. 
0316 The matching part 216 compares distribution genre 
information included in the advertiser/company registration 
information in the advertiser and company database 211 with 
the customer's taste information to retrieve advertiser/com 
pany registration information that they are matching, and 
reads the advertiser/company registration information (FIG. 
12B) of the advertiser/company that can provide distribution 
data in the genre shown by the above customer's taste infor 
mation, by the advertiser/company information extracting 
part 223. The matching part 216 excepts the advertiser/com 
pany ID from thus read advertiser/company registration 
information, and generates advertiser/company introducing 
information to introduce the advertiser/company to the cus 
tomer, as shown in FIG. 17. 
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0317. The matching part 216 sends the advertiser/com 
pany introducing information from the sending part 214 to the 
portable dedicated terminal 202 via the Internet 204 as adver 
tiser/company introducing data, according to the e-mail 
address shown in the customer registration information Sup 
plied from the delay part 222, by the advertiser/company 
information extracting part 223. Thereby, the advertiser/com 
pany that can provide the distribution data matching with the 
customer's taste can be introduced to the customer. 
0318. On the contrary, if there is no genre showing the 
number of the times of obtaining more than the threshold 
value in the customer registration information, the matching 
part 216 judges that because the customer's taste is not clear, 
the intermediate server 201 cannot introduce the customer to 
advertisers and/or companies, by the judging part 221, and 
notifies the above judged result to the advertiser/company 
information extracting part 223. 
0319. The matching part 216 generates introduction-of 
advertiser-and/or-company impossibility information repre 
senting that an advertiser and/or a company that can provide 
distribution data matching with the customers taste could not 
be found by the advertiser/company information extracting 
part 223, and sends this from the sending part 214 to the 
portable dedicated terminal 202 via the Internet 204 introduc 
tion-of-advertiser-and/or-company impossibility data, 
according to the e-mail address shown in the customer regis 
tration information supplied from the delay part 222. 
Thereby, that an advertiser and/or a company that can provide 
distribution data matching with the customers taste could not 
be found at the present time is notified to the customer. 
0320. As a result of that the advertiser and/or company 
was introduced to the customer, if advertiser and/or company 
selecting data (including the customerID) showing the adver 
tiser and/or company that the customer selected from among 
the introduced advertisers and/or companies is sent from the 
portable dedicated terminal 202 by the customer's operation, 
the intermediate server 201 receives this by the receiving part 
212, and takes this in the advertiser/company information 
extracting part 223 from the monitoring part 220 of the 
matching part 216 via the judging part 221. 
0321) If the advertiser and/or company introducing infor 
mation is generated, the matching part 216 temporarily stores 
the customer registration information and the customer's 
taste information that were used to generate that, in the adver 
tiser/company information extracting part 223. 
0322 Therefore, if the matching part 216 takes the adver 
tiser and/or company selecting data in the advertiser/com 
pany information extracting part 223, the matching part 216 
generates customer introducing information in that the 
matching taste information in the customer registration infor 
mation (FIG. 13B) is selectively used based on the customer's 
taste information as shown in FIG. 18, to introduce the cus 
tomer to the advertiser and/or company, and sends this as 
customer introducing data, from the sending part 214 to the 
advertiser/company server 203 of the advertiser/company 
that the customer selected on the Internet 204, according to 
the advertiser and/or company selecting data. 
0323. Thereby, the intermediate server 201 shown in FIG. 
11 can introduce the advertiser and/or company that can 
provide distribution data useful for the customer, to the cus 
tomer who requested the introduction of advertisers and/or 
companies. At the same time, the intermediate server 201 can 
introduce the customer who needs their providing of distri 
bution data to the advertisers/companies. 
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0324. In this connection, as a result of that the advertiser 
and/or company was introduced to the customer, if selection 
of-advertiser/company impossible data representing that the 
customer could not find an advertiser and/or a company want 
ing to contract is sent from the portable dedicated terminal 
202, the intermediate server 201 receives this by the receiving 
part 212, forbids the matching part 216 to generate customer 
introducing information, and awaits sending of approval-by 
customer data from the portable dedicated terminal 202 of the 
above customer again. 
0325 Note that, when the intermediate server 201 intro 
duces the customer to an advertiser and/or a company, it 
collects charges for the introduction of the customer from the 
advertiser and/or company. 
0326. As a result of that the intermediate server 201 sent 
the customer introducing data to the advertiser/company 
server 203, if the advertiser and/or company contracts with 
the customer and contract conclusion data is sent from the 
advertiser/company server 203, the intermediate server 201 
receives this by the receiving part 212, and then sends this 
from the sending part 214 to the portable dedicated terminal 
202 on the Internet 204. Thereby, the conclusion of the con 
tract between the advertiser/company is notified to the cus 
tOmer. 

0327. At this time, as shown in FIG. 19, the intermediate 
server 201 adds contracting customer ID information repre 
senting the customer's ID who contracted with the above 
advertiser and/or company to the advertiser/company regis 
tration information in the advertiser and company database 
211 based on the contract conclusion data, and updates the 
advertiser/company registration information, by the adver 
tiser/company information updating part 213. At the same 
time, as shown in FIG. 20, the intermediate server 201 adds 
contracting advertiser/company ID information representing 
the advertisers/customer's ID of the advertiser/company that 
contracted with the above customer to the customer registra 
tion information in the customer database 210 based on that 
contract conclusion data, and updates the customer registra 
tion information, by the customer information updating part 
215. 

0328. Thereby, the intermediate server 201 can grasp the 
contracting state between the customer and advertiser/com 
pany from thus updated customer registration information 
and advertiser/company registration information. Thus, when 
the release of the customer information is approved from the 
customer who is under contraction with the advertiser/com 
pany to newly contract with an advertiser and/or a company, 
it can be prevented that the intermediate server 201 introduces 
that advertiser/company being under contraction with the 
customer again. 
0329. Furthermore, as a result of that the intermediate 
server 201 sent the customer introducing data to the adver 
tiser/company server 203, if the advertiser/company aban 
dons the contract with the customerand contract inconclusion 
data is sent from the advertiser/company server 203, the inter 
mediate server 201 receives this by the receiving part 212, and 
sends this from the sending part 214 to the portable dedicated 
terminal 202 via the Internet 204. Thereby, that the contract 
with the advertiser/company was not concluded is notified to 
the customer. 
0330. In this connection, when in generating the adver 
tiser/company introducing information and customer intro 
ducing information described above with reference to FIGS. 
17 and 18, the intermediate server 201 excepts the contracting 
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customer ID information and the contracting advertiser/com 
pany ID information from the original advertiser/company 
registration information and customer registration informa 
tion. Thereby, leakage of personal information unnecessary 
for the contract can be prevented. 
0331. On the other hand, as shown in FIG. 11, if an opera 
tor enters a registration request by an operating part 230, the 
advertiser/company server 203 sends the registration request 
as registration request data, from a sending part 232 to the 
intermediate server 201 via the Internet 204, by a sending 
control part 231. 
0332 The advertiser/company server 203 receives adver 
tiser/company registering screen data from the intermediate 
server 201 by a receiving part 233, and transmits this from a 
display control part 234 to a display part 235. Thereby, an 
advertiser/company registering screen based on the adver 
tiser/company registering screen data is displayed on the dis 
play part 235. 
0333. Then, if the operating part 230 is operated by the 
operator while the advertiser/company registering screen is 
displayed on the display part 235, the advertiser/company 
server 203 sends the advertiser/company information that 
was entered on the advertiser/company registering screen 
according to the above operation of the operating part 230, as 
advertiser/company registration information data described 
above with reference to FIG. 12A, from the sending part 232 
to the intermediate server 201 by the sending control part 231 
via the Internet 204. 

0334) The advertiser/company server 203 receives the 
advertiser/company ID sent from the intermediate server 201 
that finished the registration of the advertiser/company by the 
receiving part 233 via the Internet 204, and stores this in a 
distribution information database 236. Thereafter, when in 
accessing the intermediate server 201, the advertiser/com 
pany server 203 uses that advertiser/company ID for identi 
fication. 

0335. After the advertise/company server 203 was regis 
tered in the intermediate server 201, if the customer introduc 
ing information described above with reference to FIG. 17 is 
sent from the above intermediate server 201 via the Internet 
204 as customer introducing data, the advertiser/company 
server 203 receives this by the receiving part 233, and takes 
this in a customer selecting part 237. 
0336. In this case, the advertiser/company server 203 
judges whether or not a contract should be concluded with the 
customer introduced from the intermediate server 201, by 
referring to the contract terms and the using state of the 
Internet or the like, by the customer selecting part 237 based 
on the customer introducing data. 
0337 If the advertiser/company server 203 decides to con 
tract with the customer introduced from the intermediate 
server 201 by the customer selecting part 237, the advertiser/ 
company server 203 generates contract conclusion data by a 
sending data generating part 238, and sends this to the inter 
mediate server 201 sequentially via the sending control part 
231, the sending part 232 and the Internet 204. 
0338. At this time, the advertiser/company server 203 
notifies the sending control part 231 of that to contract with 
the customer was decided, by the customer selecting part 237. 
Thereby, the advertiser/company server 203 properly selects 
and reads distribution data matching with the customer's taste 
from among various distribution data previously stored in the 
distribution information database 236, and sends thus read 
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distribution data from the sending part 232 to the customer's 
portable dedicated terminal 202 via the Internet 204, by the 
sending control part 231. 
0339. In this manner, the advertiser/company server 203 
can properly provide distribution data matching with the cus 
tomer's taste to the contracting customer. 
0340. In this connection, if the advertiser/company server 
203 decides not to contract with the customer introduced 
from the intermediate server 201 by the customer selecting 
part 237, the advertiser/company server 203 generates con 
tract inconclusion data by the sending data generating part 
238, and sends this to the intermediate server 201 sequentially 
via the sending control part 231, the sending part 232 and the 
Internet 204. 
0341. In the portable dedicated terminal 202, if the cus 
tomer who wants a registration in the intermediate server 201 
enters a registration request by the operating part 240, the 
portable dedicated terminal 202 generates registration 
request data by a request data generating part 241, and sends 
this from a sending part 242 to the intermediate server 201 via 
the Internet 204. 
0342. The portable dedicated terminal 202 receives cus 
tomer registering screen data sent from the intermediate 
server 201 by a receiving part 243 via the Internet 204, and 
transmits this to a reproducing part 244 composed of a display 
control part, a display part, a speaker, etc. Thereby, a customer 
registering screen based on the customer registering screen 
data is displayed by the reproducing part 244. 
0343. Then, if customer information is entered by that 
customer operates the operating part 240 in the state where 
the customer registering screen is displayed by the reproduc 
ing part 244, the portable dedicated terminal 202 sends the 
customer information from the sending part 242 to the inter 
mediate server 201 by the request data generating part 241 via 
the Internet 204, described above with reference to FIG. 
13(A) as customer registration information data. 
0344) The portable dedicated terminal 202 receives the 
customer ID from the intermediate server 201 that finished 
the customer registration by the receiving part 243 via the 
Internet 204, and takes that customer ID in a recording control 
part 245. 
0345 The portable dedicated terminal 202 can identify 
various data that were taken in the recording control part 245 
via the receiving part 243, by the above recording control part 
245 based on an identifier that has been previously added to 
the data. 
0346. If the portable dedicated terminal 202 obtains the 
customer ID, the portable dedicated terminal 202 records the 
customer ID in a recording medium for customer 246 by the 
recording control part 245. Thereafter, when in accessing the 
intermediate server 201 or the agency via the above interme 
diate server 201, the portable dedicated terminal 202 uses that 
customer ID. Thereby, the intermediate server 201 and the 
agency can identify the customer. 
0347 If the customer is registered in the intermediate 
server 201, the portable dedicated terminal 202 sends infor 
mation for specifying desired content data that the customer 
entered by operating the operating part 240 from the sending 
part 242 to the agency by the request data generating part 241 
via the intermediate server 201, as content specifying data 
accompanied with the customer ID. 
(0348. Then, if the portable dedicated terminal 202 
receives the content data from the agency by the receiving 
part 243, the portable dedicated terminal 202 identifies that by 
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the recording control part 245, and records this in an record 
ing medium for agency 247. Thereafter, the portable dedi 
cated terminal 202 reproduces the content data from the 
recording medium for agency 247 by the reproducing control 
part 248, according to the customer's operation of the oper 
ating part 240, and transmits thus reproduced content data to 
the reproducing part 244. Thereby, the customer can enjoy the 
COntent. 

0349. If the customer enters approval information for 
approving the release of the customer information by the 
operating part 240, the portable dedicated terminal 202 gen 
erates approval-by-customer data representing that approval 
information by the request data generating part 241, and 
sends this from the sending part 242 to the intermediate server 
201 via the Internet 204. 

0350. As a result, if advertiser/company introducing data 
is sent from the intermediate server 201 via the Internet 204, 
the portable dedicated terminal 202 receives this by the 
receiving part 243, and transmits this to the reproducing part 
244. An advertiser and/or company to be introduced from the 
intermediate server 201 is shown to the customer by an adver 
tiser/company introducing screen based on that advertiser/ 
company introducing data. 
0351. If the customer selects desired advertiser and/or 
company by the operating part 240, the portable dedicated 
terminal 202 generates advertiser/company selecting data 
representing that selected advertiser/company by the request 
data generating part 241, and sends this from the sending part 
242 to the intermediate server 201 via the Internet 204. 

0352. As a result, if contract conclusion data is sent from 
the intermediate server 201 via the Internet 204 by that the 
advertiser or the company contracted with the customer, the 
portable dedicated terminal 202 receives this by the receiving 
part 243, and transmits this to the reproducing part 244. 
Thereby, the conclusion of the contract with the advertiser/ 
company is notified to the customer. 
0353. If the distribution data is sent from the advertiser/ 
company server 203 being under contraction with the cus 
tomer, the portable dedicated terminal 202 receives this by the 
receiving part 243, identifies the above received distribution 
data and records this in the recording medium for customer 
246 by the recording control part 245. Thereafter, the portable 
dedicated terminal 202 reproduces the distribution data from 
the recording medium for customer 246 by the reproducing 
control part 248 according to the customer's operation of the 
operating part 240, and transmits the above reproduced dis 
tribution data to the reproducing part 244. Thereby, various 
information based on that distribution data can be shown to 
the customer. 

0354. On the contrary, if contract inconclusion data is sent 
from the intermediate server 201 by that the advertiser or the 
company abandon the contract with the customer, the por 
table dedicated terminal 202 receives this by the receiving 
part 243, and transmits this to the reproducing part 244. 
Thereby, the inconclusion of the contract with the advertiser/ 
company is notified to the customer. 
0355. In this connection, as a result of that the portable 
dedicated terminal 202 sent the approval-by-customer data to 
the intermediate server 201, if introduction-of-advertiser 
and/or-company disapproval data is sent, the portable dedi 
cated terminal 202 receives this by the receiving part 243, and 
transmits this to the reproducing part 244. Thereby, that the 
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intermediate server 201 could not find an advertiser and/or a 
company introducible to the customer at the present time is 
notified to the customer. 
0356. As a result of that the advertisers and/or company 
introduced from the intermediate server 201 were shown to 
the customer, if selection disapproval information represent 
ing that the customer could not find an advertiser and/or a 
company that he/she wants to contract from among the intro 
duced advertiser and/or company is entered by the above 
customer by the operating part 240, the portable dedicated 
terminal 202 generates selection-of-advertiser-and/or-com 
pany disapproval data representing that selection disapproval 
information by the request data generating part 241, and 
sends this from the sending part 242 to the intermediate server 
201 via the Internet 204. 
0357 By the way, the recording medium for customer 246 
and the recording medium for agency 247 have been provided 
in this portable dedicated terminal 202 as described above. So 
that, the data obtained from the intermediate server 201 and 
the advertiser/company server 203 (customer ID and distri 
bution data) will be recorded in the recording medium for 
customer 246 by separating that from the data obtained from 
the agency (content data). 
0358. Thereby, in the advertiser/company server 202, 
when the content data rented from the agency is erased from 
the recording medium for agency 247 on the expiration of the 
rental term, that the data such as the customer ID and the 
distribution data obtained for the customer from the servers 
are erroneously erased with the above content data, can be 
Surely prevented. 
0359 Here, an advertiser/company registration process 
ing procedure by the intermediate server 201 and the adver 
tiser/company server 203 in the data providing system 200 
will be collectively described. First, as shown in FIG. 21A, 
the advertiser/company server 203 enters routine RT10 from 
the start step, and proceeds to step SP101. 
0360. In step SP101, the advertiser/company server 203 
awaits that a registration request is entered by the operating 
part 230. If it is entered, the advertiser/company server 203 
proceeds to step SP102. 
0361. In step SP102, the advertiser/company server 203 
sends the registration request from the sending part 232 to the 
intermediate server 201 as registration request data by the 
sending control part 231, and proceeds to step SP103. 
0362. At this time, as shown in FIG.21B, the intermediate 
server 201 enters routine RT11 from the start step, and pro 
ceeds to step SP111 to await the registration request data from 
the advertiser/company server 203. If the intermediate server 
201 receives the registration request data from the above 
advertiser/company server 203 by the receiving part 212, it 
proceeds to step SP112. 
0363. In step SP112, the intermediate server 201 reads 
advertiser/company registering screen data from the adver 
tiser and company database 211 based on the received regis 
tration request data by the advertiser/company information 
updating part 213, and sends this from the sending part 214 to 
the advertiser/company server 203, and it proceeds to step 
SP103. 
0364. At this time, in step SP103, the advertiser/company 
server 203 awaits the advertiser/company registering screen 
data from the intermediate server 201. If the advertiser/com 
pany server 203 receives the advertiser/company registering 
screen data by the receiving part 233, it proceeds to step 
SP104. 
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0365. In step SP104, the advertiser/company server 203 
sends advertiser/company information that was entered on an 
advertiser/company registering screen based on the adver 
tiser/company registering screen data by the operator with the 
operating part 230, from the sending part 232 to the interme 
diate server 201 by the sending control part 231 as advertiser/ 
company registration information data, and it proceeds to step 
SP105. 
0366. At this time, in step SP113, the intermediate server 
201 awaits the advertiser/company registration information 
data from the advertiser/company server 203. If the interme 
diate server 201 receives the advertiser/company registration 
information data by the receiving part 212, it proceeds to step 
SP114. 

0367. In step SP114, the intermediate server 201 issues an 
advertiser/company ID to the advertiser/company that 
requested a registration by the advertiser/company informa 
tion updating part 213, and sends this from the sending part 
214 to the advertiser/company server 203. At the same time, 
the intermediate server 201 and adds the advertiser/company 
ID to the advertiser/company information based on the adver 
tiser/company registration information data obtained from 
the above advertiser/company server 203 and sets this as 
advertiser/company registration information, and stores this 
in the advertiser and company database 211 to register the 
advertiser/company that requested the registration. Then, the 
intermediate server 201 proceeds to step SP115 to finish the 
processing in the intermediate server 201. 
0368. Furthermore, in step SP105, the advertiser/company 
server 203 awaits the advertiser/company ID from the inter 
mediate server 201. If the advertiser/company server 203 
receives the advertiser/company ID by the receiving part 233, 
it proceeds to step SP106 to store the advertiser/company ID 
in the distribution information database 236. Then, the adver 
tiser/company server 203 proceeds to the next step SP107 to 
finish the processing in the advertiser/company server 203. In 
this manner, the data providing system 200 finishes all the 
advertiser/company registering processing procedures in the 
intermediate server 201 and the advertiser/company server 
2O3. 
0369. An advertiser/company introducing processing pro 
cedures by the intermediate server 201 and the portable dedi 
cated terminal 202 in the data providing system 200 will be 
collectively described. First, as shown in FIGS. 22A and 23A, 
the portable dedicated terminal 202 enters routing RT12 from 
the start step, and proceeds to step SP121. 
0370. In step SP121, the portable dedicated terminal 202 
awaits that the customer enters a registration request by the 
operating part 240. If the registration request is entered, the 
portable dedicated terminal 202 proceeds to step SP122. 
0371. In step SP122, the portable dedicated terminal 202 
sends the registration request from the sending part 242 to the 
intermediate server 201 as registration request data by the 
request data generating part 241, and it proceeds to step 
SP123. 

0372. At this time, as shown in FIGS. 22B and 23B, the 
intermediate server 201 enters routine RT13 from the start 
step, and proceeds to step SP141 to await the registration 
request data from the portable dedicated terminal 202. If the 
intermediate server 201 receives the registration request data 
from the portable dedicated terminal 202 by the receiving part 
212, it proceeds to step SP142. 
0373). In step SP142, the intermediate server 201 reads 
customer registering screen data from the customer database 
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210 by the customer information updating part 215 based on 
the registration request data, and sends this from the sending 
part 214 to the portable dedicated terminal 202, and proceeds 
to step SP143. 
0374. At this time, in step SP123, the portable dedicated 
terminal 202 awaits the customer registering screen data from 
the intermediate server 201. If the portable dedicated terminal 
202 receives the customer registering screen data by the 
receiving part 243, it proceeds to step SP124. 
0375. In step SP124, the portable dedicated terminal 202 
sends customer information that was entered on a customer 
registering screen based on the customer registering screen 
data by the customer with the operating part 240, from the 
sending part 242 to the intermediate server 201 by the request 
data generating part 241 as customer registration information 
data, and it proceeds to step SP125. 
0376. At this time, in step SP143, the intermediate server 
201 awaits the customer registration information data from 
the portable dedicated terminal 202. If the intermediate server 
201 receives the customer registration information data by the 
receiving part 212, it proceeds to step SP144. 
0377. In step SP144, the intermediate server 201 issues a 
customer ID to the customer who requested a registration by 
the customer information updating part 215, and sends this 
from the sending part 214 to the portable dedicated terminal 
202. At the same time, the intermediate server 201 adds the 
customer ID to the customer information based on the above 
customer registration information data obtained from the por 
table dedicated terminal 202 and sets this as customer regis 
tration information, and stores this in the customer database 
210 to register the above customer who requested the regis 
tration. Then, the intermediate server 201 proceeds to step 
SP145. 
0378. At this time, in step SP125, the portable dedicated 
terminal 202 awaits the customer ID from the intermediate 
server 201. If the portable dedicated terminal 202 receives the 
customer ID by the receiving part 243, it proceeds to step 
SP126 to record that customer ID in the recording medium for 
customer 246, and proceeds to step SP127. 
0379. In step SP127, the portable dedicated terminal 202 
awaits that the customer enters a request with the operating 
part 240. If a request is entered, the portable dedicated termi 
nal 202 proceeds to step SP128 to determine whether or not 
that is a request to permit the release of the customer infor 
mation. 
0380. Obtaining a negative result in this step SP128 means 
that the customers request is specifying information for 
example to obtain content data from various agencies. At this 
time, the portable dedicated terminal 202 proceeds to step 
SP129 to generate content specifying data representing the 
specifying information including the customer ID by the 
request data generating part 241, and sends this from the 
sending part 242 to the agencies via the intermediate server 
201, and it returns to step SP127. 
0381. Thereafter, until the customer requests the permis 
sion of the release of the customer information, the portable 
dedicated terminal 202 repeats the processing loop of steps 
SP127-SP128-SP129 every time when content data specify 
ing information is entered by the customer. 
0382) Obtaining an affirmative result in step SP128 means 
that the permission of the release of the customer information 
was requested by that the customer wanted to contract with an 
advertiser and/or a company. At this time, the portable dedi 
cated terminal 202 proceeds to step SP130 to generate cus 
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tomer approval data representing the permission of the 
release of the customer information and including the cus 
tomer ID by the request data generating part 241, and sends 
this from the sending part 242 to the intermediate server 201. 
Then, the portable dedicated terminal 202 proceeds to step 
SP131. 

(0383. On the other hand, in step SP145, the intermediate 
server 201 awaits that data is sent from the portable dedicated 
terminal 202. If the intermediate server 201 receives data 
from the above portable dedicated terminal 202 by the receiv 
ing part 212, it proceeds to step SP146 to determine whether 
or not the received data is the customer approval data. 
0384 Obtaining a negative result in step SP146 means that 
the intermediate server 201 received content specifying data 
from the portable dedicated terminal 202 for relay to the 
agency. At this time, the intermediate server 201 proceeds to 
step SP147 to update the customer registration information 
based on the content specifying data by the customer infor 
mation updating part 215. Then, the intermediate server 201 
proceeds to step SP145. 
0385. In this manner, until the customer approval data is 
sent from the portable dedicated terminal 202, the intermedi 
ate server 201 repeats the processing loop of steps SP145 
SP146-SP147 every time when content specifying data is 
received from the above portable dedicated terminal 202, and 
sequentially updates the customer registration information. 
0386 Obtaining an affirmative result in step SP146 means 
that the intermediate server 201 received the customer 
approval data by that the customer permitted the release of the 
customer information to contract with an advertiser and/or 
company. At this time, the intermediate server 201 proceeds 
to step SP148 to determine whether or not there is a genre 
showing the number of the times of obtaining more than the 
threshold value, for the content data obtained by the customer 
by the matching part 216 based on the customer registration 
information. 
0387 Obtaining a negative result in this step SP148 means 
that because there is no genre, it is hard to specify the cus 
tomer's taste at the present time. At this time, the intermediate 
server 201 generates advertiser and company introduction 
disapproval data by the matching part 216, and sends this 
from the sending part 214 to the portable dedicated terminal 
202 to notify the customer of that an advertiser and/or a 
company introducible to the customer cannot be found at the 
present time. Then, the intermediate server 201 returns step 
SP145. 

0388. On the contrary, obtaining an affirmative result in 
step SP148 means that there is a genre representing the num 
ber of the times of obtaining more than the threshold value, 
for the content data that the customer obtained. That genre is 
specified as the customer's taste at the present time. At this 
time, the intermediate server 201 proceeds to step SP149. 
(0389. In step SP149, the intermediate server 201 retrieves 
advertiser/company registration information in the advertiser 
and company database 211 based on the customer's taste that 
was specified in step SP148, by the matching part 216, and 
reads the advertiser/company registration information on an 
advertiser and a company that can provide distribution data 
matching with the customer's taste. 
0390 The intermediate server 201 generates advertiser 
and/or company introducing information based on the adver 
tiser/company registration information read from the adver 
tiser and company database 211 by the matching part 216, and 
sends this from the sending part 214 to the portable dedicated 
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terminal 202 as advertiser and/or company introducing data, 
to introduce the advertiser and/or company to the customer. 
Then, the intermediate server 201 returns to step SP145 and 
repeats the processing of steps SP145-SP146-SP147-SP148 
SP149 again. 
0391 After sending the customer approval data to the 
intermediate server 201, in step SP131, the portable dedicated 
terminal 202 awaits the advertiser and/or company introduc 
ing data or the advertiser/company introduction disapproval 
data from the intermediate server 201. If the portable dedi 
cated terminal 202 receives the advertiser and/or company 
introducing data or the advertiser and company introduction 
disapproval data from the intermediate server 201 by the 
receiving part 243, it proceeds to the next step SP132. 
0392. If the portable dedicated terminal 202 receives the 
advertiser and company introduction disapproval data by the 
receiving part 243, in step SP132, the portable dedicated 
terminal 202 transmits this to the reproducing part 244 to 
notify the customer of that the intermediate server 201 could 
not find an advertiser and a company for the customer. Then, 
the portable dedicated terminal 202 returns to step SP127 and 
repeats the processing of steps SP127-SP128-SP129-SP130 
SP131-SP132 again. 
0393. If the portable dedicated terminal 202 receives the 
advertiser and/or company introducing data by the receiving 
part 243, in step SP132, the portable dedicated terminal 202 
transmits this to the reproducing part 244 to show the cus 
tomer the advertiser and/or the company that was introduced 
from the intermediate server 201. Then, the portable dedi 
cated terminal 202 returns to step SP127 and repeats the 
processing of steps SP127-SP128-SP129-SP130-SP131 
SP132 again. The advertiser and/or company introducing 
processing procedures in the data providing system 200 are 
executed as the above. 
0394 Contracting processing procedures by the interme 
diate server 201, the portable dedicated terminal 202 and the 
advertiser/company server 203 in the data providing system 
200 will be described. First, as shown in FIG. 24A, the por 
table dedicated terminal 202 which received the advertiser 
and/or company introducing data from the intermediate 
server 201 enters routine RT14 from the start step, and pro 
ceeds to step SP161. 
0395. In step SP161, the portable dedicated terminal 202 
shows the customer the advertiser and/or company intro 
duced from the intermediate server 201 by the reproducing 
part 244. If the customer selects the advertiser and/or com 
pany wanting to contract with the operating part 240, the 
portable dedicated terminal 202 proceeds to step SP162. 
0396. In step SP162, the portable dedicated terminal 202 
generates advertiser and/or company selecting data repre 
senting the advertiser and/or the company selected by the 
customer by the request data generating part 241, and sends 
this from the sending part 242 to the intermediate server 201 
via the Internet 204. Then, the portable dedicated terminal 
202 proceeds to the next step SP163. 
0397. At this time, as shown in FIG.24B, the intermediate 
server 201 enters routine RT15 from the start step, and pro 
ceeds to step SP171 to await the advertiser/company selecting 
data from the portable dedicated terminal 202. If the interme 
diate server 201 receives the advertiser/company selecting 
data from the portable dedicated terminal 202 by the receiv 
ing part 212, it proceeds to step SP172. 
0398. In step SP172, the intermediate server 201 generates 
customer introducing information from the customer regis 
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tration information based on the advertiser and/or company 
selecting data by the matching part 216, and sends this from 
the sending part 214 to the advertiser/company server 203 as 
customer introducing data via the Internet 204. Then, the 
intermediate server 201 proceeds to step SP173. 
0399. Here, at this time, as shown in FIG.24C, the adver 
tiser/company server 203 enters routine RT16 from the start 
step, and proceeds to step SP181 to await the customer intro 
ducing data from the intermediate server 201. If the adver 
tiser/company server 203 receives the customer introducing 
data from the intermediate server 201 by the receiving part 
233, it proceeds to step SP182. 
(0400. In step SP182, the advertiser/company server 203 
judges whether or not to contract with the customer by the 
customer selecting part 237, by referring to the contract terms 
and the using state of the Internet 204 based on the customer 
introducing data. 
04.01. Obtaining a negative result in step SP182 means that 
the contract terms shown by the customer and the using State 
of the Internet 204 did not match with the request of the 
advertiser/company and the contract was abandoned. At this 
time, the advertiser/company server 203 proceeds to step 
SP183 to generate contract inconclusion data by the sending 
data generating part 238, and sends this from the sending part 
232 to the intermediate server 201 via the Internet 204. Then, 
the advertiser/company server 203 proceeds to step SP184 to 
finish the processing in the advertiser/company server 203. 
0402. On the contrary, obtaining an affirmative result in 
step SP182 means that the contract terms shown by the cus 
tomer and the using state of the Internet 204 matched with the 
request of the advertiser/company and the advertiser/com 
pany decided to contract with the customer. At this time, the 
advertiser/company server 203 proceeds to step SP185 to 
generate contract conclusion data by the sending data gener 
ating part 238, and sends this from the sending part 232 to the 
intermediate server 201 via the Internet 204. Then, the adver 
tiser/company server 203 proceeds to step SP186. 
(0403. In step SP186, the advertiser/company server 203 
properly reads distribution data matching with the taste of the 
contracting customer from the distribution information data 
base 236 by the sending control part 231, and sends this from 
the sending part 232 to the customer's portable dedicated 
terminal 202 via the Internet 204. Then, the advertiser/com 
pany server 203 proceeds to step SP184 to finish the process 
ing in the advertiser/company server 203. 
04.04. In step SP173, the intermediate server 201 awaits 
that data representing the conclusion/inconclusion of a con 
tract with the customer is sent from the advertiser/company 
server 203. If the intermediate server 201 receives the above 
data from the advertiser/company server 203 by the receiving 
part 212, it proceeds to step SP174. 
(0405. In step SP174, the intermediate server 201 deter 
mines whether or not the data received from the advertiser/ 
company server 203 is the contract conclusion data. 
0406 Obtaining a negative result in step SP174 means that 
the advertiser/company abandoned to contract with the cus 
tomer and the intermediate server 201 received contract 
inconclusion data from the advertiser/company server 203. At 
this time, the intermediate server 201 proceeds to step SP175 
to send the contract inconclusion data from the sending part 
214 to the portable dedicated terminal 202 via the Internet 204 
to notify the customer of that a contract with the advertiser/ 
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company did not conclude. Then, the intermediate server 201 
proceeds to step SP176 to finish the processing in the inter 
mediate server 201. 

0407 On the contrary, obtaining an affirmative result in 
step SP174 means that the advertiser/company contracted 
with the customer and the intermediate server 201 received 
contract conclusion data from the advertiser/company server 
203. At this time, the intermediate server 201 proceeds to step 
SP177 to send the contract conclusion data from the sending 
part 214 to the portable dedicated terminal 202 via the Inter 
net 204 to notify the customer of that the contract with the 
advertiser/company has concluded. Then, the intermediate 
server 201 proceeds to step SP178. 
0408. In step SP178, the intermediate server 201 updates 
the customer registration information in the customer data 
base 210 by the customer information updating part 215 
based on the contract conclusion data, and also updates the 
advertiser/company registration information in the advertiser 
and company database 211 by the advertiser/company infor 
mation updating part 213 based on that contract conclusion 
data. Then, the intermediate server 201 proceeds to step 
SP176 to finish the processing in the intermediate server 201. 
04.09 Furthermore, in step SP163, the portable dedicated 
terminal 202 awaits that data representing the conclusion/ 
inconclusion of a contract with the advertiser/company is sent 
from the intermediate server 201. If the portable dedicated 
terminal 202 receives the above data from the intermediate 
server 201, it proceeds to step SP164. 
0410. In step SP164, the portable dedicated terminal 202 
determines whether or not the data received from the inter 
mediate server 201 is the contract conclusion data. 

0411. Obtaining a negative result in step SP164 means that 
the advertiser/company abandoned the contract and the por 
table dedicated terminal 202 received the contract inconclu 
sion data from the intermediate server 201. At this time, the 
portable dedicated terminal 202 transmits the contract incon 
clusion data to the reproducing part 244 to notify the customer 
of that the contract with the advertiser/company did not con 
clude. Then, the portable dedicated terminal 202 proceeds to 
step SP165 to finish the processing in the portable dedicated 
terminal 202. 

0412. On the contrary, obtaining an affirmative result in 
step SP164 means that the advertiser/company contracted 
with the customer and the portable dedicated terminal 202 
received the contract conclusion data from the intermediate 
server 201. At this time, the portable dedicated terminal 202 
transmits the contract conclusion data to the reproducing part 
244 to notify the customer of that the contract with the adver 
tiser/company was concluded. Then, the portable dedicated 
terminal 202 proceeds to step SP166. 
0413. In step SP166, the portable dedicated terminal 202 
awaits distribution data from the advertiser/company server 
203 of the advertiser/company that contracted with the cus 
tomer. If the portable dedicated terminal 202 receives distri 
bution data from the advertiser/company server 203 by the 
receiving part 243, it proceeds to step SP167. 
0414. In step SP167, the portable dedicated terminal 202 
recognizes thus received distribution data and records this in 
the recording medium for customer 246 by the recording 
control part 245. Thereby, the customer can freely reproduce 
and view the distribution data. Then, the portable dedicated 
terminal 202 proceeds to step SP165 to finish the processing 
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in the portable dedicated terminal 202. In this manner, all the 
contracting processing procedure in the data providing sys 
tem 200 is finished. 
0415. According to the above configuration, in this data 
providing system 200, an advertiser or a company that pro 
vides distribution data to the customer on the Internet 204 is 
registered by that the intermediate server 201 obtains adver 
tiser/company information from the advertiser/company 
server 203 of the advertiser/company and stores this in the 
advertiser and company database 211 as advertiser/company 
registration information. 
0416 Furthermore, in the data providing system 200, the 
customer is registered by that the intermediate server 201 
obtains customer information from the intermediate server 
201 of the customer who wants to use the Internet 204 by the 
portable dedicated terminal 202, issues a customer ID, adds 
the customer ID to the above obtained customer information, 
and stores this in the customer database 210 as customer 
registration information. 
0417. In this data providing system 200, every time when 
the customer sends content specifying data including the 
customer ID from the above portable dedicated terminal 202 
to the agency to obtain content data, the content specifying 
data is relayed by the intermediate server 201, and the con 
tents of the above content specifying data is added to the 
customer registration information in the customer database 
210, and the customer registration information is updated. 
0418. In this manner, in the data providing system 200, if 
the customer approval data representing that the customer 
permits the release of the customer information is sent from 
the portable dedicated terminal 202, the customer's taste is 
judged based on the customer registration information in the 
customer database 210 in the intermediate server 201. The 
advertiser/company registration information in the advertiser 
and company database 211 is retrieved based on the above 
judged customer's taste, and the advertiser/company regis 
tration information on the advertiser/company that can pro 
vide distribution data matching with the customer's taste is 
read, the advertiser and/or company introducing data is gen 
erated, and this is sent to the portable dedicated terminal 202. 
0419 Accordingly, in this data providing system 200, the 
customer can easily select an advertiser and/or a company 
that can provide distribution data matching with the custom 
er's taste while time and cost is remarkably reduced. 
0420. In this data providing system 200, as a result that the 
advertiser and/or company was introduced to the customer, if 
the customer selects desired advertiser and/or company, the 
intermediate server 201 generates the customer introducing 
databased on the customer registration information being the 
customer's personal information, provides this only to the 
advertiser/company server 203 of the advertiser/company 
selected by the customer, to make the advertiser/company 
decide whether or not to contract with the customer. There 
fore, it can be surely prevented that the customer's personal 
information is illegally released on the Internet. 
0421. In this data providing system 200, the customer is 
introduced to the advertiser and/or company as the above, and 
also the advertiser/company can easily and properly select the 
customer who requested to obtain distribution data from the 
advertiser/company, so that distribution data can be effi 
ciently and properly provided to the customer. 
0422. In this data providing system 200, the customeruses 
the portable dedicated terminal 202 dedicated to the agency, 
and the customer obtains distribution data from the advertiser 
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and/or company by the above portable dedicated terminal 
202. Thereby, the versatility of the portable dedicated termi 
nal 202 can be expanded, and the usability can be remarkably 
improved. 
0423. In this data providing system 200, if the portable 
dedicated terminal 202 obtains distribution data from the 
server, it records the distribution data in the recording 
medium for customer 246 different from the recording 
medium for agency 247 by discriminating this from the con 
tent data recorded in the recording medium for agency 247. 
Thereby, when the content data rented from the agency is 
erased, it can be surely prevented that the distribution data is 
erroneously erased. 
0424. According to the above configuration, the interme 
diate server 201 has the customer database 210 for storing the 
customer information obtained from the portable dedicated 
terminal 202 by the customer to register the customer, and the 
advertiser and company database 211 for storing the adver 
tiser/company information obtained from the advertiser/com 
pany server 203 by the advertiser/company as the advertiser/ 
company registration information to register the advertiser/ 
company. Every time when the content specifying data 
including the customer ID that was issued in the customer 
registration is sent from the portable dedicated terminal 202 
to the agency, the intermediate server 201 adds the contents of 
the above content specifying data to the customer registration 
information in the customer database 210, and updates the 
customer registration information. If the intermediate server 
201 receives the customer approval data from the above por 
table dedicated terminal 202, the intermediate server 201 
retrieves the advertiser/company registration information in 
the advertiser and company database 211 based on the cus 
tomer's taste that was judged by the customer registration 
information in the customer database 210, generates the 
advertiser and/or company introducing data based on the 
advertiser/company registration information on the selected 
advertiser and/or company, and sends this to the portable 
dedicated terminal 202. Thereby, the customer can easily 
select an advertiser and/or a company that can provide distri 
bution data matching with the customer's taste. Thus, a data 
providing system in that the customer can easily and accu 
rately obtain desired distribution data can be realized. 
0425 Note that, in the aforementioned fourth embodi 
ment, it has dealt with the case where if the intermediate 
server 201 receives the customer approval data from the por 
table dedicated terminal 202, the intermediate server 201 
judges the customer's taste by the customer registration infor 
mation in the customer database 210, and retrieves the adver 
tiser and/or the company in the advertiser and company data 
base 211. However, this invention is not only limited to this 
but also the intermediate server 201 may constantly judge the 
customer's taste by the customer registration information in 
the customer database 210, when the intermediate server 201 
judges the customer's taste (that is, when the number of the 
times of obtaining of the content data by the customer is the 
threshold value or over), it may inquire the customer of 
whether or not having an intension of releasing the customer 
information by the portable dedicated terminal 202, and if as 
a result, the customer approval data that permits the release of 
the customer information is sent from the customer via the 
portable dedicated terminal 202, the intermediate server 201 
may retrieve the advertiser/company registration information 
in the advertiser and company database 211. Thereby, it can 
be surely prevented that although the customer permitted the 
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release of the customer information on term that the customer 
will contract with an advertiser and/or a customer, the inter 
mediate server 201 cannot judge the customers taste and 
cannot introduce an advertiser and/or a company to the cus 
tOmer. 

0426 In the aforementioned fourth embodiment, it has 
dealt with the case where if the intermediate server 201 
receives the customer approval data, the intermediate server 
201 retrieves the advertiser/company registration information 
in the advertiser and company database 211 based on the 
customer's taste judged by the customer registration infor 
mation in the customer database 210. However, this invention 
is not only limited to this but also in addition to the customer's 
taste judged by the customer registration information in the 
customer database 210, the advertiser/company registration 
information in the advertiser and company database 211 may 
be retrieved also by using the contract terms described in the 
above customer registration information. Thereby, when the 
customer introducing data is sent to the advertiser/company 
server 203, it can be remarkably reduced that the advertiser 
and/or company abandons the contract with the customer 
owing to the contract term. Thus, a probability that the con 
tract is concluded between the customer and the advertiser 
and/or company can be improved, and the request of the 
customer that wants to contract with the advertiser and/or 
company can be further accurately taken up. 
0427. In the aforementioned fourth embodiment, it has 
dealt with the case where if the intermediate server 201 
receives the customer approval data, the intermediate server 
201 retrieves the advertiser/company registration information 
in the advertiser and company database 211 based on the 
customer's taste that was judged by the customer registration 
information in the customer database 210. However, this 
invention is not only limited to this but also the advertiser/ 
company registration information in the advertiser and com 
pany database 211 may be retrieved based on the taste infor 
mation in the customer information being a basis for the 
customer registration information stored in the customer 
database 210. Thereby, in the matching part 216, the process 
ing for extracting the customer's taste from the customer 
registration information can be excepted, and load on the 
processing can be reduced. 
0428. Furthermore, in the aforementioned fourth embodi 
ment, it has dealt with the case where the customer uses the 
intermediate server 201 by means of the portable dedicated 
terminal 202. However, this invention is not only limited to 
this but also provided that it is an apparatus connectable to the 
Internet 204 Such as a personal computer, a portable tele 
phone and a personal digital assistance (PDA), the customer 
can use the intermediate server 201 by means of such various 
data obtaining apparatuses. Thereby, further more customers 
can use introduction by the intermediate server 201 to an 
advertiser and/or company, and the system can be widely 
popularized. 

(6) Fifth Embodiment 
0429 FIG. 25 in which the same reference numerals are 
added to corresponding parts in FIG. 11 shows a data provid 
ing system 260 according to a fifth embodiment. The data 
providing system 260 is formed similarly to the aforemen 
tioned data providing system 200 according to the fourth 
embodiment except for the configuration of an intermediate 
server 261 corresponding to the system management site 2 
described above with reference to FIGS. 1 to 3, and the 
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configuration of a portable dedicated terminal 262 corre 
sponding to the portable dedicated terminals 7A to 7N 
described above with reference to FIGS. 1 to 3. 
0430. In this case, the intermediate server 261 registers the 
customer who uses the Internet 204 by means of the portable 
dedicated terminal 262 by storing the customer registration 
information in a customer database 265 similarly to the inter 
mediate server 201 described above with reference to FIG. 
11, and also registers an advertiser/company that can provide 
distribution data to the customer on the Internet 204 by means 
of the advertiser/company server 203 by storing the adver 
tiser/company registration information in the advertiser and 
company database 211. 
0431 Furthermore, the intermediate server 261 updates 
the customer registration information in the customer data 
base 265 every time when the customer uses the Internet 204 
to obtain content data by the portable dedicated terminal 262, 
similarly to the intermediate server 201 described above with 
reference to FIG. 11. 
0432. In addition to the customer registration information 
and the customer registering screen data, the intermediate 
server 261 previously stores customer information input 
screen data to input customer information in the customer 
database 265. If the intermediate server 261 receives the 
customer approval data that was sent from the portable dedi 
cated terminal 262 by customer's operation by a receiving 
part 266, the intermediate server 261 reads the customer 
information input screen data from the customer database 265 
by a customer information updating part 267, and sends this 
from the sending part 214 to the portable dedicated terminal 
262 via the Internet 204. 
0433. If the customer information like the customer infor 
mation described above with reference to FIG. 13A, that is 
entered on the customer information input screen based on 
the customer information input screen data according to cus 
tomer's operation is sent from the portable dedicated terminal 
262 as customer information data, the intermediate server 261 
receives this by a receiving part 266 and takes this in a match 
ing part 268. 
0434 Here, as shown in FIG. 26, the matching part 268 is 
formed by an advertiser/company information extracting 
part. The matching part 268 extracts customer's taste genre 
information in the customer information data that was taken 
in from the receiving part 266 as information representing the 
customer's taste, retrieves the advertiser/company registra 
tion information in the advertiser and company database 211 
based on thus extracted customer's taste genre information, 
and reads the advertiser/company registration information 
having distribution genre information in the same genre as the 
genre shown in the customer's taste genre information. 
0435 Then, the matching part 268 generates the advertiser 
and company introducing information described above with 
reference to FIG. 17 from the advertiser/company registration 
information read from the advertiser and company database 
211, and sends this from the sending part 214 to the portable 
dedicated terminal 262 via the Internet 204 as advertiser/ 
company introducing data. 
0436. In this manner, the intermediate server 261 intro 
duces an advertiser and/or company that can provide distri 
bution data matching with customer's taste to the customer 
who permitted the release of the customer information to the 
advertiser and/or the company. 
0437. On the other hand, as shown in FIG. 25, the portable 
dedicated terminal 262 executes a customer registration for 
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the intermediate server 261 similarly to the portable dedi 
cated terminal 202 described above with reference to FIG.11, 
and also sends various requests to the agency to obtain con 
tent data. 
0438 Ifan approval request for the release of the customer 
information to the advertiser/company is entered via the oper 
ating part 240 by customer's operation, the portable dedicated 
terminal 262 generates customer approval data by a request 
data generating part 270, and sends this from the sending part 
242 to the intermediate server 261 via the Internet 204. 
0439. As a result, if the customer information input screen 
data is sent from the intermediate server 261 via the Internet 
204, the portable dedicated terminal 262 receives this by a 
receiving part 271, and transmits this to the reproducing part 
244. Thus, a customer information input screen based on the 
customer information input Screen data is displayed. 
0440 If customer information is entered on the customer 
information input Screen according to the operation of the 
operating part 240 by the customer, the portable dedicated 
terminal 262 generates customer information data represent 
ing the customer information by the request data generating 
part 270, and sends this from the sending part 242 to the 
intermediate server 261 via the Internet 204. 
0441. In this manner, the portable dedicated terminal 262 
can receive the introduction of an advertiser/company that 
can provide distribution data matching with the customer's 
taste based on the advertiser/company introducing data pro 
vided from the intermediate server 261. 
0442. In this data providing system 260, after the interme 
diate server 261 introduces the advertiser/company, the above 
intermediate server 261 executes a contract processing pro 
cedure similar to the contract processing procedure in the data 
providing system 200 (FIG. 11) described above with refer 
ence to FIGS. 24A to 24C, between the portable dedicated 
terminal 262 and the advertiser/company server 203. 
Thereby, the customer and the advertiser/company can make 
a COntract. 
0443 Here, advertiser/company introducing processing 
procedures by the intermediate server 261 and the portable 
dedicated terminal 202 in the data providing system 260 will 
be collectively described. First, as shown in FIG. 27A, the 
portable dedicated terminal 262 enters a routine RT17 from 
the starting step, and proceeds to the next step SP191 to await 
that the approval request for the release of the customer infor 
mation is entered. If the approval request is entered via the 
operating part 240 by customer's operation, the portable dedi 
cated terminal 262 proceeds to step SP192. 
0444. In step SP192, the portable dedicated terminal 262 
generates customer approval data by the request data gener 
ating part 270, and sends this from the sending part 242 to the 
intermediate server 261, and then proceeds to step SP193. 
0445. At this time, as shown in FIG.27B, the intermediate 
server 261 enters routine RT18 from the start step, and pro 
ceeds to the next step SP201 to await that the customer 
approval data is sent from the portable dedicated terminal 
262. If the intermediate server 261 receives the above cus 
tomer approval data by the receiving part 266, it proceeds to 
step SP202. 
0446. In step SP202, the intermediate server 261 reads 
customer information input screen data from the customer 
database 265 based on the received customer approval data by 
the customer information updating part 267, and sends this 
from the sending part 214 to the portable dedicated terminal 
262, and then proceeds to step SP203. 
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0447. At this time, in step SP193, the portable dedicated 
terminal 262 awaits that the customer information input 
screen data is sent from the intermediate server 261. If the 
portable dedicated terminal 262 receives the above customer 
information input screen data by the receiving part 271, it 
proceeds to step SP194. 
0448. In step SP194, in the state where the customer infor 
mation input Screen is displayed by that the customer infor 
mation input Screen data is transmitted to the reproducing part 
244, if the customer enters customer information via the 
operating part 240, the portable dedicated terminal 262 gen 
erates customer information data by the request data gener 
ating part 270, and sends this from the sending part 242 to the 
intermediate server 261, and then it proceeds to step SP195. 
0449. At this time, in step SP203, the intermediate server 
261 awaits that the customer information data is sent from the 
portable dedicated terminal 262. If the intermediate server 
261 receives the above customer information data by the 
receiving part 266, it proceeds to step SP204. 
0450. In step SP204, the intermediate server 261 retrieves 
advertiser/company registration information in the advertiser 
and company database 211 based on customer's taste genre 
information in the customer information data, and reads 
advertiser/company registration information including distri 
bution genre information having the same contents as the 
above customer's taste genre information, and then it pro 
ceeds to step SP205. 
0451. In step SP205, the intermediate server 261 generates 
advertiser and/or company introducing data based on the 
advertiser/company registration information read from the 
advertiser and company database 211, and sends this from the 
sending part 214 to the portable dedicated terminal 262 to 
introduce the advertiser and/or the company to the customer. 
Then, the intermediate server 261 proceeds to step SP206 to 
finish the processing in the intermediate server 261. 
0452. At this time, in step SP195, the portable dedicated 
terminal 262 awaits that the advertiser and/or company intro 
ducing data is sent from the intermediate server 261. If the 
portable dedicated terminal 262 receives the above advertiser 
and/or company introducing data by the receiving part 271, it 
transmits this to the reproducing part 244 to show the adver 
tiser and/or company introduced from the intermediate server 
261 to the customer. Then, the portable dedicated terminal 
262 proceeds to step SP196 to finish the processing in the 
portable dedicated terminal 262. Thereby, all the advertiser 
and/or company introducing processing procedure in the data 
providing system 260 is finished. 
0453 According to the above configuration, in this data 
providing system 260, if the release of the customer informa 
tion to the advertiser and/or company is permitted by the 
customer, the intermediate server 261 sends the customer 
information input screen data to the portable dedicated ter 
minal 262 responding to the customer approval data sent from 
the portable dedicated terminal 262. 
0454. As a result, in the data providing system 260, the 
intermediate server 261 retrieves the advertiser/company reg 
istration information in the advertiser and company database 
211 based on the customer's taste genre information in the 
customer information data returned from the portable dedi 
cated terminal 262, reads the advertiser/company registration 
information including the distribution genre information hav 
ing the same contents as the customer's taste genre informa 
tion, generates the advertiser and/or company introducing 
databased on the above read advertiser/company registration 
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information, and sends this to the portable dedicated terminal 
262. Thereby, the intermediate server 261 can introduce the 
advertiser and/or company that can provide distribution data 
matching with the customer's taste to the customer. 
0455 Accordingly, in this data providing system 260, if 
the release of the customer information to the advertiser and/ 
or company is permitted by the customer, the intermediate 
server 261 obtains the customer information, and retrieves the 
advertiser/company registration information based on the 
above obtained customer information. Therefore, if the cus 
tomer requests the providing of distribution data from an 
advertiser and/or a company, the intermediate server 261 can 
introduce the advertiser and/or company can while accurately 
reflecting the customers interest. 
0456 That is, in this data providing system 260, even if the 
customers interest has changed in the time from the customer 
registration in the intermediate server 261 till the approval of 
the release of the customer information to the advertiser and/ 
or company, or even at the time when the customer does not 
use the Internet 204 frequently because the customer just 
began to use the portable dedicated terminal 262, the inter 
mediate server 261 can accurately grasp the customer's inter 
est, and can introduce the advertiser and/or the company that 
can provide distribution data desired by the customer to the 
CuStOmer. 

0457 According to the above configuration, the interme 
diate server 261 sends the customer information input screen 
data to the portable dedicated terminal 262 responding to the 
customer approval data sent from the portable dedicated ter 
minal 262, retrieves the advertiser/company registration 
information in the advertiser and company database 211 
based on the customer's taste genre information in the cus 
tomer information data returned from the portable dedicated 
terminal 262 as the result of the sending, reads the advertiser/ 
company registration information including the distribution 
genre information having the same contents as the above 
customer's taste genre information, generates the advertiser 
and/or company introducing data based on that advertiser/ 
company registration information, and sends this to the por 
table dedicated terminal 262. Thereby, in addition to the 
effects obtained by the aforementioned fourth embodiment, 
the intermediate server 261 can introduce the advertisers and/ 
or the company to the customer while accurately reflecting 
the customer's interest at the time point that the customer 
requested the providing of distribution data from an adver 
tiser and/or a company. Thus, a data providing system in 
which the customer can further accurately obtain desired 
distribution data can be accomplished. 
0458. Note that, in the aforementioned fifth embodiment, 

it has dealt with the case where the intermediate server 261 
retrieves the advertiser/company registration information in 
the advertiser and company database 211 based on the cus 
tomer's taste genre information in the customer information 
data. However, this invention is not only limited to this but 
also, instead of the customer's taste genre information in the 
customer information data, it may retrieve the advertiser/ 
company registration information in the advertiser and com 
pany database 211 by matching a comment or a word in the 
comment that represents the customer's taste in the above 
customer information data with a comment or a word in the 
comment such as the catchphrase of an advertiser/company in 
the advertiser/company registration information, or may 
retrieve the advertiser/company registration information in 
the advertiser and company database 211 by using all of the 
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customer's taste genre information and the comment, and the 
mutual contract terms, or by using them by coupling. 
Thereby, the intermediate server 261 can introduce an adver 
tiser and/or a company by further accurately reflecting the 
customers taste. 

0459. In the aforementioned fifth embodiment, it has dealt 
with the case where the intermediate server 261 retrieves the 
advertiser/company registration information in the advertiser 
and company database 211 based on the customer approval 
data obtained when the customer permitted the release of 
registration information. However, this invention is not only 
limited to this but also the customer may arbitrary select the 
method that the intermediate server 261 retrieves the adver 
tiser/company registration information in the advertiser and 
company database 211 based on the customer approval data 
obtained when the customer permitted the release of the reg 
istration information, or the method that the intermediate 
server 261 retrieves the advertiser/company registration 
information in the advertiser and company database 211 
based on the customer registration information according to 
the aforementioned fourth embodiment, and the intermediate 
server 261 may execute it. Thereby, a data providing system 
can be used by both of a customer whose interest does not 
almost always change and a customer whose interest com 
paratively frequently change, and the usability of the data 
providing system can be improved. 
0460. Furthermore, in the aforementioned fifth embodi 
ment, it has dealt with the case where the customer uses the 
intermediate server 261 by means of the portable dedicated 
terminal 262. However, this invention is not only limited to 
this but also, provided that it is a device by which the customer 
can connect to the Internet 204 Such as a personal computer, 
a portable telephone, a PDA, the intermediate server 261 can 
be used by means of various data obtaining devices other than 
that. Thereby, further more customers can use the introduc 
tion of an advertiser and/or a company by the intermediate 
server 261, and the system can be widely popularized. 

(7) Sixth Embodiment 

0461 FIG. 28 shows a data providing system 300 accord 
ing to a sixth embodiment. A request terminal 302 corre 
sponding to the customer 3 described above with reference to 
FIGS. 1 to 3 (that is, the request terminal used by the customer 
3), and a portable dedicated terminal 303 corresponding to the 
portable dedicated terminals 7A to 7N described above with 
reference to FIGS. 1 to 3 dedicated to the agencies 4A to 4.N. 
and only accessible the data providing server 301 are con 
nected to a data providing server 301 corresponding to the 
agencies 4A to 4N described above with reference to FIGS. 1 
to 3 on the Internet (not shown), respectively. 
0462. The data providing server 301 has a customer data 
base 310 for storing customer registration information and 
customer registering screen data, and a content database 311 
for storing many content data, content selecting screen data, 
and customizing registering screen data to customize the 
content selecting screen data according to the customer's 
request. 
0463. If registration request data to request the registration 
of the customer is sent from the request terminal 302, the data 
providing server 301 receives this by a receiving part 312 and 
takes this in an updating part 313. The data providing server 
301 reads the customer registering screen data from the cus 
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tomer database 310 based on the registration request data by 
the updating part 313, and sends this from a sending part 314 
to the request terminal 302. 
0464 As a result, if customer information that was entered 
on a customer registering screen based on the customer reg 
istering screen data is sent from the request terminal 302, the 
data providing server 301 receives this by the receiving part 
312 and taking this in the updating part 313. The data provid 
ing server 301 issues a customer ID to the customer who 
requested the registration, and adds this to the customer infor 
mation, by the above updating part 313. The data providing 
server 301 stores the customer information with the added 
customer ID in the customer database 310 as customer reg 
istration information to register the customer. 
0465. In this connection, if the data providing server 301 
registers the customer by the updating part 313, the data 
providing server 301 generates registration completion data 
including the customer ID, and sends this from the sending 
part 314 to the request terminal 302, and notifies the customer 
of the completion of the registration and the customer ID. 
0466 If the data providing server 301 obtains request data 
for requesting the obtaining of content data is sent from the 
request terminal 302, receives this by the receiving part 312, 
takes this in a retrieving part 315, reads content selecting 
screen data from the content database 311 based on the 
obtaining request data by the above retrieving part 315, and 
sends this from the sending part 314 to the request terminal 
3O2. 

0467. As a result, if reservation information is entered on 
the content selecting screen based on the content selecting 
screen data and reservation data representing the above res 
ervation information is sent from the request terminal 302, the 
data providing server 301 receives this by the receiving part 
312. 

0468. The data providing server 301 reads the specified 
content data from the content database 311 based on the 
reservation data by the retrieving part 315, and sends this 
from a dedicated terminal not shown to a portable dedicated 
terminal 303 that is not still delivered to the customer (not 
shown) and is directly connected to the data providing server 
301 by a cable or the like for recording. 
0469. In this manner, the data providing server 301 previ 
ously prepares the portable dedicated terminal 303 by accept 
ing an advance reservation for the purchase/rental of content 
data and the portable dedicated terminal 303 from the cus 
tomer with the request terminal 302, and recording the above 
content data that will be purchased/rented within the portable 
dedicated terminal 303 that will be similarly purchased/ 
rented. Then, if the customer comes to an agency installing 
the above data providing server 301, the agency sells/rents 
and hands the portable dedicated terminal 303 to the cus 
tOmer. 

0470 The data providing server 301 can be connected to 
the portable dedicated terminal 303 that was purchased/ 
rented to the customer on the Internet. If the data providing 
server 301 obtains request data for requesting the obtaining of 
content data (by purchase or rental) is sent from the portable 
dedicated terminal 303, receives this by the receiving part 
312, and takes this in the retrieving part 315. 
0471. At this time, the data providing server 301 reads 
content selecting screen data from the content database 311 
based on thus obtained request data by the retrieving part 315, 
and sends this from the sending part 314 to the customer's 
portable dedicated terminal 303. 
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0472. As a result, if content data specifying information 
for specifying the content data is entered on a content select 
ing screen based on the content selecting screen data and 
content specifying data representing the content specifying 
information is sent from the portable dedicated terminal 303, 
the data providing server 301 receives this by the receiving 
part 312 and takes this in the retrieving part 315. 
0473. The data providing server 301 reads the specified 
content data from the content database 311 based on that 
content specifying data by the retrieving part 315, and sends 
this from the sending part 314 to the portable dedicated ter 
minal 303 for recording. 
0474. In this manner, the data providing server 301 sends 
the content data to the portable dedicated terminal 303 that 
was sold/rented to the customer via the Internet. Thereby, the 
customer can buy/rent the content data by means of that 
portable dedicated terminal 303. 
0475. Furthermore, if customizing request data for cus 
tomizing the portable dedicated terminal 303 is sent, the data 
providing server 301 receives this by the receiving part 312, 
takes this in the retrieving part 315, reads customizing regis 
tering screen data that has been previously stored in the con 
tent database 311 based on that customizing request data by 
the above retrieving part 315, and sends this from the sending 
part 314 to the portable dedicated terminal 303. 
0476. As a result, if screen customizing information for 
the content selecting screen that was entered on the custom 
izing registering screen based on the customizing registering 
screen data is sent from the portable dedicated terminal 303 
by the customer's operation as screen customizing data, the 
data providing server 301 receives this by the receiving part 
312, and takes this in the updating part 313 and the retrieving 
part 315. 
0477 The data providing server 301 reads the content 
selecting screen data from the content database 311 by the 
retrieving part 315, performs processing on the contents 
selecting screen based on the screen customizing data, and 
sends thus obtained customized screen data from the sending 
part 314 to the portable dedicated terminal 303. 
0478. In this manner, the data providing server 301 shows 
the customer the customized screen based on the customized 
screen data on the portable dedicated terminal 303 to make 
the customer confirm whether or not the content selecting 
screen has been customized as wanted. If confirmation data 
representing the confirmation of that the above content select 
ing screen is customized as the customer wanted is sent, the 
data providing server 301 adds the screen customizing data to 
the customer registration information in the customer data 
base 310 and updates the customer registration information 
by the updating part 313. 
0479. Thereafter, if obtaining request data is sent from the 
customer who requested the customizing of the content 
selecting screen by the portable dedicated terminal 303, the 
data providing server 301 receives this by the receiving part 
312, takes this in the updating part 313, reads the screen 
customizing information added to the customer registration 
information from the customer database 310 by the above 
updating part 313, and transmits this to a matching part 316. 
0480. The data providing server 301 reads the content 
selecting screen data from the content database 311 by the 
matching part 316, performs processing on the content select 
ing screen based on the screen customizing information, and 
sends thus obtained customized screen data from the sending 
part 314 to the portable dedicated terminal 303. 
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0481. Thereby, every time when obtaining request data is 
sent from the customer who requested the customizing of the 
content selecting screen by the portable dedicated terminal 
303, the data providing server 301 makes the customer 
specify the purchase/rental of content data on the customized 
screen based on the customized screen data according to the 
customizing request by the customer. 
0482 In this connection, in the portable dedicated termi 
nal 303 rented by the customer, also information for custom 
izing the color of the case body of the portable dedicated 
terminal 303 can be selected on the customizing registering 
screen. If case body customizing information for specifying 
the color of the case body is sent from the portable dedicated 
terminal 303 as case body customizing data, the data provid 
ing server 301 receives this by the receiving part 312, takes 
this in the updating part 313, adds the case body customizing 
information to the customer registration information in the 
customer database 310, and updates the customer registration 
information by the above updating part 313. 
0483 Thereby, when the customer rents a portable dedi 
cated terminal 303 again, or when the above customer pur 
chases a portable dedicated terminal 303 after that, the por 
table dedicated terminal 303 in a color specified by the case 
body customizing information is delivered to the customer. 
0484. On the other hand, if the customer enters customer 
registration information by an operating part 320, the request 
terminal 302 generates registration request data representing 
a registration request by a request data generating part 321, 
and sends this from a sending part 322 to the data providing 
Server 301. 
0485. As a result, if the request terminal 302 receives 
customer registering screen data from the data providing 
server 301 by a receiving part 323, the request terminal 302 
transmits this from a display control part 324 to a display part 
325 to display a customer registering screen based on the 
customer registering screen data thereon. 
0486 If customer information is entered on the customer 
registering screen by the customer's operation of the operat 
ing part 320, the request terminal 302 generates customer 
information data by the request data generating part 321, and 
sends this from the sending part 322 to the data providing 
server 301 for the customer registration. 
0487. If the customer enters a content data obtaining 
request by the operating part 320, the request terminal 302 
generates obtaining request data representing that obtaining 
request by the request data generating part 321, and sends this 
from the sending part 322 to the data providing server 301. 
0488. As a result, if the request terminal 302 receives 
content selecting screen data from the data providing server 
301 by the receiving part 323, it transmits this from the 
display control part 324 to the display part 325 to display a 
content selecting screen based on the content selecting screen 
data thereon. 

0489. If reservation information is entered on the content 
selecting screen by the customer's operation of the operating 
part 320, the request terminal 302 generates reservation data 
by the request data generating part 321, and sends this from 
the sending part 322 to the data providing server 301. And the 
reservation of the purchase/rental of the content data and the 
portable dedicated terminal 303 by the customer is finished. 
0490. With respect to the portable dedicated terminal 303 
sold/rented to the customer in the state where the content data 
has been recorded in the internal recording medium 340, if a 
reproducing command is entered by an operating part 341, the 
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portable dedicated terminal 303 reproduces the content data 
that the customer previously purchased/rented from the 
recording medium 340 by a reproducing control part 342, and 
transmits this to a reproducing part 343 composed of a display 
control part, a display part, a speaker, etc. Thus, the customer 
can enjoy the content. 
0491. If the customer enters a content data obtaining 
request by the operating part 341, the portable dedicated 
terminal 303 generates obtaining request data representing 
that obtaining request by a request data generating part 344, 
and sends this from a sending part 345 to the data providing 
Server 301. 
0492. As a result, if the portable dedicated terminal 303 
receives content selecting screen data from the data providing 
server 301 by a receiving part 346, the portable dedicated 
terminal 303 transmits this to the reproducing part 343 to 
display a content selecting screen based on the content select 
ing screen data. 
0493 If information for specifying content data is entered 
on the content selecting screen by the customer's operation of 
the operating part 341, the portable dedicated terminal 303 
generates content specifying data representing that specify 
ing information by the request data generating part 344, and 
sends this from the sending part 345 to the data providing 
Server 301. 
0494. If the portable dedicated terminal 303 receives the 
content data from the data providing server 301 by the receiv 
ing part 346, the portable dedicated terminal 303 records this 
in the recording medium 340 by a recording control part 347. 
Thereby, after that, the content data will be reproduced from 
the recording medium 340 by the reproducing control part 
342 according to the customer's operation of the operating 
part 341. 
0495. Furthermore, if the customer enters a customizing 
request by the operating part 341, the portable dedicated 
terminal 303 generates customizing request data representing 
the customizing request by the request data generating part 
344, and sends this from the sending part 345 to the data 
providing server 301. 
0496. As a result, if the portable dedicated terminal 303 
receives customizing registering screen data from the data 
providing server 301 by the receiving part 346, the portable 
dedicated terminal 303 transmits this to the reproducing part 
343 to display a customizing registering screen based on that 
customizing registering screen data. 
0497. If screen customizing information is entered on the 
customizing registering screen by the customer's operation of 
the operating part 341, the portable dedicated terminal 303 
generates screen customizing data representing the screen 
customizing information by the request data generating part 
344, and sends this from the sending part 345 to the data 
providing server 301. 
0498 As a result of that the screen customizing data was 
sent to the data providing server 301, if the portable dedicated 
terminal 303 receives customized screen data from the data 
providing server 301 by the receiving part 346, the portable 
dedicated terminal 303 sends this to the reproducing part 343. 
Thereby, a customized screen based on the customized screen 
data is shown to the customer. 
0499. As a result, if the customer enters confirmation 
information for confirming that the content selecting screenis 
customized as he/she requested by the operating part 341, the 
portable dedicated terminal 303 generates confirmation data 
by the request data generating part 344, and sends this from 
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the sending part 345 to the data providing server 301 to store 
the screen customizing information representing the contents 
of customizing that the customer requested in the data pro 
viding server 301. 
0500. After the screen customizing data was stored in the 
data providing server 301, the portable dedicated terminal 
303 sends content obtaining request data to the data providing 
server 301. The portable dedicated terminal 303 receives the 
customized screen data from the data providing server 301 by 
the receiving part 346, and transmits this to the reproducing 
part 343. Thereby, the customer can select content data for 
purchase and rental on the customized content selecting 
SCC. 

0501. In this connection, if case body customizing infor 
mation to customize the color of the case body of the portable 
dedicated terminal 303 is entered on the customizing regis 
tering screen by the customer's operation of the operating 
part 341, the portable dedicated terminal 303 generates case 
body customizing data representing the case body customiz 
ing information by the request data generating part 344, and 
sends this from the sending part 345 to the data providing 
server 301. Thus, the case body customizing information on 
the portable dedicated terminal 303 is stored in the data pro 
viding server 301. 
0502. In addition to the above configuration, in this sixth 
embodiment, when in forming the content database 311 by 
obtaining many content data from a content server (not 
shown) being the provider of the content data and correspond 
ing to the system management site described above with 
reference to FIGS. 1 to 3, the data providing server 301 
obtains a predetermined developmental tool for forming a 
content selecting screen from the above content server. 
0503. The data providing server 301 generates content 
selecting screen data in that the inside of the shop of the 
agency is represented as three-dimensional virtual reality 
space pictures by means of that developmental tool and the 
customer can select content data as if he/she selects packaged 
media from shelves while practically walking in the shop of 
the agency by the above three-dimensional virtual reality 
space pictures. The above generated content selecting screen 
data is stored in the content database 311. 
0504. In this connection, the data providing server 301 
stores the same content data as content data in many packaged 
media practically sold or rented at the agency in the content 
database 311, and generates the content selecting screen data 
so that the layout of the shelves, checkout counters, steps, etc. 
in the shop of the agency, and the layout of the packaged 
media in the above shelves or the like is almost faithfully 
reproduced. 
0505. The data providing server 301 updates the content 
selecting screen data at a constant timing or an arbitrary 
timing by Synchronizing with the time when new packaged 
media are put on the shelves in the shop of the agency (that is, 
it is also the time when new content data is obtained from a 
content server) and the time when the inside of the shop of the 
agency is remodeled. Thereby, this system can provide the 
feeling when in practically selecting packaged media in the 
shop of the agency to the customer selecting content data on 
the content selecting screen. 
0506 Practically, as shown in FIG. 29, the content select 
ing screen data is composed of plural picture data by adding 
a selection confirming screen 355 being a two-dimensional 
picture to confirm content data selected by the customer, to 
the three-dimensional virtual reality space pictures such as a 
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"picture of exterior of shop' 350 that represents the exterior 
of the agency (entrance), a "picture of first floor in shop'351 
and a “picture of second floor in shop' 352, that represent 
each floor of the shop, a “picture of shelf in shop' 353 that 
represents each of plural shelves containing packaged media 
by genre in the shop with an enlargement, a content selecting 
screen 354 to select content data by enlarging the backbone of 
the packaged media aligned on the shelves. 
0507. In this case, in the picture of exterior of shop 350, an 
entering button360 to enter the shop and switch the display to 
the picture of first floor 351 is provided. 
0508. In the picture of first floor 351 and the picture of 
second floor 352, move buttons 361 and 362 to switch the 
display to the picture of second floor in shop 352 or the picture 
of first floor in shop 351, that is, to another floor, a shelf 
selecting button 363 to select a shelf by genre and switch the 
display to the picture of shelf in shop 353, and a checkout 
counter button 364 to switch the display to a selection con 
firming screen 355 after the customer selected content data 
for purchase or rental, are provided. 
0509. Furthermore, in the picture of shelf in shop 353, the 
packaged media have been classified in alphabetical order, 
and a detail button 365 to switch the display to the content 
selecting screen 354 by the above classified packaged media 
is provided. 
0510. In the picture of exterior of shop 350, the picture of 

first floor in shop 351, the picture of second floor in shop 352 
and the content selecting screen 354, the picture of a human 
being representing the customer (hereinafter, this is referred 
to as picture of customer) 366 and the picture of a human 
being representing a clerk (hereinafter, this is referred to as 
picture of clerk) 367 are displayed. By moving the picture of 
customer 366 as if it is practically walking in the shop and by 
overlapping it on the entering button 360, the move buttons 
361 and 362, the shelf selecting button 363, the checkout 
counter button 364, the backbone of packaged media in the 
content selecting screen 354, etc. or approximating it to them 
and selectively specifying (clicking) these buttons, picture 
specifying commands previously allocated to the above but 
tons can be entered. 

0511. In addition to this, in the picture of shelf in shop 353 
and the selection confirming screen 355, a cursor is inversely 
displayed on detail buttons 365, a confirmation button 368, a 
cancel button 369, etc. (not shown) by overlapping, respec 
tively. By that the customer moves the cursor and selectively 
specifies (clicks) one of these buttons, a command previously 
allocated to the button can be entered. 

0512 Specifically, the portable dedicated terminal 303 
which received the content selecting screen data first displays 
the picture of exterior of shop 350 being a content selecting 
screen by the reproducing part 343, and moves the picture of 
customer 366 on the picture of exterior of shop 350 according 
to the customer's operation of the operating part 341. If the 
entering button360 is selectively specified, the portable dedi 
cated terminal 303 displays the picture of first floor in shop 
351, instead of the picture of exterior of shop 350. 
0513. The portable dedicated terminal 303 moves the pic 
ture of customer 366 on the picture of first floor in shop 351 
according to the customer's operation of the operating part 
341. If the move button 361 is selectively specified, the por 
table dedicated terminal 303 displays the picture of second 
floor in shop 352 instead of the above picture of first floor in 
shop 351. 
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0514. In this manner, the portable dedicated terminal 303 
moves the picture of customer 366 on the picture of first floor 
in shop 351 and the picture of second floor in shop 352 
according to the customer's operation of the operating part 
341. If one of the shelf selecting buttons 363 is selectively 
specified, the portable dedicated terminal 303 displays the 
picture of shelf in shop 353 corresponding to the above shelf 
selecting button 363 selectively specified instead of the pic 
ture of first floor in shop 351 or the picture of second floor in 
shop 352. 
0515. The portable dedicated terminal 303 moves the cur 
sor on the picture of shelf in shop 353 according to the 
customer's operation of the operating part 341. If one of the 
detail buttons 365 is selectively specified, the portable dedi 
cated terminal 303 displays a corresponding content selecting 
screen 354 instead of the above picture of shelf in shop 353. 
0516. After the picture of customer 366 was moved on the 
content selecting screen 354 and content data was selectively 
specified as one of packaged media according to the custom 
er's operation of the operating part 341, if the move button 
361 or 362 is selectively specified, the portable dedicated 
terminal 303 displays the picture of first floor in shop 351 or 
the picture of second floor in shop 352 again instead of the 
above content selecting screen 354. In this manner, for 
instance, if the picture of customer 366 is moved on the 
picture of second floor in shop 352 and the checkout counter 
button 364 is selectively specified, the portable dedicated 
terminal 303 displays the selection confirming screen 355 
instead of the above picture of second floor in shop 352. 
0517. Here, in the selection confirming screen 355, the 

title of the content data selected by the customer, customer's 
name, customer ID, password, etc. are displayed. The por 
table dedicated terminal 303 moves the cursor according to 
the customer's operation of the operating part 341, so that the 
rental term or purchase of content data can be entered. If the 
rental term or purchase is entered, charges for the rental/ 
purchase of the content data are displayed responding to that. 
0518) If the portable dedicated terminal 303 moves the 
cursor on the selection confirming screen 355 and selectively 
specifies the confirmation button 368 according to the cus 
tomer's operation of the operating part 341, the portable 
dedicated terminal 303 generates content specifying data by 
the request data generating part 344 by using information in 
the selection confirming screen 355 as specifying information 
by the request data generating part 344, and sends the above 
generated content specifying data from the sending part 345 
to the data providing server 301. Thereby, the customer can 
obtain the content data that he/she specified. 
0519. On the contrary, if the portable dedicated terminal 
303 moves the cursor on the selection confirming screen 355 
and selectively specifies the cancel button 369 according to 
the customer's operation of the operating part 341, the por 
table dedicated terminal 303 displays for example the picture 
of first floor in shop 351, instead of the above selection con 
firming screen 355. Thereby, the customer can select content 
data again. 
0520. In addition to this, as shown in FIGS. 30A and 30B, 
if the portable dedicated terminal 303 moves the picture of 
customer 366 and passes this in front of each shelf on the 
picture of first floor in shop 351 or the picture of second floor 
in shop 352 according to the customer's operation of the 
operating part 341, the portable dedicated terminal 303 repro 
duces content data set by the agency of which the advertise 
ment for few seconds by matching with the genre of each 
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shelf. Thereby, the customer views the content data intended 
by the agency, and it can be advertised to the customer. 
0521. In this connection, the data quantity of such content 
selecting screen data is comparatively large. Therefore, if the 
data providing server 301 receives the obtaining request data 
from the portable dedicated terminal 303, the data providing 
server 301 first sends the data of the picture of exterior of shop 
350 to the portable dedicated terminal 303 as content select 
ing screen data. Then, if the entering button360 is selectively 
specified on the above picture of exterior of shop 350, the data 
providing server 301 receives a notification of that, and sends 
the data of the picture of first floor in shop 351. In this manner, 
the data providing server 301 receives the notification of the 
specified button and sends corresponding picture data, every 
time when the Switching of the display to another picture is 
specified from the portable dedicated terminal 303 by the 
entering button360, the move button 361 or 362, etc. on each 
picture forming the content selecting screen data. 
0522 Furthermore, if the picture of customer 366 is 
moved to a specified coordinate position that has been previ 
ously specified to reproduce content data for advertisement 
on the picture of first floor in shop 351 and the picture of 
second floor in shop 352 and that specified coordinate posi 
tion is notified from the portable dedicated terminal 303 to the 
data providing server 301, the data providing server 301 reads 
the predetermined part of the content data corresponding to 
the above notified specified coordinate position that has been 
previously stored in the content database 311 as commercial 
data by the retrieving part 315, and sends this from the send 
ing part 314 to the portable dedicated terminal 303. 
0523 The data providing server 301 divides the content 
selecting screen data into the data of each picture and content 
data for advertisement, and sequentially sends this to the 
portable dedicated terminal 303. Thereby, it can be prevented 
that the capacity of the recording medium 340 in the above 
portable dedicated terminal 303 becomes large. 
0524. By the way, in the data providing server 301, on the 
customizing registering screen to be provided to the portable 
dedicated terminal 303 according to a customizing request by 
the customer, various screen customizing information Such as 
change of a picture specifying command previously and addi 
tion of a new input part to an arbitrary picture that have been 
previously allocated to the buttons (the entering button 360 
etc.) in each picture forming the content selecting screen 
described above with reference to FIG. 29, and also the rear 
rangement of packaged media in the content selecting screen 
354 into for example the order of created date of content data, 
arbitrary change of the background color of the above content 
selecting screen 354 and selection confirming screen 355 can 
be entered. 

0525. Thereby, for instance, as shown in FIG. 31, the data 
providing server 301 switches the display of the content 
selecting screen from the picture of exterior of shop 370 to a 
content selecting screen 372 based on the screen customizing 
data obtained from the portable dedicated terminal 303 by 
that the customer selectively specified an entry-to-shop but 
ton 371. Then, the data providing server 301 switches the 
display from the above content selecting screen 372 to the 
selection confirming screen 355, or provides a new input part 
373 on the picture of exterior of shop 370 to make the cus 
tomer arbitrary enter the genre of desired content data and 
switches the display to the content selecting screen 372 cor 
responding to that input, or newly provides an input part 374 
also on the content selecting screen 372 to make the customer 
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enter the rental term or the purchase of content data by speci 
fying. In this manner, the display of the content selecting 
screen can be customized according to the customer's 
request. 
0526. Accordingly, in the data providing server 301, the 
usability of the content selecting screen can be remarkably 
improved for the customer who frequently obtains content 
data by the portable dedicated terminal 303 and also the 
customer who obtains content data in the comparatively same 
genre. 

0527. In this connection, also if the data providing server 
301 receives the obtaining request data from the request ter 
minal 302, the data providing server 301 sends the content 
selecting screen data composed of the data of the pictures 
described above with reference to FIG. 29, to the above 
request terminal 302. 
0528. Here, content providing processing procedures 
using the content selecting screen data by the data providing 
server 301 and the portable dedicated terminal 303 in the data 
providing system 300 will be collectively described. First, as 
shown in FIG. 32A, the portable dedicated terminal 303 
enters routine RT20 from the start step, and proceeds to step 
SP211. 

0529. In step SP211, the portable dedicated terminal 303 
awaits that an obtaining request is entered by customer's 
operation via the operating part 341. If the obtaining request 
is entered, the portable dedicated terminal 303 proceeds to 
step SP212. 
0530. In step SP212, the portable dedicated terminal 303 
generates obtaining request data by the request data generat 
ing part 344 and sends this from the sending part 345 to the 
data providing server 301, and proceeds to step SP213. 
0531 Here, as shown in FIG. 32B, the data providing 
server 301 enters routine RT21 from the starting step, and 
proceeds to step SP221. In step SP221, the data providing 
server 301 awaits the time to update the content selecting 
screen data. If the time arrived, the data providing server 301 
proceeds to step SP222 to update the content selecting screen 
data, and proceeds to step SP223. 
0532. In step SP223, the data providing server 301 awaits 
that obtaining request data is sent from the portable dedicated 
terminal 303. If the data providing server 301 receives the 
obtaining request data by the receiving part 312, the data 
providing server 301 proceeds to step SP224 to read the 
content selecting screen data from the content database 311 
by the retrieving part 315, and sends this from the sending part 
314 to the portable dedicated terminal 303, and then proceeds 
to step SP225. 
0533. At this time, in step SP213, the portable dedicated 
terminal 303 awaits that content selecting screen data is sent 
from the data providing server 301. If the portable dedicated 
terminal 303 receives the content selecting screen data by the 
receiving part 346, it transmits the content selecting screen 
data to the reproducing part 343 to display the picture of 
exterior of shop 350 being the content selecting screen, and 
then proceeds to step SP214. 
0534. In step SP214, the portable dedicated terminal 303 
starts a Subroutine described later. If specifying information is 
entered on each picture forming the content selecting screen 
by the customer's operation of the operating part 341, the 
portable dedicated terminal 303 proceeds to step SP215. 
0535. In step SP215, the portable dedicated terminal 303 
generates content specifying data by the request data gener 
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ating part 344, and sends this from the sending part 345 to the 
data providing server 301, and then proceeds to step SP216. 
0536. At this time, in step SP225, the data providing server 
301 starts a subroutine described later. The data providing 
server 301 properly reads each picture data forming the con 
tent selecting screen data and commercial data from the con 
tent database 311 by the retrieving part 315, and sends this 
from the sending part 314 to the portable dedicated terminal 
303. Then, if the data providing server 301 receives content 
specifying data from the portable dedicated terminal 303, it 
proceeds to step SP226. 
0537. In step SP226, the data providing server 301 
retrieves content data in the content database 311 based on the 
content specifying data by the retrieving part 315, and reads 
the specified content data, and then proceeds to step SP227. 
0538. In step SP227, the data providing server 301 sends 
the content data read from the content database 311 from the 
sending part 314 to the portable dedicated terminal 303, and 
then proceeds to step SP228 to finish the above processing by 
the data providing server 301. 
0539. On the other hand, in step SP216, the portable dedi 
cated terminal 303 awaits that the content data is sent from the 
data providing server 301. If the portable dedicated terminal 
303 receives the content data, it proceeds to step SP217 to 
record the content data in the recording medium 340 by the 
recording control part 347. Then, the portable dedicated ter 
minal 303 proceeds to step SP218 to finish the above process 
ing by the portable dedicated terminal 303. Thus, the data 
providing server 301 finishes all the content providing pro 
cessing procedures by means of the content selecting screen 
data. 

0540. In this connection, as shown in FIG. 33A, the por 
table dedicated terminal 303 starts a subroutine in step SP214 
and enters step SP231. In the above step SP231 and the next 
step SP232, the portable dedicated terminal 303 awaits that a 
picture specifying command is entered on each picture: the 
picture of exterior of shop 350 etc., forming the content 
selecting screen displayed by the reproducing part 343 
described above with reference to FIG. 29 by the customer's 
operation of the operating part 341 (that is, awaits that the 
entry-to-shop button 360 or the like is selectively specified), 
and awaits that the picture of customer 366 is moved to the 
specified coordinate position on the above picture (the picture 
of first floor in shop 351 or the like). 
0541. In step SP231, if the picture specifying command is 
entered by moving the picture of customer 366 and selec 
tively specifying the entry-to-shop button 360 or the like on 
the picture of exterior of shop 350 or the like by the custom 
er's operation of the operating part 341, the portable dedi 
cated terminal 303 proceeds to step SP233 to generate picture 
request data representing the picture specifying command 
that has been previously allocated to the above selectively 
specified button by the request data generating part 344, and 
sends this from the sending part 345 to the data providing 
server 301, and proceeds to step SP234. 
0542. At this time, as shown in FIG.33B, the data provid 
ing server 301 starts a subroutine in step SP225 and enters 
step SP251. In the above step SP251 and the next step SP252, 
the data providing server 301 awaits that the picture request 
data and specified coordinate position data are sent from the 
portable dedicated terminal 303. In step SP251, if the data 
providing server 301 receives the picture request data from 
the portable dedicated terminal 303 by the receiving part 312, 
it proceeds to step SP253. 
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(0543. In step SP253, the data providing server 301 
retrieves content data in the content database 311 based on the 
picture request data by the retrieving part 315 and reads the 
specified picture data, and sends this from the sending part 
314 to the portable dedicated terminal 303, and then proceeds 
to step SP254. 
0544. At this time, in step SP234, the portable dedicated 
terminal 303 awaits the picture data from the data providing 
server 301. If the portable dedicated terminal 303 receives the 
picture data by the receiving part 346, it proceeds to step 
SP235. 
(0545. In step SP235, the portable dedicated terminal 303 
transmits the received picture data to the reproducing part 343 
to newly display a picture based on the picture data instead of 
the picture of the content selecting screen being displayed at 
present. Then, the portable dedicated terminal 303 proceeds 
to step SP236 to determine whether or not the confirmation 
button 368 was selectively specified on the selection confirm 
ing screen 355. 
0546 Obtaining a negative result in this step SP236 means 
that the selection confirming screen 355 has not been dis 
played yet by the reproducing part 343 or that although it has 
been displayed, the confirmation button 368 is not selectively 
specified because of in the middle of entering to specify 
purchase or rental for the content data. At this time, the 
portable dedicated terminal 303 returns to step SP231. 
(0547. In step SP232, the portable dedicated terminal 303 
moves the picture of customer 366 to the specified coordinate 
position on the picture of first floor in shop 351 or the like 
according to the customer's operation of the operating part 
341, and proceeds to step SP237 to generate specified coor 
dinate position data representing the specified coordinate 
position by the request data generating part 344 and send this 
from the sending part 345 to the data providing server 301, 
and then proceeds to step SP238. 
0548. At this time, in step SP252, the data providing server 
301 awaits the specified coordinate position data from the 
portable dedicated terminal 303. If the data providing server 
301 receives the specified coordinate position data by the 
receiving part 312, it proceeds to step SP255 to retrieve com 
mercial data in the content database 311 based on the speci 
fied coordinate position data by the retrieving part 315, read 
specified commercial data, and send this from the sending 
part 314 to the portable dedicated terminal 303, and then it 
proceeds to step SP254. 
(0549. In step SP254, the data providing server 301 deter 
mines whether or not it received the content specifying data 
from the portable dedicated terminal 303, and sequentially 
repeats the processing loop of steps SP251-SP252-SP253 
SP254-SP255 until it receives the content specifying data, 
and sends the picture data and the commercial data corre 
sponding to the picture request data and the specified coordi 
nate position data sent from the portable dedicated terminal 
3O3. 

0550. If the data providing server 301 receives the content 
specifying data in step SP254, it pulls out of this subroutine, 
and proceeds to step SP226 in the content providing process 
ing procedure in the data providing server 301 described 
above with reference to FIG. 32B. 
0551 On the other hand, in step SP238, the portable dedi 
cated terminal 303 awaits the commercial data from the data 
providing server 301. If the portable dedicated terminal 303 
receives the commercial data by the receiving part 346, it 
proceeds to step SP239 to transmit the commercial data to the 
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reproducing part 343. Thereby, the customer views a part of a 
content based on the commercial data and the content can be 
advertised to the customer. Then, the portable dedicated ter 
minal 303 proceeds to step SP236. 
0552. Until an affirmative result is obtained in step SP236, 
the portable dedicated terminal 303 returns to step SP231 and 
sequentially repeats the processing loop of the above steps 
SP231-SP232-SP233-SP234-SP23S-SP236-SP237-SP238 
SP239. Thereby, the portable dedicated terminal 303 can 
make the customer select desired content data by displaying 
each picture of the content selecting screen while properly 
Switching the display while mixing the advertisement of a 
content by the reproducing part 343. 
0553. Then, in step SP236, if the portable dedicated ter 
minal 303 confirms that the confirmation button 368 was 
selectively specified on the selection confirming screen 355 
of the content selecting screen, it pulls out of this Subroutine 
and proceeds to step SP215 of the content providing process 
ing procedure in the portable dedicated terminal 303 
described above with reference to FIG. 32A. 
0554. A content selecting screen customizing processing 
procedure by the data providing server 301 and the portable 
dedicated terminal 303 in this data providing system 300 will 
be collectively described. First, as shown in FIG. 34A, the 
portable dedicated terminal 303 enters routine RT22 from the 
start step and proceeds to step SP261. 
0555. In step SP261, the portable dedicated terminal 303 
awaits that the customer enters a customizing request via the 
operating part 341. If the customizing request is entered, the 
portable dedicated terminal 303 proceeds to step SP262 to 
generate customizing request data by the request data gener 
ating part 344, and sends this from the sending part 345 to the 
data providing server 301, and then it proceeds to step SP263. 
0556. At this time, as shown in FIG.34B, the data provid 
ing server 301 enters routine RT23 from the starting step and 
proceeds to step SP271 to await the customizing request data 
from the portable dedicated terminal 303. If the data provid 
ing server 301 receives the customizing request data by the 
receiving part 312, it proceeds to step SP272 to read custom 
izing registering screen data from the content database 311 by 
the retrieving part 315, and sends this from the sending part 
314 to the portable dedicated terminal 303, and then it pro 
ceeds to step SP273. 
0557. In step SP263, the portable dedicated terminal 303 
awaits the customizing registering screen data from the data 
providing server 301. If the portable dedicated terminal 303 
receives the customizing registering screen data by the receiv 
ing part 346, it transmits this to the reproducing part 343 to 
display a customizing registering screen based on the custom 
izing registering screen data, and proceeds to step SP264. 
0558. In step SP264, the portable dedicated terminal 303 
awaits that screen customizing information is entered on the 
customizing registering screen by the customer's operation of 
the operating part 341. If the screen customizing information 
is entered, the portable dedicated terminal 303 proceeds to 
step SP265 to generate screen customizing data by the request 
data generating part 344 and sends this from the sending part 
345 to the data providing server 301, and then it proceeds to 
step SP266. 
0559. At this time, in step SP273, the data providing server 
301 awaits the screen customizing data from the portable 
dedicated terminal 303. If the data providing server 301 
receives the Screen customizing data by the receiving part 
312, it proceeds to step SP274. 
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0560. In step SP274, the data providing server 301 reads 
the content selecting screen data from the content database 
311 by the retrieving part 315, performs processing on this 
based on the screen customizing data, and sends thus obtained 
customized screen data from the sending part 314 to the 
portable dedicated terminal 303, and then it proceeds to step 
SP275. 
0561. On the other hand, in step SP266, the portable dedi 
cated terminal 303 awaits the customized screen data from the 
data providing server 301. If the portable dedicated terminal 
303 receives the customized screen data by the receiving part 
346, it sends this to the reproducing part 343 to display a 
customized screen based on the customized screen data, and 
then it proceeds to step SP267. 
0562. In step SP267, as a result of that the customized 
screen was shown to the customer by the reproducing part 
343, if that the present setting is not desired customizing is 
entered by the customer via the operating part 341, the por 
table dedicated terminal 303 generates recustomizing data to 
generate screen customizing information again by the request 
data generating part 344, and sends thus generated recus 
tomizing data from the sending part 345 to the data providing 
server 301. Then, the portable dedicated terminal 303 returns 
to step SP264, and repeats the processing loop of steps 
SP264-SP265-SP266-SP267 again. 
0563. On the contrary, in step SP267, if that the present 
customizing is desired customizing is entered by the cus 
tomer via the operating part 341, the portable dedicated ter 
minal 303 proceeds to step SP268 to generate confirmation 
data by the request data generating part 344 and send this 
from the sending part 345 to the data providing server 301, 
and it proceeds to step SP269 to finish the above processing in 
the portable dedicated terminal 303. 
0564. On the other hand, in step SP275, the data providing 
server 301 receives the recustomizing data or the confirma 
tion data from the portable dedicated terminal 303 by the 
receiving part 312. If the data providing server 301 receives 
the recustomizing data by the receiving part 312, it returns to 
step SP273, and repeats the processing loop of steps SP273 
SP274-SP275 again. 
0565. In step SP275, if the data providing server 301 
receives the confirmation data by the receiving part 312, it 
proceeds to step SP276 to add the screen customizing data to 
the customer registration information in the customer data 
base 310 and update the customer registration information by 
the updating part 313, and it proceeds to step SP277 to finish 
the above processing in the data providing server 301. Thus, 
all the customizing processing procedures in the data provid 
ing system 300 are finished. 
0566. A content providing processing procedure by means 
of the customized screen data by the data providing server 
301 and the portable dedicated terminal 303 in the data pro 
viding system 300 will be collectively described. Referring to 
FIG. 35A shown by adding the same reference numerals to 
corresponding parts in FIG. 32A, the portable dedicated ter 
minal 303 enters routine RT24 from the start step, proceeds to 
step SP211, sequentially executes the processing of the above 
step SP211 and the next step SP212 to send obtaining request 
data to the data providing server 301, and then proceeds to 
step SP281. 
0567 At this time, referring to FIG.35B shown by adding 
the same reference numerals to corresponding parts in FIG. 
32B, the data providing server 301 enters routine RT25 from 
the start step, proceeds to step SP221, sequentially executes 
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the processing of the above step SP221 and the following step 
SP222 and step SP223 to receive the obtaining request data 
from the portable dedicated terminal 303, and then it proceeds 
to step SP291. 
0568. In step SP291, the data providing server 301 reads 
the screen customizing data added to the customer registra 
tion information on the customer who requested to obtain the 
content data from the customer database 310 by the updating 
part 313, performs processing on the content selecting screen 
data read from the content database 311 based on the screen 
customizing data by the retrieving part 315, and sends thus 
obtained customized screen data from the sending part 314 to 
the portable dedicated terminal 303, and then proceeds to step 
SP225. 
0569. The data providing server 301 sequentially executes 
the processing of the above steps SP225 to SP227, and then 
proceeds to step SP292 to finish the above processing in the 
data providing server 301. 
0570. On the other hand, in step SP281, the portable dedi 
cated terminal 303 awaits the customized screen data from the 
data providing server 301. If the portable dedicated terminal 
303 receives the customized screen data by the receiving part 
346, it transmits the customized screen data to the reproduc 
ing part 343 to display for example the customized picture of 
the exterior of the shop 370, and then proceeds to step SP214. 
0571. In step SP214, the portable dedicated terminal 303 
sequentially executes the processing of steps SP214 to 
SP217, and proceeds to step SP282 to finish the above pro 
cessing in the portable dedicated terminal 303. Thereby, all 
the content providing processing procedures by means of the 
customized screen data in the data providing system 300 are 
finished. 
0572 According to the above configuration, in this data 
providing system 300, if the data providing server 301 
receives the customizing request data from the portable dedi 
cated terminal 303 that is dedicated to the agency and only 
can access the above data providing server 301, the data 
providing server 301 sends the customizing registering screen 
data to the portable dedicated terminal 303 according to that. 
If the screen customizing information for the content select 
ing screen that was entered on the customizing registering 
screen based on the customizing registering screen data is 
sent from the above portable dedicated terminal 303 to the 
data providing server 301 as Screen customizing data, the data 
providing server 301 receives and adds this to the correspond 
ing customer registration information in the customer data 
base 310, and registers the screen customizing data. 
0573 Then, in this data providing system 300, if the data 
providing server 301 receives the obtaining request data from 
the portable dedicated terminal 303 of the customer who 
registered the screen customizing data by the data providing 
server 301, the data providing server 301 reads the above 
screen customizing data from the customer database 310, and 
the content selecting screen data from the content database 
311, and performs processing on the content selecting screen 
data based on the screen customizing data, and sends thus 
obtained customized screen data to the portable dedicated 
terminal 303. Thereby, the customer can select desired con 
tent data on the customized screen obtained by customizing 
the content selecting screen according to the customer's 
request. 
0574. In this data providing system 300, since the portable 
dedicated terminal 303 only can access the data providing 
server 301 for providing content data, the content selecting 
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screen can be easily customized matching with the custom 
er's taste of content data (that is, genre). Thus, the usability of 
the content selecting screen can be remarkably improved. 
(0575 Moreover, in this data providing system 300, the 
content selecting screen previously generated by mixing the 
three-dimensional virtual reality space pictures that represent 
the outside/inside of the shop of the agency is provided from 
the data providing server 301 to the portable dedicated termi 
nal 303 so that the customer can easily select content data. 
The content selecting screen can be customized according to 
the customer's request. Thereby, the usability of the above 
content selecting screen can be further improved. 
0576 Furthermore, in this data providing system 300, if 
the data providing server 301 obtains the screen customizing 
data from the portable dedicated terminal 303, it customizes 
the content selecting screen databased on the screen custom 
izing data, and the customer can confirm this on the portable 
dedicated terminal 303. Thereby, the content selecting screen 
can be properly customized as the customer desired. 
0577. In this data providing system 300, the portable dedi 
cated terminal 303 only can access the data providing server 
301 for providing content data, and the content selecting 
screen which will be provided to the portable dedicated ter 
minal 303 when the customer requested to obtain content data 
can be customized according to the customers request. 
Thereby, the customer who uses the portable dedicated ter 
minal 303 for the purpose of obtaining content data can 
remarkably easily use the data providing system 300. 
0578. As a result, in this data providing system 300, the 
percentage of the customers who use the data providing 
server 301 also being the agency to obtain content data can be 
remarkably improved. 
(0579. Furthermore, in this data providing system 300, the 
customer can use such portable dedicated terminal 303 only 
accessible the data providing server 301 by either of purchase 
and rental. Thereby, the customer who does not own a device 
for using the Internet, the customer who although owns Such 
device, is inexperienced in operations for connecting to the 
Internet, and the customer who almost does not have a knowl 
edge of the Internet, can easily obtain content data from the 
data providing server 301 by the portable dedicated terminal 
3O3. 
0580 According to the above configuration, the data pro 
viding server 301 sends the customizing registering screen 
data according to the customizing request data that was sent 
from the portable dedicated terminal 303 dedicated to the 
agency and only accessible the above data providing server 
301 to the portable dedicated terminal 303, and the data 
providing server 301 registers the screen customizing data 
sent from the above portable dedicated terminal 303 in the 
customer database 310. Then, the data providing server 301 
performs processing on the content selecting screen data 
based on the screen customizing data read from the customer 
database 310 according to the obtaining request data sent 
from the portable dedicated terminal 303, and sends thus 
obtained customized screen data to the portable dedicated 
terminal 303. Thereby, the content selecting screen can be 
easily customized matching with the customer's taste, and the 
usability of the above content selecting screen can be remark 
ably improved. Thus, a data providing system in which the 
customer can easily select content data can be accomplished. 
0581. Note that, in the aforementioned sixth embodiment, 

it has dealt with the case where the data providing server 301 
is installed in the agency. However, this invention is not only 
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limited to this but also provided that the data providing server 
301 can be connected to the Internet, the place to install the 
data providing server 301 may not be particularly prescribed. 
And by providing a database for managing plural agencies in 
the data providing server 301 and by previously storing their 
agency IDS peculiar to each of them, content selecting screen 
data and customizing registering screen data in the above 
database by making a correspondence, when the portable 
dedicated terminal 303 accessed, the data providing server 
301 may send content selecting screen data and customizing 
registering screen data for an agency corresponding to the 
portable dedicated terminal 303 or for an agency arbitrary 
selected to the above portable dedicated terminal 303. 
0582. In the aforementioned sixth embodiment, it has 
dealt with the case where in the data providing server 301, the 
content selecting screen data is generated by the developmen 
tal tool that was provided from the content server. However, 
this invention is not only limited to this but also content 
selecting screen data may be generated by entrusting it to a 
company for generating content selecting screen data or the 
like from the data providing server 301. 
0583. In the aforementioned sixth embodiment, it has 
dealt with the case where the content selecting screen data 
representing the inside of the shop of the agency by three 
dimensional virtual reality space pictures is provided from 
the data providing server 301. However, this invention is not 
only limited to this but also content selecting screen data 
generated in a home page by listing the titles of many content 
data or the like may be provided. 
0584 As shown in FIG. 36, in a data providing system 390 
for providing content selecting screen data generated in a 
home page, as screen customizing data D10 to be sent from a 
portable dedicated terminal 391 to a data providing server 
392, customizing Such as the rearrangement of tunes (i.e., 
content data) by an arbitrary artist (or genre) in date order, and 
the specifying of background color of the content selecting 
screen data can be performed. If the data providing server 392 
receives obtaining request data from the portable dedicated 
terminal 391 after it registered the received screen customiz 
ing data D10 in a customer database 393, the data providing 
server 392 performs processing on the content selecting 
screen data in the customer database 393 based on the screen 
customizing data D10 by a retrieving part397, and sends thus 
obtained customized screen data D11 to the portable dedi 
cated terminal 391. 

0585. In this connection, in the data providing system 390, 
if the data providing server 392 receives the screen custom 
izing data D10, the data providing server 392 determines 
whether or not satisfactory amount of content data for the 
request by the screen customizing data D10 has been stored in 
a content database 394. If it has not, the data providing server 
392 generates content obtaining request data D12 and send 
this to a content server 395, so that the content server 395 
reads specified content data from the content database 396 
and supplies this to the data providing server 392. Thereby, 
the content selecting screen data can be customized while 
further Surely satisfying the customer's request. Note that, 
such supply of content data from the content server 395 to the 
data providing server 392 also can be applied to the afore 
mentioned sixth embodiment. 

0586. Furthermore, in the aforementioned sixth embodi 
ment, it has dealt with the case where the data providing 
server 301 simply obtains many content data provided from a 
content server and stores this in the content database 311. 
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However, this invention is not only limited to this but also the 
data providing server 301 may obtain compressed content 
data from the content server, stores this in the content data 
base 311 as it has been compressed, and provides this to the 
portable dedicated terminal 303. Thereby, the content data 
base 311 in the data providing server 301 and the recording 
medium 340 in the portable dedicated terminal 303 that have 
a limited capacity can be effectively used to record content 
data. 

0587. In this connection, as shown in FIG. 37, in the con 
tent server, not only many content data but also many data 
tables 400 in which the above content data are represented by 
classified by genre have been stored in the content database. 
If the genre of content data to be treated for providing is 
specified from data providing servers and/or agencies by pre 
ceding the start of the distribution of content data, content 
data in the specified genre are selected from the above data 
table at random, and thus selected content data group 'a' . . . 
are provided to the different data providing servers and/or 
agencies, respectively. Thereby, content data in which a part 
of or all of them are different in the same genre can be 
provided to the data providing servers and/or the agencies. As 
a result, the customer can use many data providing servers 
dealing in different content data in the same genre. 

(8) Seventh Embodiment 
0588 FIG.38 shows a data providing system 500 accord 
ing to a seventh embodiment. A portable dedicated terminal 
502 that corresponds to the portable dedicated terminals 7A 
to 7N described above with reference to FIGS. 1 to 3 and only 
can accessible a data providing server 501, and a package 
providing server 503 that corresponds to the sales company 5 
described above with reference to FIGS. 1 to 3 are connected 
to a data providing server 501 corresponding to the agencies 
4A to 4N described above with reference to FIGS. 1 to 3, 
respectively, on the Internet 504. 
0589. The data providing server 501 has a customer data 
base 510, a content database 511 and a packaged media 
database 512. The customer can use the data providing server 
501 by that customer registration information composed of 
customer information Such as the name, address, and account 
number, and a customer ID issued to the customer are stored 
in the customer database 510 and the customer is registered. 
0590. In the content database 511, content data composed 
of many single tunes has been stored as content data that will 
be provided to the customer, and a data table formed by listing 
content additional information composed of a content ID 
peculiar to each of the above content data, title (the title of 
tune), selling price, rental price, etc., has been stored. 
0591. In the data providing server 501, content data being 
a single tune is equivalent to packaged media storing the same 
content data, and they are equivalently exchangeable. 
According to this, in the packaged media database 512, a data 
table formed by listing the title of the content data being a 
single tune, the title of the packaged media storing the above 
content data being a single CD, the selling price of the above 
packaged media, package identification information peculiar 
to packaged media (hereinafter, this is referred to as package 
ID), etc. by making a correspondence. 
0592 For instance, the registered customer sends specify 
ing information on content data wanting to rent from the 
portable dedicated terminal 502 (purchased/rented by the 
customer) as content specifying data, the data providing 
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server 501 receives this by a receiving part 515 and takes this 
in a receiving data judging part 516. 
0593. Here, as shown in FIGS. 38 and 39, in the content 
specifying data D20 sent from the portable dedicated terminal 
502, information such as the customer's name, customer ID, 
password, title of the content data D21 that the customer 
wants to rent, equivalent exchange information representing 
whether or not equivalent exchange had performed, rental 
term, and method of payment for rental charge is included. 
0594. In this connection, the customer ID was issued in the 
customer registration in the data providing server 501 and has 
been stored in the portable dedicated terminal 502. The cus 
tomer ID will be stored in various data to be sent from the 
above portable dedicated terminal 502 to identify the cus 
tOmer. 

0595. The equivalent exchange information shows for 
example, “O'” in the case where the customer's purpose is to 
obtain the content data D21 and the customer does not hope 
equivalent exchange. On the contrary, in the case where the 
customer hopes equivalent exchange, the equivalent 
exchange information shows '1', for example. 
0596) The data providing server 501 identifies the above 
content specifying data D20 as data to obtain the content data 
D21 based on the equivalent exchange information stored in 
the content specifying data D20 by the receiving data judging 
part 516. 
0597. Then, the data providing server 501 retrieves a data 
table in the content database 511 based on the title of the 
content data D21, changes the title to a content ID, generates 
read-of-content control data D22, and sends this to a content 
ID extracting part 517, by the receiving datajudging part 516. 
0598. In this connection, when in generating the read-of 
content control data D22 from the content specifying data 
D20 by the receiving datajudging part 516, the data providing 
server 501 retrieves the customer registration information in 
the customer database 510 based on the customer ID, and 
detects the coded name of the customer stored therein by a 
customer updating/retrieving part 518. As the method of pay 
ment for rental charges, if credit has been specified, the data 
providing server 501 detects the account number of the cus 
tomer, stores thus detected customer's coded name and 
account number in the read-of-content control data D22 by 
the receiving data judging part 516. 
0599. The data providing server 501 extracts the content 
ID from the read-of-content control data D22 by the content 
ID extracting part 517, and transmits this to a content retriev 
ing part 519 with the read-of-content control data D22. The 
data providing server 501 retrieves the content data D21 in the 
content database 511 and reads this by the above content 
retrieving part 519, and transmits the read content data D21 to 
a sending data generating part 520 with the read-of-content 
control data D22. 
0600 The data providing server 501 adds copy history 
information to the read-of-content control data D22, gener 
ates header data D23, and adds the header data D23 to the 
content data D21 by the sending data generating part 520, and 
then sends this from a sending part 521 to the portable dedi 
cated terminal 502 via the Internet 504. Thereby, the customer 
can rent the content data D21 that he/she specified. 
0601. In this connection, the data providing server 501 has 
an accounting part not shown. In the case where the customer 
specified payment for rental charges by credit, the data pro 
viding server 501 executes accounting by that accounting part 
before the specified content data D21 is sent to the portable 
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dedicated terminal 502. The data providing server 501 gen 
erates accounting databased on the rental charges according 
to the term to rent the content data D21 (that is, charge amount 
to the customer), the account number of the customer in the 
customer registration information, and the account number 
of for example, an agency following the data providing 
Server 501. 

0602. As a result of that the data providing server 501 sent 
the account data from the sending part 521 to a specified 
settlement processing server (not shown) via the Internet 504, 
if the completion of electronical settlement processing based 
on the account data is notified from the above settlement 
processing server, the data providing server 501 adds infor 
mation such as the title and the content ID of the content data 
D21, the amount that the customer paid for the rental, to the 
customer registration information in the customer database 
510, and updates the customer registration information. The 
data providing server 501 can grasp the information on the 
content data D21 rented by the customer, the state of payment 
for the above rental, or the like, by the customer registration 
information. 

0603 At this time, the data providing server 501 also 
notifies the sending data generating part 520 of the notifica 
tion received from the settlement processing server, and 
stores the information on the amount that the customer paid 
for the rental of the content data D21 in the header data D23 
instead of the account number by the above sending data 
generating part 520. In this manner, if the customer completes 
the payment for the rental charges, the data providing server 
501 sends the content data D21 with the header data D23 to 
the portable dedicated terminal 502 for rental 
0604. In this manner, in the data providing system 500, the 
content data D21 is rented to the customer from the data 
providing server 501 by means of the portable dedicated 
terminal 502. If the rental term of the above content data D21 
is finished, and the customer brings that portable dedicated 
terminal 502 into the agency, the agency erases the content 
data D21 for return. 

0605. In this data providing system 500, although the 
rental term has passed, if the customer does not bring the 
portable dedicated terminal 502 into the agency, that content 
data D21 is erased or made into the irreproducible state for 
return by the internal mechanism of the above portable dedi 
cated terminal 502. 

0606. By the way, if equivalent exchange request data D30 
for requesting the equivalent exchange of the content data 
owned by the customer by rental (single tune) for packaged 
media (single CD) is sent from the portable dedicated termi 
nal 502, the data providing server 501 receives this by the 
receiving part 515, and takes this in the receiving datajudging 
part 516. 
0607 Here, as shown in FIGS.38 and 40, in the equivalent 
exchange request data D30, the equivalent exchange infor 
mation is composed of the customer's name, customer ID, 
password, title of the content data D21 that the customer 
specified for the equivalent exchange, and whether or not 
being an equivalent exchange (in this case, “1” is shown). 
0608. The data providing server 501 judges the equivalent 
exchange request data D30 to be data for requesting an 
equivalent exchange of the content data D21 for packaged 
media based on the equivalent exchange information 
included in the equivalent exchange request data D30 by the 
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receiving data judging part 516, and sends the equivalent 
exchange request data D30 to a customer ID extracting part 
525. 
0609. The data providing server 501 extracts the customer 
ID from the equivalent exchange request data D30 by the 
customer ID extracting part 525, and transmits this to a cus 
tomer updating/retrieving part 518 with the above equivalent 
exchange request data D30. 
0610 The data providing server 501 retrieves the cus 
tomer registration information in the customer database 510 
based on the customer ID by the customer updating/retrieving 
part 518, and based on thus obtained customer registration 
information, detects the customer's coded name, content ID 
of the content data D21, payment method of the rental charges 
for the content data D21, whether or not the above rental 
charges was already paid, and whether or not the customer did 
not commit illegality on the obtaining of the content data D21 
in the past, and transmits the detected result to a judging part 
526 with the equivalent exchange request data D30. 
0611. The data providing server 501 judges whether or not 
the equivalent exchange should be permitted based on the 
detected result by the judging part 526. 
0612 Here, if the customer already paid the rental charges 
for the content data D21 and especially did not commit ille 
gality, the data providing server 501 permits the equivalent 
exchange and stores the detected data, the customer's coded 
name, the content ID of the content data D21, the paying 
method of the rental charges, and the amount that the cus 
tomer practically paid, in the equivalent exchange request 
data D30, and generates equivalent exchange processing data 
D31 by the judging part 526, and transmits this to a value 
judging part 527. 
0613. The data providing server 501 retrieves a data table 
in the packaged media database 512 according to the retrieval 
conditions previously set in a package retrieving part 528, 
detects packaged media (single CD) storing the same tune as 
the content data D21 owned by the customer, as exchangeable 
packaged media, and reads the title, the selling price and the 
package ID of thus detected packaged media by the value 
judging part 527. 
0614 Then, the data providing server 501 compares the 
rental charges that the customer paid for the content data D21 
(that is, the obtaining price of the content data D21) to the 
selling price of the detected packaged media and computing 
their balance by the value judging part 527. At this time, for 
instance, if the selling price of the packaged media is more 
expensive than the obtaining price of the content data D21, 
the term of the equivalent exchange that the customer pays 
their balance is set to make the exchange values equivalent. 
0615. The data providing server 501 stores the title and the 
package ID of the packaged media, and the term of the 
equivalent exchange in the equivalent exchange request data 
D30, and generates equivalent exchange term showing data 
D32, by the value judging part 527. 
0616) The data providing server 501 sends the equivalent 
exchange term showing data D32 from the sending part 521 to 
the portable dedicated terminal 502 via the Internet 504 to 
notify the customer of that the content data D21 can be 
equivalently exchanged for the packaged media, and that if 
the customer equivalently exchanges the content data D21 for 
the packaged media, he/she must pay the shown balance as 
the term. 
0617. As a result, if exchange acceptance data represent 
ing that the customer accepts the equivalent exchange is sent 
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from the portable dedicated terminal 502, the data providing 
server 501 receives this by the receiving part 515, takes this in 
the receiving data judging part 516, and transmits this to the 
judging part 526. The data providing server 501 confirms that 
the customer accepted the equivalent exchange based on the 
exchange acceptance data by the judging part 526. 
0618. Then, the data providing server 501 generates pack 
age delivery ordering information from the package ID of the 
packaged media to be equivalently exchanged and delivered 
to the customer, the customer's name, the customer's address, 
etc., based on the customer registration information by the 
judging part 526, and transmits this to the sending data gen 
erating part 520. 
0619. The data providing server 501 generates package 
delivery ordering data representing the package delivery 
ordering information by the sending data generating part 520, 
and sends this from the sending part 521 to the package 
providing server 503 via the Internet 504, to order the delivery 
of the packaged media to the customer. 
0620. As a result, if delivery arrangement completion data 
representing that the arrangement of the delivery has com 
pleted is sent from the package providing server 503 via the 
Internet 504, the data providing server 501 receives this by the 
receiving part 515, and transmits this from the receiving data 
judging part 516 to the judging part 526. 
0621. At this time, as the paying method of the balance 
shown in the exchange acceptance data, if the customer speci 
fied the payment by credit, the data providing server 501 
performs accounting by the accounting part similarly to the 
aforementioned case, and then receives the notification of the 
completion of the electronical settlement from the settlement 
processing server. 
0622. The data providing server 501 transmits the equiva 
lent exchange approval information representing the approval 
for the equivalent exchange and the delivery method of the 
packaged media from the judging part 526 to the sending data 
generating part 520 to generate equivalent exchange approval 
data, and sends this from the sending part 521 to the portable 
dedicated terminal 502 via the Internet 504 to notify the 
customer of that the equivalent exchange was approved. 
0623 Then, the data providing server 501 adds informa 
tion such as the content ID of the content data D21 to be 
equivalently exchanged, the package ID of the packaged 
media, whether or not the customer paid the balance, and the 
balance, to the customer registration information in the cus 
tomer database 510, updates the customer registration infor 
mation, and stores the history of the equivalent exchange, by 
the judging part 526 via the customer updating/retrieving part 
S18. 

0624 Thereby, the content data owned by the customer is 
erased from the portable dedicated terminal 502 (or is made 
into irreproducible state) for return, and the packaged media 
is delivered to the customer. In this manner, in the data pro 
viding server 501, as shown in FIGS. 41A and 41B, the 
content data D21 owned by the customer can be equivalently 
exchanged for the packaged media storing the content data 
D21 that should be normally purchased at the selling price. 
0625. In this connection, in the case where the customer 
specified payment by cash for the balance between the selling 
price of the packaged media and the obtaining price of the 
content data, the customer transfers the balance to the bank 
account. And in the case where the customer specified pay 
ment by prepaid card, the customeruses a request terminal or 
the like. 












































































